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vINSTRUCTIONS FOR THE OPERATION OF COIFS ASSOCIATED WITH THE
LOW-ENERGY IN WMUAR CASCADE CAIMATION
Hugo W. Bertini, Hemma E. Francis,
and Miriam Pte. Guthrie
Abstract
Instructions are given for processing a tape containing all the
programs associated with a low-energy intranuclear cascade calculation.
The calculation is valid for incident nucleon energies from about 50 to
350 MeV and for incident charged pion energies from about 50 to 250 MeV.
The codes involved are the cascade code, twc analysis codes which con-
struct various histograms using the data generated by the cascade, an
evaporation code which performs evaporatioa calculations on the nuclei
that are left at the completion of the cascade calculation, an angular
momentum code, and a code which allows the cascade calculations to be
made with different nucleon density distributions within the nucleus. A
detailed. description of all the binary outputs is given, and a list of




T'L2ese instructions and codes are intended for use at a computing
facility using an IBM -7090 computer with the standard IBM Monitor system,*
which must be used when the Source Program Tape accompanying this manual-
is processed and when all codes are run.
In order to Pet a complete set of results from the intranuclear cas-
cade calculation
., 1 not one but several codes are needed. All of these
codes, along with the additional data required to operate them, are con-
tained on the Source Program Tape.
The ;rain code is the Cascade Code, and the actual intranuclear cascade
calculation is performed using this code. The calculation is valid for inci-
dent nucleon energies from about 50 to 350 MeV and for incident charged pion
energies from about 50 to 250 MeV. Very briefly, the calculation attempts
to trace the history of each incident particle impinging upon the surface
of a nucleus. Some of these particles pass through the nucleus, and
some will collide inside where the collisions are assumed to take place
with individual nucleons in the nucleus. When an incident, particle
makes a collision, each particle emanating from the collision point
is followed by the code to the next collision, and the process is repeated
at the new collision points. In this way a cascade -Is generated. (For
further details, see reference 3. below.) When the particles that emanate
from any of the collision points escape from the nucleus, the data
pertinent to that particle, such as its energy and direction cosines,
are recorded on an auxiliary magnetic tape, called the "Primary Output
Tape." A record (see Glossary) on this tape consists of the pertinent
1. Hugo W. Bertini, Phys. Rev. 121,, 1301 (1963) with erratum Phys. Rev.
AB2 (1965); also Monte Carlo Calculations on I.ntranuclear Cascades
ORNL
-3383 (Apr. 23, 1923 •
*The specific system required is the Standard IBM Monitor System with




information for all particles that escape as a result of one incident
particle initiating the cascade. Hence there is one record for each in-
cident particle that makes a collision inside the nucleus.
The information in the series of records generated in this way is
not directly useful, since each record will contain data that will have
been generated by a statistical process ., I and the numerical values of
the pertinent data recorded will have considerable variation. These
statistical data must be organized into meaningful distributions by addi-
tional codes. A copy of the report ORNL -3433 included with this material
describes the printed output from three such codes - Analysis Codes I
and II and the Evaporation Code. The binary output from these codes is
described in the section entitled "Binary Tapes" in this manual. All
three codes are included in the set of codes contained on the reel accom-
panying this manual.
A fourth analysis code, providing data on angular momentum distribu-
tions, and the Nuclear Configuration Code are also included and will be
described later in this report.
This manual is intended to assist the user in the processing necessary
for the operation of the codes. It consists of a Glossary of computing
terms related to this subject, a description of the accompanying tape it-
self, a set of instructions for processirg this tape to get the codes, a
description and samples of the supplementary IBM (input) cards needed for
the operation of each code, a table of estimated running times for each
eMe, a complete set of outputs for a sample case, an exact format of the
information written by the cascade code on the Primary Output Tape, and
finally a table of random numoers, which can be used in the Cascade Code





The following terms are defined only as they relate to the process-
ing of these codes. Where there is a possibility of an "0" being confused
with a zero, 0 is used to represent "0".
A	 Mass number of a nucleus.
BCD (Binary Coded
	 A system for representing numerical, alpha-
Decimal)




Information recorded on the magnetic tape in
the BCD system where one six-bit binary number
is used to represent eRch character.
BINARY CARDS	 Cards pi.mched in machine language as a result
of processing Source Programs,
BINARY TAPE
	
A magnetic tape containing information in the
same form as it is found in the memory or core
of the computer.
CARD FIELD	 A fixed number of consecutive card columns
assigned to a unit of information.
CROSS-SECTION TAPE	 A tape containing the basic cross-section data
and the parameters from which the various proper-
ties of t ,.e nucleus can be calculated. This
tape is used when operating the Cascade Code.
CUTOFF ENERGY
	
The energy at which the histories of the crecade
particles cease to be followed.
END OF FILE	 An indication that all records in the file on a
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END-OF-PILE MARK
	
A 3.75-in. blank space, a tape mark followed
by its redundancy character, and an end-of-file
record gap. This sequence on a tape will signa".
an end of file to the computer when the tape is
read.
EVAPORATION CODE	 Table of Wapstra's masses on tape from which
TABLE TAPE
binding energies are calculated. 2
 This tape
is used when operating the Evaporation Code.
FIELD WIDTH
	
The number of columns in a card field.
FILE	 One record or a series of records followed by
an end-of-file mark on the tape. In the special
case of the Primary Output Tape generated by
the Cascade Code, one file contains all the
records pertaining to a case or particular
nuclear reaction (example: 200-MeV Protons
on Aluminum using 3000 incident particles).
In the special case of the Source Program Tape,
each file contains a code or a set of data nec-
essary to operate a code.
FIXED POINT MISER	 An integer.
FLOATING-POINT
	
A number with a decimal point. The number may
NUMBER
be followed by the letter E and the power of 10
by which the number itself is to be multiplied.
2. See L. Dresner, EVAP-A FORTRAN Program for Calculating the Evaporation
of Various Particles from Excited Compound Nuclei, ORNL-CF- 1-12-30
.(Dec. 19, 1961) for use of Wapstra masses. In Dresner's report the
masses were part of the input data on cards, whereas for present pur-





	 The arrangement of information for input to a
computer or the arrangement desired for output,
e.g., Format (E12.8) specifies a field width of
12 columns and a number with 8 significant digits,
where the number is represented in floating point
form.
FORMAT - A TYPE A card field containing alphabetic or numeric
characters that may be either right- or left-
adjusted as established by the program.
FORMAT - E TYPE
	
A card field containing numeric characters in
floating point form with an exponent. Example:
the value 0.244057L7 x 103 to be entered as a
Format (E12.8) in column 55 through column 66
(12 columns) should be entered as 24405747E+03
starting in column 55 and ending in column 66.
The it12'o signifies a field width of 12 columns,
and the "8" signifies eight places to the right
of the decimal point. The value of the exponent
must be in the extreme right of the field.
FORMAT - F TYPE
	
A card field containing numeric characters in
floating point form without are exponent.
Example: using the same number as above with
Note: Commas should never appear in a number punched on a card. The deci-
mal point punched in the card overrides the position indicated in the For-
mat specification; therefore, if the number is of magnitude suitable to
the field width, the number with the decimal point positioned correctly
may be entered anywhere in the field; e.g... the value 0.24405747 x 103 may
be entered as 244.05747 anywhere in the field, and the letter E may be
omitted.
a





FQRMT - I TYPE
the FORKAT(F°12.8) in columns 55 through 66,
24405747000 may be entered in columns 56*
through 66. However, the number with the deci-
=1 point positioned correctly may be entered
anywhere in the field, as In the E-type format.
A card field containing fixed point numbers
only (no decimal points) that must be entered
to the extreme right of the card field; e.g.,
a number to be used by a M WM M) which is
to occupy columns 1 thmugh 20 must be entered
as an integer of 5 oz less digits which occupies




A card field containing a specified number of
integers of which no integer may be greater
than 7. Example: for FORMAT(612) the number
455012321765 pla-zed in the designated card
field will satisfy the 0 type format.
The four types of incident particles that the





This is an example of a number which is "right-adjusted."
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=u-ADTU1 TEED	 The information in the card field positioned to
the extreme left of the field.
MONITOR CONML CARDS	 The two cards that the user adds to the front
of each object program and the "*DATA" cards
that he adds to the back. These cards are
used by the monitor system only.
OBJECT EECK
	
The correct arrangement of monitor control cards
with the binary cards or object program obtained
from a source program. This deck is ready to
be combined with input data to be processed.
OBJECT PROGRAM
	
The binary cards punched as a result of process-
ing a source program.
PRIMARY OUTPUT
	
A binary tape created by the Cascade Code to be
TAPE
used as an input tape for Analysis Codes I and
II, the h-vaporation Code, and the Angular Mmen-
tun Code.
PROCESSOR	 A machine language program, which performs the
functions necessary to convert a source program
into the des-.red object program.
PROGRAM
	
The plan for the solution of a problem, including
the instructions that till cause a computer to
perform the desired operation and also such re-
quired information as data descriptions and
tables.
CORD	 A block of words recorded consecutively on tape
followed by a 3/4 -in. blank space on the tape.
+cr1^
'
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In the special cage of the Primary Output Tape
generated by the Cascade Code, each record except
the first and last contains all of the informa-
tion pertaining tc the particles escaping from
the nucleus for each incident particle making
a collision; i.e., there is one record for each
incident particle that makes a collision with
the nucleus. The first record describes the
case, and the last record briefly summarizes
some of the results.
The information in the card field positioned to
the extreme right of the field.
SOURCE PROGRAM
	
A prrgram coded in other than machine language,
such as FORTRAN, FAP, etc., Which must be trans-





The tape supplied to the user containing the
source programs for all of the codes.
The "logical" tape number is the tape number
referred to in the source program.
The "assigned" number designates the actual
physical tape drive corresponding to the logical
tape number.
Element being bombarded.
Z	 Atomic number of a nucleus -
-,--- --'---'------- ...- - 	 	 ----------	 •.w.......,....<,_.....^...,:^.'.i^•:r^tie^c.z.:.ra^.raiui^,.i.:.:t.._
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Description of Accog anying Reel of Tape
The tape reel accompanying this manual is referred to as the
;Source Program Tape." The data on this tape are grouped into eight
files.
File 1: Contains the information to be copied (at an IBM installation)
as the first file on an auxiliary tape, which is referred to
as the Cross Section Tape. The Cross Section Tape must be
used in running the Cascade Code (file 3).
File 2:
File 3 •
Contains the information to be copied (at an IBM installation)
as the first file on an auxiliary tape, which is referred to as
the Evaporation Code Table Tape. The Evaporation Code 'fable
Tape must be used in running the Evaporation Code (file 6).
Contains the Cascade Code, which generates and stores all the
raw data pertaining to the escaping cascade particles on the
auxiliary tape, the Primary Output Tape.
File 4: Contains Analysis Code I
File 5: Contains Analysis Code II
File 6: Contains the Evaporation Code	 )
File 7: Contains the Angular Momentum Code)
Uses the information from
the PrimaryOutput TN Le
(see file 3) to calculate
the useful output.
File 8: Contains the Nuclear Configuration Code, which is used to gener-
ate a different cross-section tape from that given by file is
this cross-section tape contains both the basic cross-section
data used by the Cascade Code and the data that determine the
nuclear configuration, that is, the size of each nuclear region,
etc. 1 The nuclear configuration can be changed by using this
code as described later.
: +^=::t^^i




Now to Use the Source Program Tape
The codes contained on the accompanying Source Program Tape may be
processed by the standard IBM Monitor Systee to obtain Object Programs in
card form. The Object Programs, along with the appropriate monitor and
input cards, are then used to run the desired cases.
The Object Programs can be obtained by submitting the Source Program
2spe to the computer installation along with instructions to process any
or all of the six files that contain the codes.
Steps To Obtain Object Programs and Object Decks
Submit the Source Program Tape to any IBM computing installation.
Request the standard TM Monitor Syster&for use on this job.
1. Have file 1 (for the Cascade Code) or file 2 (for the Evapora-
tion Code) copied as the first file on an auxiliary tape which
is then called either the Cross Section Tspe or the Evaporation
Code Table Tape.
2. Specify which file or files of the .remaining files are desired
corresponding to the codes desired and state that you wish both
coupilation and assembly for each file. After the processing
(copying, compiling, and assembling) has been done you will
receive a set of binary cards and a list of the assembly and com.-
pilation. This list'is a stack of IBM paper sheets upon which the
source program and corresponding machine language version of
each code are printed. Retain these sheets until the codes are
run successf+.ally, and then they can be discarded. (They would
be of use to an experienced programmer if trouble develops in
using the codes.)
*Specifically, one must ask for the Standard IBM Monitor System with
Fortran II, version 2, modification 50.	 '
-1.1-
3. Add the following cards to the front and back of each set of














b. Behind each batch of binary cards for the Cascade
Code, Analysis Code I, Analysis Code II, the
Angular Momentum Code, and the Nuclear Configuration






c. Behind the batch of binary cards for the Evaporation











































4. Place the input cards containing the input data, listed in the
following sections describing each code, after the last card
of the Object Decks, which will then be ready for use.
5. Submit the completed decks, the tapes needed to run the codes,
-X-
and a card or sheet specifying; the tape assignments for the
tapes to be used with each code to the computer installation
with instructions that these programs be run using the standard
*Strictly speaking adding the it *DATA" card to the Evaporation Code binary
cards completes the formation of the Object Deck for this code, but
cards 2 and 3 must be supplied in order for the code to operate properly.






IBM Monitor System,*including the standard input and output
	
I
tapes that are generally used with this system. In return,
°%
you will receive the printed output from each code when the
job has been run, and Either the tape reels or the reel num-
bers upon which the data have been written.
Note: The programs on files )r, 5, 6, and 7 are used
individually to analyze the Primary Output Tape created by
{,;he Cascade Code. Obviously, the Cascade Code must be run
before these codes can be used.






As already mentioned, the Cascade Code is used to generate data on the
Primary Output Tape. The data may be analyzed by Analysis Code I, Analysis
Code II, the Evaporation Code, or the Angular MomentumCode t^ obtain the
information desired from the Cascade Code. The Cross--Section Tape con-
taining the basic cross sections and nuclear data must be used in running
the Cascade Code. As a reminder, the energy range of validity for the Cas-
cade Code is about 50 to 350 MeV for incident nucleons and 50 to 300 MeV
for incident pions. The user must supply the Cross-Section Tape to the
IBM installation with the object deck and input cards when operating this
code.
The code requires three input cards to specify each case, but any
number of cases may be specified by placing the sets of three cards per case
in sequence behind one another. However, because of the unreliability of
the tapes, it is suggested that not more than five and preferably only
three cases be used for every Primary Output `!'ape generated.
The cards should contain the following information in the foxmat
specified:




 J	 A (right -adjusted) 	 F3.0
4-6	 Z (right-adjusted)	 F3.0
7-3.2	 Incident kinetic energy (MeV) ( cannot be a
	 F6.0
fraction) ( right -adjusted)
13-18
	 Incident particle* (left-adjusted)	 A6
"The incident particle must be punched as follows. PN, NEUT .  PI+, or
PI-.
+^....+..r.a.w..yum w:.a.^e.w::. .v^.^t^rxWY:.IW:JiYCv.`.w.aralt:....w...:_--w,-•..raaricr.. r...s^..... 3:..aa...a.., t,.N+rr...-.«.^._. a+r^.• _.._,.....u.,... a..:« a......^w^-..^v..w,_-S.iwne+.r.....w.v....+,..aw........w....._....r3iew:,.. ,^..r+:s^.r.rw.s^
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Columns	 Format
19 -24	 Target ( chemical symbol for element) ( left- 	A6
adjusted)
25 -29	 Number of incident particles to be used*	 F5.0
(right-adjusted)
30-41	 A random number consisting of 12 digits of	 012
which no digit may be greater than 7.
(A table of random numbers, which can be
used, is given at the end of this report.)
Card 2
Columns	 Format




1 -6	 Cutoff energy (cannot be a fraction)
	 F6.0
(right -adjusted ). If the card is left
blank the code will calculate as the
cutoff energy one-half the Coulomb
potential at the surface of the nucleus.
This has been the usual practice in
running the code. If the Cascade Code is
being run to obtain only inelastic cross-
section data., a cutoff energy just slightly
less than the incident-particle enerV may
be specified. This eliminates the calcu-
lation of the unnecessary cascade reactions,
thereby reducing machine time and expense.
Tape Assipmuents
Each tape needed in running a program has both a logical number and
an absolute number assigned to it. The logical number is the number used
*For most applications, reasonable statistics are obtained if 2000 or 3000
incident particles are used. If good statistics are required on results
with small cross sections, such as rad_tochemica.l cross sections, then
5000 to 10,000 histories should be used.
**If a number of cases (files) are run sequentially, it is necessary to
specify the first file only and blank carde may be used for the remaining
file numbers (Card 2). The cases will be stacked on the Primary Output
Tape in the order they are submitted. Punch a 1 in column 3 of this card
for the first case each time a new Primary Output Tape is to be generated.
To add files to an existing Primary Output Tape, punch the succeeding file
number, i.e., if there are three files on the tape, punch a 4 in column 3.
11
1-16-
in the Source Program in referring Lo Lhe tape The absolute assignment
number dr.si-nates the physical tape drive at the machine i,tstalia;ioa that
corresponds to the logical tape number. The logical tape numbers and the
corresponding absolute tape number assignments are :made by the user on the
job card, sequence card, or other card or sheet usually su pplied by the
inst.allatian. Generally this card must be filled out by all users for
every program submitted to the installation. The folloi-ring tapes, their
description, and assignments must be used in running the Cascade Code:
0
Description	 Logical No. Absolute AssignmenL No. Supplieu By








Primary Output Tape** 2
	 B5	 Installation
Limitations
Both the atomic number, Z. and the number of neutrons, A-Z , must be
greater than 1. The mass number A cannot be greater than 239. Incident
energies should be no greater than 400 MeV for incident nucleons or 300 MeV
for incident pions. The code will operate for energies as low as 1 MeV
'for both pions and nucleons.
Trouble Shooting
If the printed output message "Illegal Halt Occurred" is received,
the following conditions should be investigated:
1. Whether the input data are in error; all data should be right.
adjusted except the incident particle (column 13-18) and target
( column 19-20) of card 1, which must be left-adjusted.
*BCD Input and Output Tapes are used for every code with the same logical
and absolute assignment numbers.
**This tape is furnished by the installation as a POOL tape initially. The
user should then request that this tape be assigned to him for as long as
it is useful to him.
frrG.^e6.^?3-v.:w,_"	 `^^y	 •+.r^..wewar^iG'w^.s«W+.1K^f.eww^2:rsuer^M..^.^.:rxarwa.. ...:..ro^.aiw . _ _.. ..,.. . .
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2. Whether there are three cards for each case (card 2 of al].
cases except case 1 may be a blank card).
Output
Three sheets of output, illustrated on the following pages, are ob-
tained from the Cascade Code, but since the output was used merely to check
the code during the debugging states it can usually be discarded.* Page 3.
contains the inelastic cross section and the geometric cross section, which
might be of interest. The data given on page 2 of the printed output,
starting with "Average Number of Particles...," are incorrect and should
not be used at all. The useful data are generated by Analysis Codes I and
II and the Evaporation Code.
Example
The following pages contain the input cards for and the printed out-
put from a sample case. The case used is that for 200-MeV n on ruthenium
where 2000 incident particles were used (Card 1). The escaping cascade
particle data are to be placed in file 1 of the Primary Output Tape
(Card 2), and the cutoff energy is to be calculated by the code (Card 3
left blank or punched with 0) .
This case may be used as a test case. The printed output the user
receives after submitting an identical case for processing should be the
same as the printed output illustrated on pages 19 and 21.
*When the Nuclear Configuration Code is used to get different nuclear con-
figurations on a new Cross Section Tape, page 3 of the Cascade Code may
be of interest. Specifically, the numbers under Rl, R2, and R3 represent
the radii in cm of regions 1 1 2, and 3, respectively, while the potential
well for the neutrons and protons for each region may be obtained by sub-
tracting the number under the heading "outside the nucleus" from the
numbers on the same line. For example, the potential well for neutrons
in region 2 is given by 235 - 200 = 35 MeV.
**The numbers below "Number of Tape Errors Detected by Main Program" may
not be the same as those in the sample. These numbers are an indication
of the number of flaws on the tape.
wlg_
INPUT CARDS — CASCADE CODE
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•	 INCIDENT T A R G E T NUMBER OF	 CUTOFF GEOMETRIC INELASTIC





A	 1 N	 PARTICLES	 IMEVI (M9) IMBI
PI-	 200. RU	 100,.	 44. 56.	 2000.	 4.2 ITS6.S 0.22050	 1369.2
•	 NUMBER OF INCIDENT FRACTION CORRESPONDING NUMBER OF THESE
PARTICLES DIRECTED OF FRACTION OF PARTICLES WHICH
TOWARD TOTAL TOT CRS SECTNL AREA ESCAPE
REGION 1 509 0.254 0.255 0
REGION 2 664 0.332 0.332 10
REGION 3 827 0.413 0.413 431
TOTAL 2000 441
•	 N0. OF INCIDENT PARTICLES N0. OF INCIDENT PARTICLES N0. OF INCIDENT PARTICLES
DIRECTED TOWARD REG.I WHICH DIRECTED TOWARD REG.2 WHICH	 DIRECTED TOWARD REG.3 WHICH
COLLIDE IN COLLIDE IN COLLIDE IN	 TOTAL
REGION 1 63 63
REGION 2 3SO 466 816
REGION 3 96 188 396	 680
•	 N0. OF CASCADE PARTICLES,	 N0. OF CASCADE PARTICLES, 	 NO. OF CASCADE PARTICLES*
WHOSE ORIGINAL COLLISION	 WHOSE ORIGINAL COLLISION
	
WHOSE ORIGINAL COLLISION NO. OF CASCADE PARTICLES
WAS IN REG.1 9 ?TAKING	 WAS IN REG.29 MAKING
	
WAS IN R6G.3• MAKING ESCAPING WHOSE ORIGINAL
COLLISIONS IN COLLISIONS IN	 COLLISIONS IN COLLISION WAS MADE IN
REGION 1	 297 1113 378 181
REGION 2	 160 2707 998 2372
REGION 3	 T2 673 SST 1664
TOTAL
	
S29 4493 1933 4217
^O
I
•	 INCIDENT T A R G E T	 NUMBER OF CUTOFF GOOMETRIC INELASTIC
INCIDENT	 LAB K.E. INCIDENT ENERGY CROSS SECT. TRANSPARENCY	 CROSS SECT.
PARTICLE
	
IMEV) SYMB	 A	 t	 N	 PARTICLES IMEVI IMBI (NO)



















•	 AVERAGE NUMBER OF PARTICLES PER INCIDENT COLLISION WHOSE ENERGY WAS 86LOW THE CUTOFF ENERGY IN ALLOWED COLLISIONS
PROTONS	 NEUTRONS	 PI•	 PIO	 PI-
1.6	 2.1	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
•	 AVERAGE NUMBER OF COLLISIONS PER INCIDENT COLLISION WHERE SINGLE PRODUCTION WAS POSSIBLE
P-P	 P-N	 N-P	 N-N	 PI•	 PIO	 PI-
00	 0.00	 0.00	 0.00	 0.	 0.	 0.
•	 AVERAGE NUMBER OF COLLISIONS PER INCIDENT COLLISION WHERE DOUBLE PRODUCTION WAS POSSIBLE
P-P	 P-N	 N-P	 N-N	 PI+	 PIO	 PI-
0.1	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.
•	 AVERAGE NUMBER OF COLLISIONS PER INCIDENT COLLISION WHERE PRODUCTION OF MORE THAN TWO PIONS WAS POSSIBLE
P-P	 P-N	 N-P	 N-N	 PI•	 PIO	 PI-





• INCIDENT	 T A R G E T	 NUMBER OF	 CUTOFF	 GEOMETRIC INELASTIC
INCIDENT	 LAB K.E.	 INCIDENT	 ENERGY	 CROSS SECT. TRANSPARENCY	 CROSS SECT.
PARTICLE	 IMEV)	 SYMB
	
A	 Z	 N	 PARTICLES	 IMEVI	 (MB) tM81
i'4
f
PI-	 200.	 RU	 100.	 44.	 56.	 2000.	 4.2	 1756.5 0.22050 1369.2
• A	 RI	 R2	 R3	 RHOI/A	 RHO21A	 RH03/A El E2	 E2
1000	 0.377E-12
	
0.573E-12	 0.748E-12	 0.169E 07	 0.926E 06	 0.103E 06 2.8207 108875	 0.4371
t
• INCIDENT PARTICLE KINETIC ENERGY IMEVI WITHIN THE NUCLEUS OUTSIDE THE NUCLEUS
REGION I	 REGION 2	 REGION 3
PROT PRT	 NEUT PRT	 PROT PRT	 NEUT PRT	 PROT PRT
	 NEUT PRT





• INELASTIC CROSS SECTION IMB) CALCULAT6O FROM
PROBABILITIES OF INCIDENT PARTICLES ESCAPING
	 RATIO OF INCIDENT COLLISIONS TO INCIDENT PARTICLES
1369.2 1369.2








Analysis Code I is used to analyze the Primary Output Tape created
by the Cascade Code. The results are given as printed output and at the
same time are written on a magnetic tape in the binary mode. (See section
as Bid Tapes . )
The data in columns 1-33 of Card 2 for each case to be analyzed must
be the same as the corresponding data used as the input for the Cascade
Code, but some of the formats will be different. When more than one case
Is to be analyzed
.
, a set of cards wi wh the same format as Card 2 through
N + 4, for each case, should be placed behind the set o -f cards for the
first case. Columns *73 through 80 on all input cards can be used in any
Way desired (to number the input cards sequentially ., for example). The











1-3	 File number on the Primary Output Tape	 13






10-21	 Incident energy (WV)
22-27	 Number of incident particles
28-33	 Target (chemical. symbol) (left-adjusted)
34-37	 Number of energy intervals to be used in con-
structing a histogram for the emitted proton
spectrum (usually 10 or 20 but not more than
300); number of intervals may be different
for each type of emitted particle
38-h-1	 Same as columns 34-37, but for the emitted
neutron spectrum
42-45	 Same as columns 34-37, but for the emitted
n+ spectrum
46-49	 Same as columns 34-37, but for the emitted
it0 spectrum
50-53	 Same as columns 34-37, but for the emitted
n spectrum
54	 lumber of emitted particles for Which cross













*See Cascade Code Input, Card 1, columns 13-18.
If zero, no calculations are performed for the general cascade 'reactions,
but calculations are made for those specific combinations of emitted cas-
cade particles indicated in cards 3 to M. If not zero, cross sections
are calculated for the emission of all combinations of cascade particles
Where the total number of particles in the combination is less than or








55-66	 Energy interval,QE, in MeV used in calculat- E12.8
ing NW) for all cascade reactions.*
67	 Number of specific combinations of emitted 	 I1
cascade particles for which calculations are
t
desired (:5 9); if a zero is in this column, the
cards 3 to M (M .5 11) are omitted
Cards 3, 4, 000 M (If column 67 of card 2 is not zero, there should be
1 card in this set for every specific combination
of emitted cascade particles desired.)
Column	 Format
1	 Number of protons in the specific combination Il
2	 Number of neutrons in the specific combination' * "
3	 Number of n+ in the specific combination'*'* it
4	 Number of n0 in the specific combination**
5	 Number c-f ::	 in the specific combination- "
N(E*) is the excitation energy distribution of the residual nucleus re-
sulting from the cascade.	 The energy interval is usually taken to be
approximately one-tenth the maximum excitation energy possible. For
incident nucleons the maximum excitation energy is the incident kinetic
energ y plus the binding energy of the incident particle, taken to be
7 MeV.	 For incident pions the maximum excitation energy is the incident
kinetic energy plus the rest mass energy of the pion, about 145 MeV.
AE, the energy interval, may be specified as small as desired, but the
range of values of N(E*) produced is only from zero to 10 times AE.
Zero must be punched if the number of protons in the specific combination
desired is zero. The same is true for the oth w types of particles, The
combinations that can be calculated are limited to those in which the
total number of emitted particles is nine or less, i.e., the sum of the
numbers punched in columns 1 through 5 must be less than or equal to
	 y
nj. but it must not be zero. The code will not operate if the sum of




	6-17	 Energy interval, QE, in MeV used in calculat- E12.8
ing N(V-) for this particular combination
(usually, same as columns 55-66 of cord 2)




Energy interval to be used in constructing a 	 E12.8
histogram of the energy spectrum of cascade
protons emitted vith g from -0.6 < µ :5 -0. 4*
(usually maximum possible energy divided by
10)**
13-24	 Same as columns 1-12, but for the energ y 	E12 .8
spectrum of cascade neutrons
25-36	 Same as columns 1-12, but for the energy	 E12.8
spectrum of cascade W+
37-48	 Same as columns 1-12, but for the energy	 E12.8
spectrum of cascade x0
4940	 Same as columns 1-12, but for the energy 	 E12 .8
spectrum of cascade x
= the cosine of the laboratory angle of emission with respect to the
incident particle direction.
The maximum possible kinetic energy for cascade protons or neutrons when
incident protowis or neutrons are used. is the kinetic energy of tho incident
particle. The same holds true for cascade and incident n mesons. Hovever,
the	 imum possible kinetic energy of cascade nucleons for incident n
mesons is the incident kinetic energy plus th(^ pion rest energy. This
z$tuation occurs becau3e pion absorption is a? sowed inside the nucleus.
!br the g intervals indicated in cards N to N+2 the range of the spectrum
mlculated its from zero to 10 times LE. Pbr the µ intervals indicated
In cards N,+-3 and N+4 the range is from zero to 20 times AE.
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Card N+1
Same columns and formats as Card N for emitted particles with
µ from -0.1 µ +0.1. However, the energy intervals may be
different. This also applies to the cards below.
Card N+2
.Same columns and formats as Card N for emitted particles with
u from 0.4 -= µ = 0.6..
Card N+3
Same columns and formats as Card N for emitted particles with
µ from 0.9 4 µ :5 0. 95 .
Card N+4
Same columns any formats as Card N for emi-Lted particles with
µ from 0.95 '= µ :5 1.0.
Tape Assignments
The Primary Output Tape created by the Cascade Code must be used in
running this ^%ode. It is referred to as logical tape 2 in the source pro-
gram and is assigned to B5. The binary output tape* (see section entitled. 	 •
Binary Tapes) has the logical number 8 ai '. is assigned to B8. The BCD in-
put and output tapes should be included with the same assignments they
were given in runniiwg the Cascade Code.
Trouble Shooting
Listed below are statements printed as a result of various errors,
followed by the condition responsible for the error:
This tape is initially supplied by the installation as a POOL








1. A IWATI`TE OR ZERO AMOUNT OF OBI' IS BEING REQUESTED
There is a negative sign in columns 54 or 67 (card, 2)
or both numbers are zero. The input card in error will be
designated by printed output.
2. EITHER RECORD 1 OR RECORD N CANNOT BE RFD IN FROM THE PRIMARY
TAPE
Usually machine error. Try again. If statement continues
to be printed, information on Primary Output Tape may have
been destroyed. Run Cascade Code again.
3. CARD AND PRIMARY TAPE INPUT DO NOT AGREE
Incident particle on card 2 does not agree with incident
particle on Primary Output Tape, incident energy on card
2 does not agree with incident energy on Primary Output
Tape, number of incident particles on card 2 does not
agree with number of incident particles on Primary Output
Tape, or target on card 2 does not agree with target on
Primary Output Tape.*
4. No output (this is not a printed statement).
Possible machine error. Try again.
5. THE NUMBER OF IP (Incident Particle) COLLISIONS AND THE NUMBER
OF ESCAPING PARTICLES DO NOT AGREE
This may be an error in the Cascade Code, or it may be a
machine error. Try again. If statement persists, rerun
the Cascade Code.
This information is written on the Primary Output Tape from the input
cards for the Cascade Code.
I
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6. AN ESCAPIM PARTICLE RECORD ON PRIMARY 1 Ap'E WILL NOT READ IN
Program has made 10 attempts to read this record - bad tape.
Rerun Cascade Code, using different reel for primary out-
put tape.
7. THE RESIDUAL Nl0HENT1M IS ZERO
Try main. If statement persists, rerun Cascade code,	 -
using different random number as input.
8. PRIMARY TAPE WILL NOT READ IN TO CHECK FINAL RECORD
Same as 6.
x
9. BACKWARD MOMENTU14 FROM ONE OF THE FIRST HISTOGRAMS IS 0
This does not stop calculations. The data obtained are
legitimate.
Exam le
The following pages illustrate the input cards needed to run Analysis
Code I for a sample case. The case used for an example here is the same as
that used for the Cascade Code. Only one file, which is file number one,
is to be analyzed (card 1). The number of energy intervals used in con-
strutting the spectra of emitted particles is taken to be 25 for each type
	
v
of particle except n , for which 10 energy intervals are used. Cross sec-
tions are calculated for the emission of combinations of particles whose
total number in the combination is nine or less.** The energy interval
*See page 4 in ORNL-3+33 for an explanation of this statement.
**See page 47 for the results of this calculation.
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used in constructing the excitation energy distribution for the general
cascade reaction is 35 MeV. There are nine specific combinations of
emitted cascade particles for which calculations are desired (all of the
Information above starting from (card 1) is contained on card 2) .
The combinations are:
1. One n only, and the energy interval desired in con-
structing the excitation energy distribution is 35 NOV
(card 3) (tbe energy intervals for all combinations Were
taken to be the same*),
2. One n0 only (card 4),
3. One proton only (card 5),
4. One proton and one n (card 6),
5. One neutron (card 7),
6. One neutron and one n- (card 8),
7. One proton and one neutron (card 9),
8. One proton, one neutron, and one n - (card 10),
9. One proton, one neutron, and one n0 (card 11 or
card M) .
The energy interval for construction of the energy spectra of emitted
cascade protons and neutrons in the angular ranges -0.6 :' µ :5 -C. Ii-,
-O.1 < µ < 0. 1 ., and 0.4 :5 µ 0.6 is taken to be 35 MeV** (cards N, N+1,
and N+2). The energy interval for cascade n+ and n is 20 MeV, and for
cascade it is 21 MeV. The energy interval for the angular ranges
The energy intervals can be selected to be different from each other.
The energy intervals may be different for each type of emitted particle
and each angular interval.
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0.9 < µ < 0.95 and 0.95 < p < 1.0 is taken to be 17.5 MeV for cascade
protons and neutrons (cards N+3 and N+4), for cascade n+ and n it is
taken to be 10 MeV, and for cascade no it is 10.5 MeV.
If the user submits an identical case for processing, he should
receive the output, that is illustrated on pages 37 to 59. The circles,
rectangles, underlines, and the words, and numbers in brackets on the
pages of printed output illustrated in this manual do not appear on the
actual printed output. These mares have been added to provide informa-
tion about the data stored on the b:Cnary tapes. (See section entitled
Binary Tapes, page 118 of this manual.)
VW
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INPUT CARDS — ANALYSIS CODE I
CARD 4
111111/111/111111{IIe1111111111111111111111/1111111111{1111/1111!111111///1111/r






















/ 3Y 4 1 a 11 a=10wa0111010wTan31aaTaww3131bxanvN now a43«014411010uNl6MaappwapapMpMpwM107 aa31as T 10310
T42=0sos1
CARD 2
1P!-	 200. 20O0RLI	 25 25 25 25 109	 35.9	 0501
1111!1/!1lAI118111	 fell	 a It1t/IIIe/11111111111// 1!111!!!!!11!1!!!1! 1 /1811
11 131 Q i 1 31 1. 104snnw3110n101Yw11aa368111131 ww SIX w31131MInMI 01000 '600111131t p >0"la n 00Maa0000000TaawiA1431%
11	 11111111111111111111111ii11111111111111111111111
	 11111111111111111111111	 111,1
22222222222122221 22122 22111112127 212 222 222 22222222222222212222222222222222
33333333333333333333 333333333333333333333333333333333333333333 3 33333333333331
4444444444444444444444444454 444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444
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CARD 3
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111	 1111111711111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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1 !'1 $ 1 1 0 0MI11010M101111MMM11aaMMM11MMM31aa11AMR
	 aSf•MMflMi4MlMM11AaMMMflMa•T, W LO 010"1
CARD 8
01001	 35.0	 070
1	 1$111//11$11 111/11!1111111!11111/11//IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIStssls//11111$$ II sett$
1 1 1.1 7 1••11111010"110010ga11aaMMa011ai1MMa111MIMMaaatl/+asgO10711OQKgiiag17ar7grYRq11/1aa11MMAMa•












1 	 35.0	 080
1011///$1 11/1/01111//0111111111111111/111111$111111//s$@111/11111 $ /7111














Ie	 1111111(1(111 {{111{81111111111 1{1$111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII/IIIIIII g 111 1 1{ell










4 11 111all a a"*1$17 N 11NUNNa NNUMMUM SSasil"l NUNN44.144.144s51 Wausau OasaaNUSNasN11n anus% n1111a
T.,A,,,IP&O goa l
CARD 4 4 (M)
101
g 0 a (15111111/1 11111111/1/1111/11/111111/IIIIIIIIIIIIIl gg 11^l111110111! 1 11$11
1 1 • • { / 1 /a n a g MN11n11ONNNNNfNSNNSAS is" ill"lss4M44N44a44NH1111uf"aNNSassNNNa"Nwnnn111111fl 1111N








12 S 4 i • 111r11aaus11n1111s llsNSSNtINSSSSSUSSnss4•laa«4war4NWWNUNNaNNMWNauaaaNNSnwwussnswN
?.'154,., PO sou l
CARD N
35.0	 35.0	 20.0	 21.0	 20.0	 0502
(111188681118 Ieeeeteeeee g l g M I g o t $$$$I g loos$ le g less$$ I e$1s1811 g ee1 I moves
1 11 1 111 /11naaMa11naws1lNNUSN1/NSSl"lw1111 31 0P11w4 •1 4 4M4N •14 NOUN Sa OOasasaNNMlsaNS 11 11, n nw11 w n 11110
1111111111111111111121111i1111111111111111111 	 1'1111111111111i111111111111111111
22222222222222222222122222222222 21222222222 22251222222 222222222222222222 2222
33333333 3 133333333 3 33333333333 33333333:33 33333333333 333333333333333313333
44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444
115651555 $5555555555 555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555 555555
eieiie{t66p1666tiiil{16666666{616666666666666666$6i666666661166666661666666666th
11171111111111111111111171711111111171111171]11171111111111111111771111111111111
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THE BACKWARD MOMENTUM FROM ONE OF THE FIRST HISTOGRAMS IS 0
(SEE PAGE I /N ORNL- 3433 FOR AN EXPLANATION OF TN/S srATErifENT]
X=: Tore circles, rectangles, timderlines,and the cards, and
ambers in brackets on the pages of printed out-
put illustrated is this manual do not appear on
the actual printed output. These marks have been
added to provide information about the data stored
on the binary tapes. (See section entitled Binary





r ^^^I r Nflmww or muosl` l	 /N I►ECbV►0	 J
FROM CARDS
USED FILE (D INCIDENT PARTICLE PI-	 INCIDENT KINETIC ENERGY	 200.Goo MEV
TOTAL NUMBER OF INCICENT PARTICLES 2000	 TARGET SVMBOL KU
P) SIZE OF HISTOGRAMS FOR OUTGOING K.E.	 25 FOR PROT,	 (B FOR NEUT,	 25 FOR P1+,	 (3 FOR P l!" 10 FUA PI-.
CRCSS SECTIONS WERE CALCULATED FUR AS MANY ASOEMITTED PARTICLE COMBINATIONS.
$5.000 MEV INTERVAL WAS USEC IN CALCULATING HISTOGRAM FOR N(E+ICE FCR TOTAL REACTION( 3O)
DELTAS FOR OUTGOING KINETIC E4FQGY DISTRIBUTION 	 IN MEV
-.6	 MU	 -.4 -.1	 MU	 +.1	 +.4	 PU	 +.6	 +.9	 MU	 +.95 +.95	 MU	 +1.0
0	 IK.E.)	 100 0	 (K.E.)	 100	 0	 (K.E.)	 100	 0	 (K.E.)	 200 0	 (K.E.)	 2:'0
PROTON: 'S.000C 35..0000 35.0000 17.S000 11.S000
t
It]
NEUTRONS _'5.0000 35.0000 35.0000 11.5007 17.1000
r1
lP1+ 20.0000 20.0000 2C.0000 1000000 1O.CC(10
PIO 21.000C 21.000C 21.0000 10.5000 10.5000
PI- ;G.uC:C 20.0000 20.0000 100000 I O.00GO
C 0 DELTA• RESPECTIV2 ENERGY INTERVALS OF HISTOGRAMS
[3] OUTGOING COMBINATICNS CCC01_ 00010	 IOCCC 10001	 01000 OIOGI	 11000 ro -in-r 11	 11310 [YAMA"]





2000 INCICENTPI-	 FITRU	 TARGET WITH	 ICO.000 MASS AND	 44.000 ATOMIC NUMBER AT 	 20C.000MEV.
[s)	 FkOM RECORD N
THERE WERE 1559. INCIDENT PARTICLE CCLLIS104S CREATING (E119) 	 PARTICLE RECORDS. THE GEOMETRIC.
CRCSS SECTICN WAS 1756.5155487 MB.	 THE INELASTIC CROSS SECTION MAS 1369.2038574 MB.	 THE CUT OFF







CI ARM AR EE AAN [8] 1
1
['l	 OUTGOING COMBINATION	 CO
f,
TOTAL CASCADE g.4023996' _ 8322 29209540215 rS.6642332 9r.896CeGT
0000 1 . 1TT265 CO51753a9 2420096306 46.9739256 103.00000UO
00010 00574312 005457!34 . 359.6408730 76.4250746 1^O.Ono0000
10000 iI -0.0671569 1.0063129 46496838570 171.3775 %A 99.00000UO10001 0.5742939 ^, C.,S698C67 ^ 282.9036217 FL 57.5822668 FL. 99.o0Coouu01000 [8.C.Q^ 0.7687234 [Pr.] 1.3380347 [Pr., 545.2210541 [Prj 202.0965924 [Pr., 99.00!1Coo0 [PT]
[q]	 01001 0.2600221 0.4739242 210.1233521 32.3928051 99.00000n0
11001D 0.3T37S9S CoTS40602 311.7263527 101.91o26OT 98.00000u0
11001 004879793 I C.5639341 26Y.13469T0 54.4184208 9A.00000Cn
11010
	 • 0.4737962 0.5359121 267.5427589 58.2483R26 93.n000000
PI-	 ON RU	 INC. K.E. IMEVI 1S	 200.0	 A IS ICC.	 t IS k4.	 200 INC. HISTORIE T	442 MEV CUTOFF EN.EHI
[6^ MOMENTUM
THE MASS OF
OF COMPCUNO NUCLEUS	 309.764427MEV/C	 EXCITATION ENERGY OF
THE RESIDUAL NUCLEUS WAS ZERO OO TIMES• WAS MINUS © TIMES











PROTONS NEUTRONS PI• P10 PI-
AVERAGE N0. 0.5349583E CO	 0.1568954E Cl	 0.9621552E-07 0.1045542E-00 C.4866505E-O^
[8] VARIANCE 0.5451217E CC	 0.12SV ISE Cl	 0.952897dE-02 C.9362262E-01 [201
f (
PLr 0. 24982 71E 0_ rn.AV. K.E.	 (MEV)	 0.4k92843E C2	 J 0.5r46491E C2	 `	 0.5193151E C2 ` LPr0.8465110E 02	 L	 J
VARIANCE 0.2348854E C4
.1	0.2766356E C4	 0.9326722E C3 1 U.223160CE 04 0.25nrS95E n.
CO / ISUM OF PARALLEL RESIDUAL MOMENTUM/NUMBER OF INMENT PARTICLE COLLISIONS)/MOMENTUM OF COMPOUND NUCLEUS
Cl / )SUM OF PERPENDICULAR RESIDUAL MOMENTUM/NUMBER OF INCIDENT PARTICLE COLLISIONS)/MOMENTUM OF COMPOUND NUCLEUS
ARM / AVERAGE RESIDUAL MOMENTUM IN MEV/C
AREE A AVERAGE RESIDUAL EXCITATION ENERGY IN NEV
AAR A AVERAGE MASS OF RESIDUAL NUCLEUS FOR TOTAL CASCADE
AAR 0 MASS CF RESIDUAL NUCLEUS FOR DES19NATED OUTGOING COMBINATIM
PI-	 ONRU	 INC. K.E. IMEV) IS 200.0 A IS 100.	 t IS 44.	 2000 INC. HISTORIES	 4.22 HEM CUTOFF Ev.




-0.9000000E 00	 -C.7000O0CE CC -C.S000CCOE 00	 -0.3000LOOE -00 -O.IOCl000E-CO
C.I10000ODE-00 0.3000OCCE-00 0.S000OOOE 00 C.100000nt 00 J.9U00000E LO
TOTAL CASCADE RATIO CF FORWARD /8ACK%ARD 0.2849383E 01
C. 309173E-00	 C.2405388E-CC 0.2341244E-00 0. 5	 747F- 0.336754SE-00
.3688262E-00 0.644644CE OC 0.728C308E CO C.8210391E 00 J.1138550E .'1
0 PROTONS
	
0 NEUTRONS	 0 PI•	 0 PIO 1	 PI- RATIO OF FORWARD /BACKWARD L.
G.	 C_. 0. 0. 0.
0.1818182E-00 C.15000CCE 01 0.14C9C91E 01 0.8181918E 00 O.IC90909E .A
0 PROTONS	 0 NEUTP P"'	 0 PI•	 1 P10 0 PI- RATIO OF FORWARC /BACKWARD 0.
C.	 C. 0. co 0.
C. 0.7142657E CC 0. C.1785F14E 01 0.25000OCE	 _I
1 PROTONS	 0 NEUTRONS	 0 PI•	 0 PIO C Pi- RATIO OF FORwA Ql /BACKWARD U.Soonnooc 00
C.IIIIIIIE	 01	 0. 0 C•' U.166666F





0 NEUTRONS	 0 Pl • 	0 Pi g 1	 Pi- RATIO OF FORWARC /BACKWARD C.737 f1
.74626-86E^--01	 C.1492537E - CO Q. 2	 R - 0.1492531E - 0C
0.223SE06E-OC O.E20895SE 00 0.5970149E 00 44776 0.1716416E	 .1	 1
0 PROTONS	 1 NEUTRONS	 Q PI•	 0 PIO 0 PI- RATIO OF FORWARD /BACKIIARO OC	 r. I
0.	 C. 0. - 0.93750001 OG
C962S000CE CO C._125000E-CC 0.62S0000E 00 0.6250000E 00 0.1%240E LI
0 PROTONS	 1 NEUTRONS	 0 PI•	 0 PIO 1	 Pi- RATIO OF FORWARC /BACKWARD 0.2002%74E 010,28428091-OQ	 0.451SOSOE -CC 0.3117257E-00	 Q.LU08L61E-M 0.3177257E-00
.4d49498E-00 C.5C16722E CC 0.6688963E 00 0.7859S32F. 00 0.9304548E 00
1 PROTONS
	
1 NEUTRONS	 C PI • 	0 PIO C P!- RATIO OF FCRWARC /BACKWARD 0.238d889E 01
0.8196721E-01	 C.1639344E-CO 0.4C98361E-00	 0.4098361E -00 0.4098361E-00
. 4 	 18C33E - 00 0.3278688E- 0C 0.5737705E 00 0.8196721E DO 0.1311475E	 UI
I PROTONS
	
I NEUTRONS	 0 PI • 	n PIO I	 PI- RATIO OF FORWARC /BACKWARD 0.5142857E 01
0.1162791E-00	 C.23255SIE-CC 0.1162791E7OC	 0. 0.34NR372E-00
.406976TE-CO C.4651163E-OC 0.872C930E 00 0.813953SE 00 0.1627907E	 1:1
1 PROTONS
	
I NEUTRONS	 ;) PI•	 1 0 10	 0 PI-	 RATIO OF FORWARD /BACKWARD
	





	0.2 7 91 -OD	 It
0.6521739E 00	 0.1139130E UI
lk










Pl-	 ON ED	 INC. K.E. (MEV) IS	 2CC.0	 A IS ICC.	 Z IS 446. 	2000 INC. HISTORIES	 M_2 MEV CUTOFF E•..
	
EXCITATION ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF TI-E CASCADE RESIDUAL NUCLEUS (FRACTION PER UNIT EN.) 	 (OEMDELTA E(MEW
DEA IS 0.3500000E 02	 CEO 1S C.35000C E C2 	 DEC IS C.3500000E 02	 CEO IS 0.3500000E 02	 DEE IS n.350000UE 02
CEF IS	 .3	 OE 00	 DEG IS 0._5000OCE 02 	 DEN IS 0.3500000E 02 	 OEI IS 0.3500001E 02 	 DEJ IS 0.35000UCE .2
TOTAL CASCADE	 /SUP OVER HISTOGRAM)XIOEA) 	 0.1000000E 01	 ® OFL
0.9786493E-02	 0.6157793E-C2	 0.4966554E-0	 .287130 E-	 2 80 S
0.13 1952?E-02	 80509E-03	 .3482086E-03	 0.1282974E-03	 .1099606E-US
ISUM OVER HISTOGRAP)X(CEB)
	
0.1000000E 01	 ® UFL
	






0.6122449E-02	 0.6122449 -	 Q.2040 I6E-Oi
	
0.	 0.	 0.
(SUM OVER HISTOGRAPIXICED)	 0.10007 CE 01	 ® OFL
	
0.6349206E-02	 174	 -	 O:
Q_	 Qs	 0.95238U9E-512
(VARlABCE]
ISUM OVER HISTOGRAP)Xf W:)
	 0.1000000E 01	 ® OFL
	
0.3411514E-02














PROTONS 0 NEUTRONS 0 PI• 0 PIO C PI-
0.31716	 0.3174603E-C2
	








0 PROTONS	 1 NEUTRONS	 0 PI•	 0 P10	 0 PI-	 (SUM OVER HISTOGRAPIX(CEF)	 0.10000ont ILI	 ® OFL
co
	
0.	 0.1785714E-02	 00714285? E-02	 0.35711129E- 04.
C.5357143E-02^ 	0.1785714E-02-
	
.3 71429E-02	 .1 BS714E-02	 71429 -
0 PROTONS	 1 NEUTRONS	 0 PI ♦ 	 0 PIG	 1 PI-	 ISUM OVER HISTOGRAPIX(CEG) 	 0.1000:10CE 0	 UFL
	0.1853798E-01	 O.Stt6727C2	 0.3344482 - 2	 0.1051123E-02	 0.1911 32 - S
co	 C.




























0.6644518E-	 0.2325501 -	 0.3322 59E-0
96-
1 PROTONS	 1 NEUTRONS	 0 PI•	 1 PIC 0 P1-	 ISUM OVER HISTOGRAPIX(CEJI	 0.1000000E 01	 ® OFL
	
0.13661660E-01	 0.3726708E-C2	 0.3726708E-0	 0.7453416 -	 0.
-	 0.
....- ^....-<srn^w«Jwnr VCwniM+•ruw.ra.}1•VR•.?..rf a»+:.`fr+.e^+.....^r a... w. 	 ..r....-.^.r.w.....r aP	 ......../. r^.,.a,.	 ..^. .wr,.	 H. ...	 ... .«	 -•..	 ..,N	 ... ... 
^.	 ...	 .1!	 ^	
..	















DESCRIPTION OF THE FOLLOWING MOMEATUM OISTKIBUTICNS
THE FIRST GROUP OF NUMBERS BELOW THE TITLES SPECIFY THE MIDPOINTS OF THE MOME4TUM INTERVALS.
THE MCMENTUM IS THE NUMBER INOICATEC IMEV/C1.
THE SUBSEQUENT GROUPS OF NUMBERS ARE THE FRACTICN OF THE TCTAL IN EACH INTE RVAL





P1-	 ONRU	 INC. K.E. IMEV) IS	 20C.0	 2 IS 10C.	 L IS 44.	 200 INC. HISTORIES	 10.2 NEV CUTOFF E-r.
THE MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTION OF THE CASCADE RESICUAL NUCLEUS
0. 9 9 IOE 0	 0. 17!16	 0.19646CSE 03	 0.2750447E 03	 0.3536289E 03	 0.4322131E 03	 0.5107973E 03
. 89 815E 0	 .6679657E 03	 C.746S499E 03	 0.8251341E 03	 0.9037183E 03	 0.9823025E QS	 O.IC6088TE U4
TOTAL CASCADE	 (SUM OVER HISTOGRAM)(CELTA P) 	 0.9942271E 00	 W OFL
0 PROTONS 0 NEUTRONS 0 PI• 0 PIO 1 PI-	 ISUM OVER HISTOGRAMI(OELTA P) 0.1000000E 01 ® OFL





0.	 0. 0. 0.
0 PROTONS 0 NEUTRONS 0 PI• 1	 PIG 0 P;-	 (SUM OVER HISTOGRAMI(OELTA P) 0.I00000flk 91 ® OFL
0. 0. 0.1272S2CE-02	 0.1272520 -0	 0.2S45041	 -0 0.2545 41E- 0.1 T S
O.SO90081T 02 0.2545041 - .12 252C - 2	 Q= Os
1 PROTONS 0 NEUTRONS 0 PI• 0 PIG 0 PI-	 ISUM OVER HISTOGRAPI(OELTA P) 0.1000000E 01 ® OFL
0.
P*0.5938428 -02 0.
0. L.	 0.39589	 E-0
C.1979476E0.3TS8952E-a2
Q= L
-02	 Q6 7.1979476E -02	 2:
1 PROTONS 0 NEUTRONS n PI• 0 PIG 1 PI-	 (SUM OVER HISTOGRAMI(OELTA P) C.1000000E 01 0 OFL
3. 6 899	 -	 18 1298 - 0.1063599E-02	 Q.2924098E-02	 0.1329499E-02 - 0.3456697E-02
U.1063599t!!02 In 99 - C.S317996E-03	 Q,	 Q, as VA
0 PROTONS I NEUTRONS 0 PI• 0 PIG 0 Pi-	 (SUM OVER HISTOGRAPI(OELTA P) 0.93TS000E 00 a1 OFL0. Q= 0. Qs	 0. 0.111
	
k	 E- .33403 6 -0
0.11134SSEE-02 0. C.3340366E-02	 0.4453821E-02	 0. 11 134tSE-02
	 flo 1113455E- 2	 GoII1	 455 -LIZ
0 PROTONS 1 NEUTRONS 0 PI• 0 PIG 1 Pi-	 ISUM OVER HISTOGRAPI(OELTA PI O.I000QOCE 01 (IDUFL
119 6S	 S 4	 - q4025818E-02	 0.2C25818E-02	 0.1847070E-02 0.1	 6653E 0.10 2492E-U2




1 PROTONS	 1 NEUTRONS	 0 ► 1•	 0 PIG	 0 PI-	 ISUM OVER HISTOGRAMI(OELTA P)	 OFL
1 PROTONS	 1 NEUTRONS	 0 PI• 0 PIG	 1 PI-	 ISUM OVER HISTOGRAMIIOELTA P) 0.1000000E 01 (a)OFL
20.2071545E-03	 0.12429271-02! 0-2900163E-02	 0.29CC163E-02	 695
	 8E- 0.26	 F- 0.22 8699E-02
.1	 927 -	 .!	 1 634 -	 .4143C9CE-03	 0,6214634E-03	 Qi I9A Qs
1	 PROTONS	 1 NEUTRONS	 0 ► I • 1 Pi
g
	A PI-
	 ISUM OVER HISTOGRAM) (DELTA P) 0.1000.100E 0 1 OOFL
0.774S776E-	 0.7745176[-03 0. 3	 37'0.4647466E-02	 Qs 0.38 2888E-02




	 >.:	 ^.'.	 "{MyRA'M+'eaMat?M*F#yhAnM*'p'tk>'°q9,.,"R`fh^.$'t'=:!Mait`I^`Y,`{'itAi'MsfrP.'^'i:.. 	 e^,+ .aa ,••e	 ,s*. 	 .`t	 '	 '".	 t4 ;^.ra`s k^3: _ ..^ ri'L^:.;'1%?lskR.r2f4sa^ 	 ..	 "(
PI-	 ON RU
	 INC. K.E. IMEVI IS	 200.0	 A IS IOC,	 L IS 440	 2000 INC. HISTORIES	 4.2 MEV CUTOFF E•,
THE PERPENOICULAR MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTION OF THE CASCADE RESIDUAL NUCLEUS
0.3929210E 02
	
0.117E?651 03 0.19646CSE 03	 0.21SC44TE 03	 0.3S36269E 03	 0.4322131E 03	 0.5107973E 03







TOTAL CASCADE ISUM OVER HISTOGRAMIICELTA P) C.IUf17000E QI 0 UFL
0.1806685E-02	 0.3041634E-02 0.33618C6E-02 0.203S809E-02	 C.238985SE-02 0.1566SS6E-02 0.9719507E-03
0.9490813E-03	 0.28586791-03
	 C.2913C26E-03	 0.17IS207E -03	 0.6860829E -04	 0.5717357E -C4	 0.1143411E-04
0 PROTONS	 0 NEUTRONS	 0 PI• 0 PIG	 I	 PI- ISUM OVER HISTOGRAM)IOELTA PI 0.1000000E 01 0 OFL
0.8097857E-03	 0.24253S1E-02 CoSO924141-02 C.61S437IE-02	 0.2429357E-02 0. 0.
0.	 0. Co 0.	 as 0. u.
0 PROTONS	 0 NEUTRONS	 0 PI# I P10	 0 PI- ISUM OVER HISTOGRAM)(DELTA P) O.I000nOCE 01 0 OFL
0.1272520E-02	 0.1212S20E-02 OoSO900011-02 0.6362602E-02	 0.3817561E-02 0. 0.
00	 O. Co 0.	 00 I. Co
I PROTONS	 0 NEUTRONS	 0 PI• 0 PIG	 0 PI- ISUM OVER HISTOGRAP MELTA P) 0.10unnOQE 01 0 uFL
00	 0.39WS2E-02 O.S938428E-02 0.	 C. 0. 00





0 PI• 0 PIG	 1 PI- ISUM OVER HISTOGRAM)IOELTA P) 0.10001100E 01 0 OFL
0.2393098E-02	 0.29248981-02 0.2924898E-02 0.34S6691E-02	 0.2658998E-02 0.26S8998E-02 0.7976993E-03
00	 0. Co 00	 0. 00 0.
0 PROTONS	 I NEUTRONS	 0 PI• 0 P10	 O PI- ISUM OVER HISTOGRAM)IOELTA P) 0.100010CE 01 0 OFL
co	 G. 0.2226911E- 02 0.	 0.1113455E-02 0.3340366E-Q2 0.2226911E-02
00	 0011134SSE-02 	 C.44S3821E -02	 0.2226911E-02	 0.1113455E-02	 no as
0 PROTONS	 1 NEUTRONS	 0 PI• 0 P10	 1 PI- ISUM OVER HISTOGRAM)IDELTA P) U.10009are 01 0 OFL
0.345S808E-02	 O.S362460E-02 0.226%;SOE-02 0.2919562E-02	 0.1608738E-02 0.1310824E-02 0.5563460E-03
0.2919145E-03	 0. C.S958289E -04	 0.	 as 0. 0.
1 PROTONS	 1 NEUTRONS	 0 PI• 0 PIG	 0 ► 1- ISUM OVER HISTOGRAM)IOELTA P) 0.1000000E 01 0 OFL
0.2044377E-02
	
0.2336431E-02 0.31961CCE-02 0.8761616E-03	 0.3504646E-C2 0.8761616E-03 0.1460269E-02
O.S841071E-03	 CoSI40CYTE-03	 C.S84107TE -03	 0.8761616E-03	 0.2920538E-CS	 3. 0.
1 PROTONS	 1 NEUTRONS	 0 ► 10 0 PIG	 I PI- ISUM OVER HISTOGRAM)IOELTA P) 0.10000011E 01 0 OFL
0.14S0081E-02
	
0.244S8S4E-02 O.S1188629-02 0.414309CE-02	 0.2278699E-02 0.1242927E-02 0.6214654E-03
0.4143090E-03
	
0. co 0.	 0. 0. 00
1 PROTONS	 I NEUTRONS	 0 PI• I PIG	 0 PI- ISUM OVER HISTOGRAPIMELTA PI 0.I000000t 01 0 OFL
0.3098310E-02	 0.232'1331-02 0.3412818E-02 0.4641466E-02	 0.7745776E-03 0.1323733E-02 0.
0.7745776E-03	 00 Co 0.	 0. U. 0.
SAME SELECTION Or N'OITOS row smAR1' rA^f AND SAME fOAMATS AS ITfL'bw /3]
0%	 1 6	 1
VT
1
PI-	 ON RU	 INC. R.E. INE1l1 is	 20C.0	 A IS 100.	 i IS 44.	 2000 INC. HISTORIES	 4.2 HEY CUTOFF EN.
TI-1 PARALLEL MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTION OF THE CASCADE RESIDUAL NUCLEUS
-0.1060887E 04 -0.982302SE 03 -0.9037113E 03 -0.82S1341E 03 -0.7465499E 03 -0.6679657E 03 -0.589S815E 03





0.19646CSE 03	 C.27SO447E 03	 0.3536289E 03	 0.4322131E 03	 0.5107973E 03
0.589381SE 03
	
0.l6796S7E 03	 C.146S499E (13	 0.3251341E 03	 0.9037183E 03	 0.9823025E f'3	 0.1060887E U4
TOTAL CASCADE
	
(SUM OVER HISTOGRAM)IOELTA P) 	 0.9987171E 00	 2 OFL	 0 UFL
0.	 0.	 as	 0.	 0.	 0.3428214E-04	 0.
0.12ST012E-03	 0.146SSS9I-03
	 C.1114101E-03	 0.3771035E-03	 0.6170785E-03	 0.1268439E-02	 0.189694SE-U2
0.26168TOE-02	 0.230t331E -02	 O.IS884C6E-02
	
0.1508414E-02	 0.1359858E-02	 0.1017037E-02	 0.1074i14E-02
0.68S6428E-03	 0.6228131E -03	 C.2285476E -(13	 0.1257012E -03	 0.9141904E -04	 0.1028464E -03	 0.228S416E -04
0 PROTONS	 0 NEUTRONS	 0 P1+	 0 PIG	 1 P1-	 ISUM OVER HISTOGROO)(CELTA PI
G.	 C.	 0.	 00	 0.
	





0.6410286E-03	 0.16(9STIE-Il3	 (.1619S71E-03	 0.	 0.
0 PROTONS	 0 NEUTRONS	 0 PI•	 1 PIG	 0 PI-	 (SVM OVER HISTOGRAP)IOELTA P)
[,s]	 0^	 0.	 00	 C.	 0.	 0.
0.1272520E-02
	
O.I212S20E-02	 0.	 O.SC900S1E-02	 0.1272520E-02
	
O.SO90081E-02	 00	 Eo12T2S20E-02	 0.	 0.
1 PROTONS	 0 NEUTRON$	 0 PI•	 0 P10	 n PI-	 (SUM OVER HISTOGRAPI(DELTA P)




09	 C.	 0.1979476E-02	 0.












































	 1 PI-	 (SUM OVER hISTOGRAPI(DELTA P)	 0.1000000E 01
	 D OFL
	 0 UFL
0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.




0.2659998E-02	 0.1861298E-02	 0.2127198E-02	 0.1861298E-02	 0.1861298E-02
	 0.2127198E-02
0.2658998E-03	 0.5317996E-03	 C.2658998E-03	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.
0 PROTONS	 1 NEUTRONS	 0 ► 1•	 0 PIG	 0 Pi-	 (SUM OVER HISTOGRAPI(DELTA P)	 0.1000000E 01	 0 OFL	 0 UFL
0.	 0.	 O.	 0.	 0.	 0.






	 O.lill4SSE-02	 0.	 0.2226911E-02
	 0.2226911E-02
	 0.11134SSE-02
0.	 0011134SSE-02	 C.1113455E-02	 0.1113455E-02
	 0.	 C.	 0.1113455E-U2
[SAME snecrioN or u vowtf m# vimow TAK ANO sAmt i19RA/A73 AS REL'17 m /d l
• Y
rtr•R....rC.+v^ta^..;^ggewR:.H Tnnn.w+r^^,rwR^hw.^rf>w .r. 	 'OK ;5'n'	 nj'+;l	 1:_Yf'
PI-	 ON RU
	 INC. K.E. (REV) IS	 20C.0	 A IS IOC.	 t IS 44.	 2000 INC. HISTORIES	 4.2 REV CUTOFF EV.
TPE PARALLEL MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTION OF THE CASCADE RESIDUAL NUCLEUS
-0.1060887E 04 -0.982!025E 03 -Co90371E3E 03 -0.8251341E 03 -0.7465499E 03 -0.6679657E 03 -0.569381SE 03
-0.5107973E 03 -0.4322131E 03 -C.3536289E 03 -0.27SO44TE 03 -0.19646USE 03 -0.1178763E OS -0.3929210E 02
0.3929210E 02	 0.1178763E 03	 0.19646CSE 03	 0.27SC44TE 03	 0.3S36289E 03	 0.4322131E 03	 0.5107973E U3
O.S89361SE 03
	
0.6679657E 03	 C.7465499E 03	 0.8251341E 03	 0.9037183E 03	 0.9823025E 03	 O.IC6U887E U4
TOTAL CASCADE	 ISUP OVER HISTOGRAMI(OELTA P)	 0.9987171E CO	 2 OFL	 0 UFL
0.	 0.	 0.	 O.	 0.	 0.3428214E-04	 G.
	
Co12S?012E-03	 0.1485559E-03	 C.1714107E-03	 0.3771035E-03	 0.6170785E-C3	 0.1268439E-02	 0.1896945E-G2
0.2616870E-02	 0.23Of331E-02	 0.15884C6E-02	 0.1508414E-02	 0.1359858E-02	 0.1017037E-02	 0.1074174E-02
	
0.6856428E-03	 0.4228131E-03	 C.2285476E-03	 0.1257012E-03	 0.9141904E-04	 0.1028464E-03	 0.2285476E-04
0 PROTONS	 ! NEUTRONS	 0 PI+	 0 P.IO	 I PI-	 (SUM OVER HISTOGRAMI(OELTA P)	 O.IOD0000E 01	 0 OFL	 0 UFL
G.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.
0.	 0.	 C.5958289E-04	 0.2979145E-03	 0.8937434E-03	 0.1727904E-02	 0.2800396E-G2




0.	 0.5958289E-04	 0.	 0.5958289E - n4
1 PROTONS	 I NEUTRONS	 0 PI+	 0 PTO	 0 PI-	 (SUM OVER HISTOGRAMI(OELTA P)	 0.100010CE 01	 0 OFL	 0 UFL
0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.
	
0.2920538E-03	 0.2920538E-03	 C.	 0.5841077E-03	 0.2920538E-03	 11.2044377E-02	 0.1752323E-02
0.379670CE-02	 0.8761616E-03	 0.2336431E-02	 0.2920538E-03	 0.8761616E-03	 0.1168215E-02	 O.R761616E-03
	
0.1168215E-02	 0.292CS38E-03	 C.	 0.5841077E-03	 0.	 0.2920538E-03	 0.
I PROTONS	 I NEUTRONS	 0 PI•
	
0 PTO	 I PI-	 (SUM OVER HISTOGRAM)(DELTA P)	 0.1000000E 01	 0 OFL	 0 UFL
0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.
00	 0.	 C.	 0.2071545E-03	 0.6214634E-03	 0.6214634E-03	 0.1450081E-02
0.2693008E-02	 0.3314472E-02	 0.1242927E-02	 0.14SC081E-02	 0.2278699E-02	 0.1242927E-02	 0.1657236E-02









(SUM OVER HISTG;RAN)(OELTA P)	 0.1000000E 01	 0 OFL	 0 UFL
0.	 0. '	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.
00	 00	 C.	 0.7745776E-n3	 0.7745776E-0d	 0.7745776E-03	 0.1549155E-C2
0.2323733E-02	 0.7745776E-03	 0.1549155E-02	 0.2323733E-02	 0.3098310E-02	 0.15491SSE-02	 0.1549155E-02
	
0.7745776E-03
	 0.	 C,.	 00	 0.	 0.	 0.
[SAME SELwwm OF WORDS mo B/NARY TAPE AND SAME FORmA7S AS RECORD l3]
[VAR/ABLE]




' .....-. M	 .TAY C°'^'.'^'.'^(SF'h^'^'^'	 .. .	 ..	 _ ..	 '•. h^'. ... 	 .. +tk^ .q'.R •.^1•.;•.'F..  ="N/.
	 .
- -	 ..	 •. ^ - ^r ♦ 	 ^^ •	 ..•'bY: h^lU.^^AR^!e}Mi r. .s •YS.. _ ...lW'^;	 +•7r•4'..w. ^• 'YRl1'IOVT/1."Yti AewT^^.riyq'•.^.vl..`tT+.i^ .rK'. :+IASI+fw.-...w.r
{
PI-	 ON RU	 INC. K.E. IMEV) IS	 20C.0 A IS ICC.	 I IS 44.	 2000 ;NC. HISTORIES	 MEV CUTDFF Ev.
CROSS SECTIONS IMBI FOR VARIOUS COMBINATIONS CF EPITTED CASCADE PARTICLES
IST NO. IS NO. OF PROTONS E04ITTEO 	 2ND IS NO. OF NEUTRONS	 3RD IS NO. CF Pl+	 4tH 13 NO. OF PIO	 5TH IS NO. OF Pl-
I
I
%%000 0.8782S776E 00 1600[ 0.l782ST76E 00 2500[ 0.87825776E 00 34000 0.17565155E OI
♦3000 0.8782S776E 00 OSOIC O.l782S776E CO 06000 0.17565155E 01 15000 0.35130310E 01
2%000 0.70260620E 01 32001 O.E782ST76E 00 33000 0.26347732E 01 42000 0.87825716E GC
0%001 0.%391288TE 01 O40IC O.E782S776E 00 05000 0.10539095E 02 13001 0.55150310E OI
13010 0.8782STT6E 00 1310C O.E7825776E CO 14000 0.20199928E 02 22001 0.87825776E CC
22010 0.8782ST76E 00 23000 0.14930382E 02 31001 0.87825776E OC 32000 0.96608552E 01
03001 0.20199928E 02 0301C 0.26347732E Cl 03100 651 SSE 01 04000 0.31617279E 0; r
a
	 [VARIA E]
[8.0.0.5 F. D. l
12001 0.32%9SS37E 02 1201C 0.l7	 5774E CI[B.C.D.^ F[ l 	 12100 0.87825776E OC
PT.	 13000 [0.49182434E 0. Pr[aC.D.. [2f IPTJ21001 0.61%T80%2E 01 2101C 0.35130310E 01 22000 0.35130310E 02 30001 0.87825776E 011
31000 0.61%780%2E 01 02001 0.90460S49E 02 02010 0.22834701E 02 03000 0.69582362E 0_
11001 0.7SS30166E 02 IIOIC 0.20199928E C2 IIICC 0.35130310E 01 12000 0.73773651E 0_
20001 0.12295608E 02 2001C 0.35130310E 01 21000 0.26347733E 02 30000 0.87825776E 00
01001 0.26259907E 03 OIOIC O.tI478043E 02 01100 0.35130310E 01 02000 0.966C8353S 0.
10001 O.S8843269E 02 10010 0.%3912887E 01 11000 0.53573722E 02 20000 0.43912887E 0i
00001 0.966083S3E 02 0001C 0.12295608E 02 001CY 0.2634TT32E OI 01000 0.14052124E 0.
1000_ 0.790%3198E 01 OOOOC 0.17825776E 00
FI-	 ONRU	 INC. K.E. (REV) IS 200.0 	 A IS 100.	 2 IS 44.
	 2000 INC. HISTORIES
	 4*2 REV CUTOFF EN.
ENERGY SPFCTRA OF CASCADE PARTICLES MIMU FR
	 1.00 TO 0,75
(THETA FROM Q DEG. QO MIN. TO 16 DEG. 2 MR.)
[AV]NIE) IS (FRACTION OF PARTICLES IN DELTA PU M OELTA MUIIDELTA E1
E(MEV) IS CENTER OF INTERVAL
	 N IS (SUM OVER NIEI)IDELTA MU)(OELTA E)
PROTONS NEUTRONS PI• F10 PI-
DELTA EIMEVI 17.5 DELTA EIMEV)	 17.5 DELTA EIMEV)
	 ^sQ DELTA EIMEV)I^.QJ DELTA EIMEVI	 Lw
EIMEVI NIE) EIMEVI NIE) ttMEV) N(E) EIMEVI NIEI E(MEVI NIE)
8.7 0.389E-00 8.7 0.176E-00 5.0 0. 5.2 0. S.0 0.
26.2 0.973E-01 26.2 0.849E-01 15.0 0.200E 01 1507 00 15.0 0.
43.7 0.146E-00 43.7 0.522E-01 25.0 0. 26.2 O. 25.0 0.
61.2 0.122E-P0 61.2 6.653E-01 35.0 0. 36.1 0. 35.0 0.154E-UO
78.7 0.729E-01 76.7 0.718E-01 45.0 0. 47.2 0. 4S.0 0.
96.2 0.146E-CO 96.2 0.202E-00 55.0 0. 57.7 0.190t
	
01 S5.0 0.154E-00
113.7 0.243E-01 113.7 0.176E-00 6S.0 0. 68.2 0. 6590 U.
131.2 0.486E-01 131.2 0.176E-01 75.0 0. 78.7 0. 7S.0 0.303E-UO
148.7 0.486E-01 148.7 C.392E-UI 85.0 Q. 89.2 0. 85.0 0.
I6e.2 0. 166.2 0.196E -01 45.0 0. 09.7 0. 95.0 0.
l183.7 0.
[	 I
l	 183.7 0..31t-UI l	 Jl	 J	 1[5.0 0. l	 Jl	 1	 110.2 0. l^1l	 1	 105.0 n o Ll	 1	 101
201.2 0. 201.2 0.6SSE-02 115.0 0. 120.1 0. 715.0 0.
210.7 0. 218.7 0.261E-01 125.0 n o 1.3102 0. 125.0 0.
236.2 U.243E-01 236.2 0.131E-01 135.0 Q. 141.7 U. 13S.O 0.
255.7 0. 255.7 0.6;3E-U2 145.0 0. IS2.2 n o 145.0 0,i
271.2 0. 271.2 D.ISIE-UI ISS.O 0. 162.1 0. ISS.O 0.
28d.1 0. 2R8.? t'. 165.0 n o IT307 0. 165.0 0.
3Uo.2 U.243E-01 Ms. 2 n. 175.0 0. 183.7 0. 175.0 0.
323.1 0. 323.7 0. 185.0 0. 194.2 0. ISS.0 0.308[•-00
341.2 0. 341.2 0. L25.0 0. 204.1 0. 195.0 u..108E
	
01
-i	 IS I. COCE	 OU N	 IS 1.000E 00 N	 IS 0. 1(1nE	 01 N IS 1.001E	 00 N	 Is 1 .0071E	 UO
1/'-i' ^".'C^:^.-'tit Z.17 `Vey-•_-^.--w+F^ t'^-R
	 ^^^.- .. r
1.




amAmir, j% 216, AND!d Ib1YETHESAMESELEcmmArmWfWNIfEMI ' rAowAAa1IVESAMEftnmrsAS /IfComo2o	 .
AWORM 23, 24 27, AND 29 NAYS THE SAME SELEC71M Or MONK MO Mt IMA LW 1AIE AAID THE SAME FORMO S AS RECORD 2I 1
Pl-	 014 Ru	 INC. ?..E. (MEV) IS	 200.1	 i 3 Ion.	 2 IS 44.	 2000 INC. HISTORIES	 4.2 MEV CUTOFF EN.
ENERGY SPECTRA OF ',ASCAOs PARTICLES MITI- MU FROM 0.95 TO 0.9C
ITHETA FROM 18 DEG. 12 PIN. TO 25 DEG. 51 MIN.)
	
[nl M E) IS (FRACTION	 PARTICLES 1 4 DELTA PU M DELTA MUIICELTA E)	 r^l
	
EIMEV) IS CENTER OF INTERVAL 	 N 1S ISUM OVER N(E)I(CELTA MU)IOELTA E) 	
l J
PROTONS NEUTRONS PI• P10 PI-
DELTA E(MEV)	 17.5 DELTA EIMEV)	 1705 DELTA EIMtVI	 IC.O DELTA E(MEVI	 10.5 DELTA E(MEV)
	 10.0
FIMEV) NIEI EIMEV) H(E) EIMEV) NIEI EIMEV) N(E) EIMEVI N(E)
8.7 0.406E-07 6.7 0.225E-00 5.0 0. 5.2 0. 5.0 0.909E-01
26.2 0.258E-00 26.2 0.dtlSE-01 t5.0 0. 15.7 0. I11.0 0.
45.7 0.369E-01 43.7 C.129E-00 2S.0 0. 26.2 0. 2S.0 0.
61.2 0.737E-01 61.2 0.644E-CI 35.0 0. 36.7 0. 35.0 0.909E-01
7(1.7 0.369E-01 711.? C.193E-00 4500 0. 47.2 0. 4S.0 0.182E-UO
96.? 0.359E-01 96.2 C.161E-00 55.0 0.200E Oi ST.7 0. 5S.0 0.909E-UI
113.7 O.t47E-CO 11397 0.137E-00 65,0 t). 6892 0. 6S.0 0.909F-UI
131.2 U.73TE-01 131.2 C.563E-01 7500 0. 78.7 0. 7S.0 0.
14807 U. 148.7 0.161E-01 85.0 0. 89.2 U. 85.0 0.
166.2 0.369E-01 146.2 0.322E-01 95.0 0. 9907 0. 9S.0 0.
183.7 C. 18307 0.805E-02 10500 0. 110.2 0. IOS.O 0.
28102 0. 201.2 C. 115.0 0. 120.7 0. 115.0 0.
21t1.7 C. .21807 0. 12500 0. 131.2 0. 125.0 U.
23602 0. 236.2 0.805E-02 13500 0. 141.7 0. 135.0 0.
25307 0. 25307 0.899E-02 14500 0. 152.2 0. 145.(1 0.
27102 0.369E-0I 271.2 N BOSE-02 IS5.0 0. 162.7 0. 155.0 U.
28d.7 0. 28807 0.805E-02 165.0 0. 173.2 0. 165.0 0.909E-UI
306.2 00 306.2 C. 17500 0. 183.7 0. ITS.O 0.182E-00
323.7 C. 323.7 C. 185.0 0. 194.2 0.190E
	
01 ISS00 0.727E 00
341.2 0. 34102 C. 19500 0. 204.7 0. 195.0 0.455E-00
.4 IS 1.000E 00	 N lS I. 000E 00
	 N IS O.IOflE 01	 N 15 1.007E 00	 N IS 1.000E UO
..a:._;.......-:..,-........,.-b....._<^...^._^.,,...^,.- - ___ 	 ,,, ,,e„_--
	
^............^:.^._..,...,...,._.....,...,.,....c..^.,_...........:_^..-....._a_._ 0000_
PI-	 ON RU	 INC. K.F. (MEVI IS
	
200.0	 A IS 100.	 Z IS 44.	 2000 !NC. HISTORIES	 4.2 MEW CUTOFO EN.
E`fFRGY SPECTRA OF CASCADE PARTICLES MITE MU FRUM U.0 10 0.40
ITMETA FROM 53 DEG. 8 MIN. TO 66 CEG. 25 MI-4.1
[24]
	
ME) IS (FRACTIUN OF PARTICLES IN nELTA MU M DELTA MU)IOELTA El
E(MEV) IS CENTEk OF INTERVAL
	 N IS (SUM OVER N(EIIICELTA MU)IOELTA E)






	 2C.0 CELTA	 EIMEV ► 21.0 CELTA	 EIMEV) 20.0
EIMEV) NIE) EIMEV) N(E) EIMEV) NtE) E(MEV) N(E) E()1EV) 11E1
17.5 0.939E-01 17.5 0.770E-01 10.0 0. 10.5 0. 10.0 0.24SE-UI
52.5 0.238E-01 52.5 0.327E-01 30.0 0. 31.5 0.397E-01 30.0 U.980E-02
81.5 0.119E-01 97.5 0.112E-n1 50.0 0. 52.5 0. 50.0 0.4COE-nl
122.5 0.397E-02 122.5 0.103E-01 70.0 0. 73.5 0.198E-01 70.0 0.9b0E-02
IV.!) 0.397E-02 157.5 C.403E-02 90.0 0. 94.5 0.1981-01 90.0 0.
Iml	 192.5 0.132E-02 192.5 0.627E-02 (10.n 0. 115.5 0.198E-01 110.0 U.9tl0E -U2 	 1,051
227.5 0.265E-02 227.5 C.134E-02 130.0 0. 136.5 0.595E-OI 130.0 0.245E-0I
262.5 0.132E-02 262.5 0. 150.0 0. IST.5 0.397E-01 150.0 O.73SE-01
297.5 0. 297.5 0. 170.0 0. 178.5 0.39'IF-01 170.0 0.441E-UA
332.5 0. 332.5 0. 190.0 0. 199.5 0. 190.0 0.490E-02










PI-	 Ov RU	 INC. K.E. ( MEV) IS	 200.7	 A IS 100.	 Z IS 44.	 2000 INC. HISTORIES	 4.2 MEV CUTOFF EN.
ENERGY SPECTRA OF CASCAOE PARTICLES MITI-	 MU FROM	 0.10 TO -0.10





IS	 (FRACTION OF PARTICLES	 IN DELTA MU M DELTA MU)IDELTA E)
E(MEV)
	 IS CENTER OF	 INTERVAL 11	 IS	 (SUM OVER NIE))(CELTA MUIIDELTA i)
PROTONS NEUTRONS PI• PIO PI-
DELTA E(MEV)
	 35.0 DELTA E(MEV)	 35.0 DELTA E(MEV) 20.0	 DELTA E(MEV)
	 21.0 DELTA E(NEV)	 20.0
E(MEV) N(E) E(MEV)	 N(E) E(MEV) NIEI	 E(MEV) NIE) E(MEV) N(E)
17.5 0.978E-01 11.5	 0.764E-(11 1(1.0 0. 10.3 0.198E-01 10.0 0.
52.5 0.196E-01 52.5	 0.264E-01 30.0 0. 31.5 0.198E-01 30.0
81.5 0.137E-UI 87.5
	 0.129E-01 50.0 0. S2.5 0. 50.0 0.."tE-01
122.5 0.587E-02 122.5	 0.179E-01 10.0 0. 73.S 0, 70.0 0.4SSE-01
157.5 0.587E-02 157.5	 C.643E-02 90.0 0. 94.5 0. 90.0 0.303E-C.I
[27) 192.5 0. 192.5	 0.214E-02 X10.0 0. 115.5 0.794E-06 110.0 0.379E-01 I70s]
227.5 0. 22T.S	 C.714E-03 130.0 0. 136.5 0.992E-01 130.0 0.265E-01
262.5 U. 262.5	 0. 150.0 0. IST.5 0.199E-01 ISO.0 O.ISU -01 1
297.5 0. 297.5	 0. IT0.0 0. 178.5 0. Milo 0.
332.5 0. 332.5	 0. 19L.0 0. 199.5 0. 190.0 0.
N IS 1.000E 00
	
N IS 1.000E no
	 N IS 0.	 N IS 1.000E 00



















	 INC. K.E. IMEV) IS	 200.0	 A IS ICO.
	
Z IS 44.	 20GO INC. HISTORIES	 4.2 MEk CUTOFF EN.
ENERGY SPECTRA OF CASCADE PARTICLES WITH VU FROM -0.40 TO -0.60
(THETA FROM 113 DEG. 3S MIN. TO 126 DEG. 54 MIN.)
lml
	
N(E) IS (FRACTION OF PARTICLES IN DELTA PU M DELTA MU)IDELTA E) 	 Iir,
	
E( NEV) IS CF+:TER OF INTEFVAL
	 N IS ISUM OVER N(E11(OELTA MU)IDELTA El
r
PROTONS	 NEUTRONS
	 PI+	 PIO	 PI-
DELTA E(MEV)
	 35.0	 DELTA E(MEV)	 35.0	 DELTA EIMEV)
	 2C.0	 DELTA E(MEV)	 21.0	 DELTA I(NEV)	 20.0
EIMEV) N(E) E(MEV) N(E) E(MEV1 NIE) EIMEV) N(E) F(PEVI NISI
17.5 0.69BE-01 17.5 0.780E-01 10.0 0. 10.5 0.255E-01 10.0 0.132E-01
52.5 0.399E-01 52.5 0.357E-01 30.0 0.125E-00 31.5 O.IInE-01 3n.0 0.342E-01
87.5 0.997E-02 87.5 0.160E-01 50.0 0. 52.5 0.425E-01 SO.O O.SOOE-01
122.5 0.133E-01 122.5 0.658E-02 70.0 0.625E-01 73.5 O.SIOE-01 70.0 0.5531-01
157.5 0.997E-02 157.5 0.376E-02 90.0 0.625E-01 94.5 0.425E-01 90.0 1.5791-01
tzo 192.5 0. 192.5 0.188E-02 110.0 0. 115.5 0.42SE-01 110.0 0.263E-01 [AM)
22/.5 0. 221.5 0.940E-03 130.0 0. 136.5 O.BSnE-02 130.G 0.132E-01
262.5 0. 262.5 0: 150.0 0. 157.5 O.85nE-G2 ISO.n 0.
297.5 0. 297.5 0. 170.0 0. 178.5 0. 170.0 0.
332.5 0. 332.5 G. 190.0 0. 199.5 0. 190.0 0.
N IS 0.100E	 01 N	 IS 1.000E 00 N IS 1.000E 00 N IS 1.00nE 00 N IS 1.000E 00









PT- 1	 UNRU INC.	 K.E.	 IMEV)	 IS	 2n^ U	 A	 IS 100.	 Z IS	 44	 2(100 INC. HISTORIES	 Y_: MEV CUTOFF FS.
'
[3/] FWERGY SPECTRUP OF EMITTED
(A,*EARS 01V smARY (Apr
CASCADE PROTONS r A,^, 710'O Wo-Wis (0]
0 TO 0.350001UE 03 MEVn OfL
K.E.
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[AEC0009 33, .35, 37, AND .!9 HAVE THE SAMESELEmoov OF WfflQt FOR THE viA ! TAPE AND 77/E SASE POORVATS AS RECOM 311
jA'rwwvS3I, 3B, 3B, AND IO HAVE 7HE SARI£ SE[Ecnm OF somas FOR THE e1NARY TAPEAND nvESAMEF1mwArs AS IlECmv 3(t
VI-	 OPv RL	 INC. K.E. (MEV) IS	 200.0	 A IS 100.	 1 IS 44.	 2000 INC. HISTORIES	 4.2 now CUTOfi EM.
1331
EVFRGY SPECTRUM OF	 EMITTED CASCAOE NEUTRONS
L13l
L0	 TO	 0.3501701 0E 03 NE V n OF L
K.E.	 IS IHE CENTER OF THE ENERGY INTERVAL IN	 MEV	 N(EI	 IS THE FRACTION OF	 TOTAL NUMRER OF EMITTED NEUIRUNS/DELTA E
K.E. NIE) K.E. N(EI K.E. N(E) K.E. NISI
7.00 0.1122925E-01 105.00 U.124143SE-02 199.00 0.6424465E-03 273.01 0.11*816SE-03
21.00 U.1165164E-01 119.00 3.SI53828E-02 203.CO 0.5840423E-03 297.0 0.2020211E-1:A
35.00 0.7212922E-02 133.CC 0.2277765E-02 217.00 0.55484J2E-03 301.07 C.
343 k9.00 0.64244t5E -02 147.CC U.110968CE-02 231.00 0.1796275E-C3 315-'1l 00
IYAMAOLE]
63.00 0.5 ,377604E-02 161.CC 0.11388R2E-02 245.00 0.5840421E-C4 329.0(1 b.














Pi-	 Ov RU	 !:v(;. K.E. 1MEV) IS	 200.0	 A IS MO.	 Z IS 44.	 2U30 INC. HIS1U111ES	 4.2 now CUTOF>t 1%.
Pul ENERGY SPECTRUM OF EMITTED CASCADE PI• (13]
0 TO 0.2100000E 03	 xi:: 0 OPL
K.E.	 1S THE CENTER OF THt ENERGY INTERVAL IN MEV	 N(E)	 IS THE FRACTION OF	 TOTAL NUMIIER OF	 9011110 PI • 	/	 O#LTA E
K.E. V(E) K.E. NIE) K.E. Nlil R.E. NISI
4.20 0. 63.CC 0.1587302E-01 113.40 0. 163.81 00
12.60 J.1966508E-02 0.7936508E-02 121.A0 n. „ ^.^u U*
21.00 0.3114605E-01 ?9.8C 0.1587302E-G1 13C.20 0. 1130.60 0.
r[xl ^ rwMA&U-)29.40 0.1 ,387302E-0 1 88.20 0. 138.6o n. I e9. n0 0.
37.80 U. 96.60 0.1936508E-02 147.00 n. 197.40 00














PI-	 ON RU	 INC. K.E. IMEV) IS	 200.(1	 A IS 10n.	 t IS 414.	 2000 INC. HISTORIES	 % *2 REV CUTOFF EN.
ENERG Y SPECTRUM OF EMITTED CASCADE PIC (u)
0 TO 0.2100000E 03 MEV 0 OFL
K.E.	 TS THE CENTER OF THE ENERGY INTERVAL IN MEV	 N(E)	 IS THE FRACTION OF TOIAL NUMRER OF 101ITTED P10	 /	 DEI,A E
K.E. N(E) K.E. N(E) K.E. Nil) R.E. NIF1
4.20 0.14607117E-07 63.10 0.9494596E-02 113.40 0.1303535E-02 163.40 0.3651168E-02
:2.60 0.5112474E-02 71.40 0.6573182E-02 121.80 0.2921414E-C2 112.211 0.1%601016-02
21.00 0.7303535E-02 79.80 0.7303535E-02 130.20 0.2921414E -02 190.63 0.291151%1-02
C1581 29.40 0.2921414E-02 88.20 0.7303535E-02 130.60 0.4382121E-C2 169.00 0.1460101E-02
37.80 10.730353SE-02 96.60 1..2921414E -02 147.00 0.6573182E-C2 191.40 0.1303ASE-03











PI-	 ON Ru	 INC. K.E.	 (REV)	 IS	 200.0	 A IS	 100.	 t IS	 4%. 2000 INC. HIS TORIES 4.2 1M11 CUTOFF 1N.
lip] ENERGY SPEC?RUM OF EMITTED CASCADE P1- 1fjl
0 TO 0.2100000E 03 PEV 0 OFL
K.E. IS THE CENTER OF THE ENERGY INTERVAL IN REV	 Nffl	 IS THE FRACTION OF TOTAL IIJ-141R M 11111, /10 P1-	 /	 CILIA 1
K.E. NIEI K.E. N;EI K.E. NISI 11	 1.	 M111
10.50 0.23840892-02 73.50 0.8344313E-02 136.50 0.276052SF-02 111.511	 0.1%141141-U2
r 1	 r131.50 O.T40322SE-02 94.SO 0.646213TE-02 157.50 0.307%2201-C2 I N.sn	 Q. 125%741-02
52.50 0.?967878E-02 11S.S0 0.43917%%E-02
+,n
1
ED	 ON ED	 INC. K-E. IMEV? IS 20090 A IS 100.	 2 IS 4110	 200 INC. HISTORIES	 W Nov CUTOfF EN.
ANGULAR DISiR16UT10N OF EMITTED CASCACE PARTICLES
(FRACTION IN EACH INTERVAL M DELTA MUI
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Analysis Code II is also used to analyze the primary Output Tape
created by the Cascade Code. This code produces printed output and out-
put on tape in the binary mode. More than one case may be analyzed at a
time by placing behind the first set a complete set of cards of the type
described below for each case. It is possible to obtain all or only part
of' the data that Analysis Code II produces by ,,nmching a 1 or a zero
(blank) in the various columns of the first input card called the option
card described below. The data obtainable are classified according to
option numbers, which range from one to seven. Their description follows:
Option 1:
a. Differential cross section in mb . steradian,l MeV-1
(i.e., d2a/dfldE) for the spectrum of cascade particles
emitted into various angular intervals. Data may be
obtained for two types of emitted particles with as many
as four angular intervals. The selected ang^alar intervals
must apply to both particles. For each angular interval
the number of energy intervals (< 1000) desired must be






the angular intervals apply to both particles, but the
energy intervals apply only to each particle for each
angular interval.
b. Differential cross section in mb/steradian (i.e., do/da)
for the emission of the cascade particles selected above
into the angular intervals selected above. This is the
integral over energy for each spectrum.
c. Average energy of the cascade particles selected above
emitted into the chosen angular intervals.
22tion 2:
The differential cross section in nu',./steradian as a function
of angle r i.e.,,    dQ (e ) ,I, for one type of escaping cascadeL
particle emitted in each of one, two, or three energy intervals.
Option 3:
Fbr one type of escaping cascade particle the cross section
in mb for the emission of 0, 1, 2, ... 15 particles of the
specified type into one, two, or three energy intervals. The
type of particle and the energy intervals can be different from
those selected in option 2.
tion 4:
The ratio of the number of times that a particle of a selected
type is emitted on the first collision to the number of times
that the incident particle type is emitted.
Option








	Incident pion charge exchange cross section, i.e., the cross
	 j
section for producing at least one n0.*
tion 7:
Angular distribution of cascade protons with respect to the
angle X for the emission of only two protons, any number of
neutrons, and no pions, where X is the angle between the two
emitted protons.
If additional information is required, such as the differential
cross section for two types of emitted particles instead of one as allowed
in option 2, then another option card must be filled out, followed by the
necessary additional cards, if any, describing the information desired.
When the type of particle needs to be specified on the input cards,
a number must be punched into the appropriate column. The numbers to be
used and corresponding particle types are given below.






Columns 73-80 of the input cards are not used by the code and may
be used by the coder in any way desired.
For the present Cascade Code, there can be only one n 0 emitted for an
i8cident charged pion because pion production is not considered. The
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-63-
Input Cards
Option Card (the first input card in the set)
Column Format
1-2 File number of the Primary Output Tape to be I2
analyzed
_ 4 1 if option 1 is desired; othen.,ise, 0 or blank Il
6 1 if option 2 is desired; otherwise, 0 or blank if
8 1 if option 3 is desired; otherwise, 0 or blank It
10 1 if option 4 is desired; otherwise, 0 or blank of
12 1 if option 5 is desired; otherwise, 0 or blank `f
14 1 if option 6 is desired; otherwise, 0 or blank is
16 1 if option 7 is desired; otherwise, 0 or blank it
18 Incident particle type
The following cards are needed only if the corresponding options are
desired:





2	 Nxmnber of angular intervals	 4)	 11
4	 First type of escaping particle to be considered
6	 Second type of escaping particle to 'be considered
	




LL* (degrees) of first angular interval
UL and LL are the upper and lower limits, respectively (in degrees), of
the angular intervals desired.
-64-
Column Format	 j
23-30 UL of second angular interval F8.4
31-38 LL of second angular interval desired
39-46 UL of third angular interval desired
47-54 LL of third angular interval desired
55-62 UL of kwwth angular interval desired u
63-70 Tom. of fourth angular interval desired
Second Card
Column Format
2-5 Number of energy intervals desired in the 14
spectrum of the first particle in the first
angular interval (usually, 10 or , .20, but
not more than 1000)
7-10 Same as above, but for the second particle it
iii the first angular interval
12-15 Same as above, but for the first particle,
second angular interval
•	 17-20 Same, but for the second particle, second
interval
22-25 Same, but for the first particle, third
interval
27-30 Same, but for the second particle, third
interval
32-35 Same, but for the first particle, fourth
interval
37-40 Same, but for the second particle, fourth
interval
40M.1 1 '	 aidailfiL.safr:a.t '0 	 c rse4ao-w'.a	 t1^+!iMPa idP.ri^f7"r-- . .if^.•,n...i i^wi^s.. tGlrr'....r... : 	-....+--_.:. w.. x-+...----..._.,...--	 .,
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Option 2 desired (one card needed)
Column




Lower energy limit (MeV) of first energy
interval desired
	
13-22	 Upper energy, limit (MeV) of first energy
interval desired
	




Upper limit, second interval
	
43-52	 lower limit, third interval
	
53•-S2	 Upper limit, third interval









The format for punching this card is the same as that specified
for option 2. Htwever, the type of escaping particle and the energy
intervals may be different.
Option 4 desired (one card needed)
Column
	 Format
2	 Type of escaping particle to be considered 	 Il
Options 5, o, 7 (no additirnal cards needed)
Pape Assifop2nta
The cascade Code Primary Output Pape, logical 2, is assigned to B5.
The binary output tape, logical 8, is assigned to B8, and is initially sup-
plied by the installation as a pool tape. The BCD input and output tapes
have the same assignments as they do for the Cascade Code.
Trouble Shooting





1	 1. Examine the input data. The data must be specified according}
to the formats. If Option 1 has been requested be sure the
second card is submitted. In addition, examine the first
of the two cards to be sure that the larger value of each
angular interval desired is specified first.
2. If there is no error in the input data, rerun the Cascade Code
to create a new Primary Output Tape.
Example
The case used as an example is the same as that used for Analysis
.	 Code I. The sequence of options is not the same as the one used in the
example in ORML-3433, which was selected for reproduction layout purposes
in addition to illustrative purposes. The sequence in this example is the
one that would most probably be used if all options were desired.
The option card calls for all seven options, where the data
to be analyzed are located in file 1 of the Primary Output, !Wpe and the
incident particles are n -mesons (card 1). Using option 1, one is in-
terested in the spectra of emitted neutrons and it for four angular in-
tervals, 0 to 600, 60 to 900, 90 to 1200 , and 120 to 1800 (card 2) . The
number of energy intervals desired in the construction of the energy
spectra is 25 for neutrons in each angular interval, 10 for n in the
angular intervals 0 to 600 and 60 to 900, and 25 for v- in the angular
intervals 90 to 1200 and 120 to 1800 (card 3). Using option 2, the dif-
ferential cross section versus angle is requested for emitted cascade
i
ti
t	 neutrons in each of the eriergyr intervals 0 to 34 MeV, 34 to 170 MeV, and
170 to 340 MeV (card 4). For option 3 the cross section for the emission
of various rr.nrbers of neutrons into the same energy intervals as in
+q'+fYtSkYWsx+:^ia*l:tMx:.iEl4;r2't ;h;'^..;,.i 
.n .s^ •Y u.^W.^ ^AM..^EiYY^Y .
R
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option 2 is requested (card 5). In option 4 the type of emitted particle
called for in calculating the required ratio is n (card 6). No additional
cards are required for options 5, 6, and 7.
As before, if this case is used as a test or sample case, the data









INPUT CARDS-ANALYSIS CODE 32
CARD 4 (OPTION CARD)




! 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 g 1lnaNrlin g rrllraNS g nrrrnenNS7ln rt_s.lnuwa^arrra • au7lrraaraaraNrrarrrn a11 NAwnrl7r











j	 11111ttItt11it11t111tIf11ttlt1littt411tlftlttlt111111f111111itftltAltitt1111tt11 	 I
tooolossello9!!!!!!l991999!!l99999991l9919999999999999999!9999999999999999999999
1 1'1 011 / 1 7 a 1111 q N1711117a	 t1 llD II IIN IIiirll>11871)01s p anam 114JNo 464/MNNi1	 11 n)4751{17 M 190
CARD 2 (FIRST CARD FOR OPTION 1)
4 2 5	 60.	 0.	 90.	 60.	 120.	 90.	 130.	 120.	 102
Itototeeslor ototett oeeotto !!!cote Ieelolo oe9eett r91ttt1 Ie1t9e/ eoollotoo 0
1 11 • 1110 1r11pgNrMl/ Mgillai llirBiMi„8811A^ 772170^t^7gMtl { ^1Mrr31451NrrflrrrROOMrrOrrr/IRAMANA1^Ar
1111111111111111111111111i1111111111111111	 11111111iti1111	 1111111	 1111111111	 11
222 222222222222222221222222212222122222222 22222222222222222222222 22212222222




11166666666 66666666666666666666166 66666666666666666661161666666666666666666661 	 i
1111i11111111T111111i1111111111J7111111I11111117i111711111111111711177111111111
818/118118811 1111111 tfltilf 1111111 1616/11 1111111 16116 1 1111111 /111116111
!!!!!!!!!!'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 99999991999999999991199 3!!!!!^i!!l!!!!!!!!!9!!!!!!!9!
111/111/ 901111q)4 mosilo11r1 1 1117N111vxnn,11111M81<11118)4/1gUMp^{/1 rgr11N9NrrOrraNrOMrrrrrrllp nN77Mnr1+r7g o son 
CARD 3 (SECOND CARD FOR OPTION 4)
1
11111e1ee e8ee812e8 6eoet6eotetoot000leteoe00000tttttotlroteoottteoee6eoolottt t




222 222222222 222222222 2221 2222 2222 12222222221222222222222222222222222222222
3333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333
44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444











CARD 4 (CARD FOR OPTION 2)
2	 0.	 34.	 34.	 170.	 170.	 340.	 104
1/111t111t	 18/11/411 2{{1111{1 IIII/Ie1111111111 /
1 ! ! #11 11) 1 1a$It; 0140isr • a amn o 303ana an l1rw11aa0alJ.141aa«414474rwsla S w a ns; wwa«Yw«wwwwwr11r3 « wan a me
111111111111111111i111111111111111111i 	 111111111	 111111111111!111111111111111	 li
2 222222222222222212222222222222122122222222222222222222222222222222122222222222
33333333313 3333333 3 3333333 3 333333333 333333333 3333 J3 33 333333333333333333




II1111f11i1 {81181{41 18188188t {{8111811 11811{111 {{{1{1{81 $$I1/16111616616I1
/t!!ttlft!!fflflftfflttfftl9lffftltltltt!!t!!ttlf9ft11flt!!!!f!tltt/!!11!!!!!1!1
1 1'1 4 / 1 7 1 10 111273M4 r 1 1 0 Mo m nn1633162711 Nall anN wsDa aMU Qu ann lr0111 se 	 lwwa swwwwwrwwwwwwn wwMaanwl/wr,►8!a root
CARD 5 (CARD FOR uPTION 3)
2	 0.	 34.	 34.	 170.	 170.	 340.	 105
11111111/1 111111111111111/1011111111111 111111{11 111111111 66411111161118811 1
11 84 It l I I oil r r M r an r ran Gall aanannumnll ran a r4141a am* ra 3668 a U«ww	 w an" am"
11111111111111111111111111111111111111	 111111111	 1111111111111111111111111111	 11
2 222222222222222222222222222222222222222122292222222222222222222222222222222222
33333333333 3333333 3 3333333 3 333333333 3333131!' 133333 33 333333333333333333




I11116666116 666661116 6166666/6 6666666/6 1/6666616 1616616/6 116661161161666166
1111161111161161116111666111116!!!!!!1!!!tf!!!!!!!t!!!!!ttllffffltttl!ltlt!!f!!!
11'141It1/MItUan%rl7r INN NOXUSOa MUM Milan a77aaA«Qa« qq t/K411wMww "am wwwwwwwMwwwwwunnamaanaa•
T.AGESO fowl
CARD 6 (CARD FOR OPTION 4)
1
11111111111111111/111111/11111111011/12811111111/1111/II1t//111t111/1111111111 1














^.w^wm.+«r tirr •+.^'wew• °+.w....: ra ^.. ay..M. ^•w•••...r.r.,w.w a.S ow•-•.nw. `F+•^M+.^+^Tt,P ^ sr 4. «rrY,
[	 p] g=r Me circles, rsctengles, '--'Lima, and the words, and Bowers in brackets an the pates of printel output illustrated in 	 r o of
this annual do not appear on the actual printed output. These darts have been added to provide information about the data 	 I AVREWN0
__--	 stored m the binary topes. (See secti e-m entitled Binary Tapes, Page 118 of this manual.)
a./4'
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131 INCIDENT INC. LAS. TARGET	 NO. OF INC.	 CUTOFF	 GEOMETRIC NO. OF	 INC. (9)PARTICLE K.E.IMEV) SYMS.	 A 1	 PARTICLES	 EN.(MEV)	 X-SEC.IMS) PART. COLLISIONS
- 0 ®	 02000	 4.24	 175e.5 015:9
[I] (P)
TYPE 0	 S PARTICLE
(OSIGMA /(DOMEGA X CE)
	
IMB)/(STERADIAN-NEV)




























11 INTERVAL	 1.	 INTERVAL	 13	 INTERVAL	 Ik INTERVAL	 IS INTERVAL
	
16
















lOi (OSIGMA/(DOMEGA X DE)	 (MB)/ISTERAOIAN-MEW)
10011l
TYPE OF CASCADE PARTICLE LAB.	 ANGULAR INTERVAL
	 (DEGI	 NO. OF ENERGY	 INTERVALS	 DELTA E	 (MEV) 141
NEUTRON 60.80 TO
	 90.90 25 14.000 01
INTERVAL 1 INTERVAL
	 2 INTERVAL	 3 INTERVAL	 4	 INTERVAL	 5	 INTERVAL	 6 INTERVAL	 7 INTERVAL	 8
VAR/ABLE
3.3946E 70 2.5160E 70 1.3179E






	 12	 INTERVAL	 13	 INTERVAL	 14 INTERVAL
	 Is INTERVAL	 10
121 ^VI R/ABLEf 3.3946E-01 3.3946E-01 2.3962E-01 2.5959E-01	 2.7956E-01	 1.5975E- 01 1.3978E-Ot 3.9937E-01
1
INTERVAL 17 INTERVAL




22 INTERVAL	 23 INTERVAL	 24 (VARIABLE
1.0068E-02 0. 0. 0.	 0	 0. 0.
0
s
P INTERVAL 25t	 [/4l [VARIABLE)
0.
(DSIGMA/(DOMEGA X DE)	 !MR)/(STERADIAN-MEV)
TYPE OF CASCADE PARTICLt LAB.	 ANGULAR INTERVAL
	 (DEG)	 NO. OF ENERGY INTERVALS	 DELTA E	 IMEVI r1]
L
l
NEUTRON 90.00	 TO	 120.00 25 ik.0000
t



















	 12	 INTERVAL	 13	 INTERVAL
	
14 INTERVAL	 15 INTERVAL	 16
VAR/ABLE)
4.1934£-11 3.19SOE-0I !.5975E-01 1.3978E-01	 3.9937E-02
	 1.9968E-02 1.9068E-02 5.9937E-72
_.-^	 -	 ..._,,......- =«.«^.a.--,^..,...•--•»w„wow,-+-w,.e.^.w.-.v.*ar...;.^-.+t.wr......,,.•.•.-.,•.-+r,+s-.^xr^.•. *... ^^„na
	
_..^_ _ ,- _	 •"°y`^.-'r..,.,aynwr,.rr.w-.a,.m.a..,-An".....s^.,.. ..,	 r _r.„..,,..e..,+w^+.n.......r...«
	
1
0.3196E-72	 1.5915'1 i^6r4E^	 7.0874E-02	 4.4562E-02	 3.0037E-02
	 ¢z65.62E_02	 4.5262E
1151 (VARIABLE]1. 0 .	 94	 0. 0 .	 0 ,	 0 .	 7
:NTERVAL	 25[24] VARIABLE]0.
(OSIGMA /(DOMEGA X OE)	 (108)/tSTERADIAN-MEVI
[es]
TYPE OF CASZ'IOE PARTICLE
	
LAB.	 ANGULAR INTERVAL






	 10	 21.000 l




















TYPE OF CASCADE PARTICLE	 LAB.	 ANGULAR INTERVAL IDEG)	 NO. OF ENERGY INTERVALS




J	 NEUTRON	 120.00 TO	 180.00	 14.0000




2f]	 781 0	 7' 8 86E- I	 6 0880E-01	 5 3015E-71	 4 I934E- I	 3 5	 VAN/ABLE]
	1.8371c_ '70	 I.I	 E 0	
_! _ a	 0	 . 043E-01	 1.3078E-01
	
INTERVAL	 9 INTERVAL 10 INTERVAL it 	 INTERVAL 12 INTERVAL 13 INTERVAL 14 INTERVAL 15 INTERVAL 16
	
1-921	 3.1940E-01	 1.5975E-QI	 5.9905E-02	 5.0005E-C2	 1.9968E-02	 0.	
^VAIi/ABLE]
	INTERVAL 17 INTERVAL 18 INTERVAL 19 INTERVAL 20 INTERVAL 21 	 INTERVAL 22
	 4TERVAL 23 INTEAVIL 24
Vei 
04	 y




^r] [VAMIAOLE]1 .0555E-01 2.6625E-01
(OSIGMA/IUOMEGA X DE)
	 (Mb)/ISTERADIAN-MEVI
TYPE OF CASCADE PARTICLE	 LAB.	 ANGULAR INTERVAL
	 IDEG)	 NO. OF ENERGY INTERVALS DELTA E
	 IMEVI
[,6]
PI- ¢^ IQ TO	 90.00 10 12	 .0000 L










7.0874E-12 2.6625E-01 2.6625E-Oi	 1.8631E-01	 1.4644E-01
	 1.8637E-01 3.1950E-01 1.863TE-01
INTERVAL	 9 INTERVAL	 10
VAN/ABLE] 
5.3249E-02 0
(OSIGMA/(OOMEl31 X OEI	 (MP1 11STERADIAN-NEV)
TYPE OF CASCA" PARTICLE	 LAB.	 ANGULAR INTERVAL	 IDEG)	 NO. OF ENERGY INTERVALS DELTA E
	 ! MEVI
13f) 14 1
.,- 90.00 T !3	 1.0020 2S 0.4000
lief	 11WSOE 00	 9..3186E-01	 7.3217E-01	 7.6546E-01	 4.3265E-01	 2.3296E-01	 3.3281E-02	 9.9842E-02
	 [VARIABLE]
["I 
INTERVAL. 17 INTERVAL 18 INTERVAL 19 INTERVAL 20 INTERVAL 21 INTERVAL 22 INTERVAL 23 '.NTERVAL 24 	
IVAA/ABLA













A INTERVAL	 5 INTERVAL	 6 INTERVAL	 7 INTERVAL	 8 (VAR/ABLE]








	 12 INTERVAL	 13 INTERVAL	 14 INTERVAL	 IE^ INTERVAL	 16
[,^] VAN/ABLE
2.0053E-11 4.9921E-01 5.9905E-01 4.9921E-Ot 3.6609E01 4.6593E-01 SJ249E-01 1.6647E-01
INTERVAL
	
17 IVTERVAL	 !8 INTERVAL	 19 INTERVAL	 20 INTERVAL	 21 INTERVAL	 22 INTEkwaL	 23 I ,4TEKVAL	 24 [VARIABLE]






iDSIGMA/(DOMEGA X DE)	 (M81/(STERADIAN-NEVI
rxl
`
TYPE OF CASCADE PARTICLE LAB.	 ANGULAR INTERVAL IDEGI	 NO. OF ENERGY INTERVALS	 DELTA E	 IMEV)
l+]





2 INTERVAL	 3 INTERVAL	 4 INTERVAL	 5 INTERVAL	 6 INTERVAL	 7 INTERVAL	 8 (VA/7/ABLE
6 • eji-7[	 1.6640E-01	 5.6577E-0I	 6.3233E-01	 S_9905E-n1	 6.9889E-01	 8.6530E-01	 1.0993E 00









INCIDENT INC. LAB. TARGET NO. OF INC. CUTOFF GEOMETRIC N0. OF INC.
PARTICLE K.E.IMEV) SYMB. A	 L PARTICLES EN.(MEV) X-SEC.IMB) PART. COLLISIONS




SUM OF OSIG/IDOMEGA X DE) X DE EQUALS Q^3019E Oi MB/STERADIAN FOR CASCADE NEUTRON MIT% THETA FROM	 P L	TO	 60.00 DEG
1401
r
`61AVERAGE ENERAZY EQUAL:',	0.679519E 02 MEW FOR CASCADE NEUTRON WITH THETA FROM	 Q=	 1'0	 60.00 DEG
SUN OF OSIG/(DOMEGA X DE) X DE EQUALS 0.16?. 0 MB/STERAOIAIV fOR CASi.AOE NEUTRON MITH THETA FROM 60.00 TO 90.00 DEG
[4-9]
	 AVERAGE ENERGY EQUALS 0.509502E 02 MEW FOR CASCADE NEUTRON WITH THETA FROM 60.00 TO 90.00 DEG
SUM OF DSIG/IDOMEGA X OE) X DE EQUALS 0.1222E 03 MB/STERADIAN FOR CASCADE NEUTRON WITH THETA FROM 90.00 TO 120.00 DEG
[w]	 AVERAGE ENERGY EQUALS 0.4932011E 02 MEW FOR CASCADE NEUTRON WITH THETA FROM 90.00 TO 120.00 DEn 	 161
•	 SUA OF DSIG/(DOMEGA X DE) X OE EQUALS 0.9114E 02 M8/STERADIAN FOR CASCADE NEUTRON WITH THETA FROM 120.00 TO 180.00 DEG
Lqui	 'AVERAGE ENERGY EQUALS 0.448344E 02 MEW FOR CASCADE NEUTRON WITH THETA FROM 120.00 TO 180.00 DEG 	 161
1
SUN OF DSIG/IDOMEGA X DE) X OE EQUALS 0.4351E 02 MB/STERADIAN FOR CASCADE PI- WITH THETA FROM Q2 TO 60.00 DEG ul
AVERAGE
i
ENERGY EQUALS	 0.139596E 01 MEW FOR CASCADE PI- WITH THETA FROM Os TO 60.00 DEG
I SUM OF DSIG/IDOMEGA X OE) X OE EQUALS 0.3550E 02 M8/STERADIAN FOR CASCADE PI- WITH THETA FROM 60.00 TO 90.00 DEG
AVERAGE ENERGY EQUALS	 0.915236E 02 MEW FOR CASCADE PI- WITH THETA FROM 60.00 TO 90.00 DEG
	SUM OF DSIG/IDOMEGA X DE) X DE EQUALS 0.5731E 02 MB/STERADIAN FOR CASCADE P)- WITH THETA FROM 90.00 TO 120.00 DEG
	
r[48]	 AVERAGE ENERGY EQUALS 0.T3S30TE 02 MEW FOR CASCADE P)- WITH THETA FROM 90.00 TO 120.00 DEG
	 `6]
	











	 r fo 	 I
y.z^: -.^^
	












	 SYMS.	 A	 Z	 PARTICLES	 EN.IMEV; x-SEC.IMBI 	 PART. COLLISIONS	
r
1501





TYPE OF CASCADE PARTICLE
	
FOR THE ENERGY INTERVAL (MEVI
	
NEUTRON	 OO TO	 34
LABORATORY
ANGLE FROM
Iu] 0 - 20 DEG 27 - 4C 40 - 6n 60 - BO 80 - 100 IOn -	 120 120 -	 140 140 - 160 160 - 180 191
1.136E	 02 9.827E Cl 1.119E	 02 1.032E 02 TIO43E 01 5.739E Ot 5.096E 01 5.944E 01 6.026E 01
TYPE OF CASCADE PARTICLE FOR THE ENERGY	 INTERVAL	 IMEV)
1131 NEUTRON 34	 TO
LABORATORY
ANGLE FROM
['41 0 - 20 nEG 20 - 4C 40 - 60 60 - 90 80 - 100 100 -	 120 120 -	 140 140 - 160 160 - 180
3.384E	 07 2.117E C2 1.109E	 01 7.453E n1 6.238E 01 5.354E 01 4.203E 01 3.703E 11 6.258E 01
TYPE OF CASCADE PARTICLE FnR THE ENERGY INTERVAL
	
IMEVI
IM NEUTRON 170	 TO 341 2
LABORATORY
ANGLE FROM
[56] 0 - 20 DEG ?0 - 4C 40 - 60 60 - 80 80 - IOn 100 -	 120 120 -	 140 140 - 160 160 - 180 (9l
3.013E	 01 2.737E CI 1.524E	 01 _423E 00 3.220E 00 _.142E 00 5,254E-71 0. O:
3.2S83E 72 6.303TE 02	 1.5996E 02 3.7763E 01	 1.?565E 00 0. 0=
a v l0 11	 Iz 13 14
0. 0. 0. 0.	 0.
EMITTED PARTICLE NEUTRON ENERGY W ERVAL IMEV;
	
170	 TO (3
K EQUALS	 0 1 2 3	 4 5 6













11CIDENT INC. LAe. TARGET NO, OF INC. CUTOFF	 GEOMETRIC	 NO. OF INC.
PARTICLE K.E.(MEV) SYMB.	 A	 t PARTICLES EN.(MFV)	 X-SEC.(MB)	 PART. COLLISIONS
[^]	 PI- 200 El(44 02000 4.24	 IT56.5	 71559	 191
CROSS SECTIOPS IMB) FOR THE EMISS104 OF K PARTiLLES OF SPECIFIED TYPE INTO ENERGY INTERVALS INDICATED
(3Il (CONTRIBUTIONS TO K EQUAL ZERO ARE MADE ONLY WHEN PARTICLES OF SPECIFIED (:]
TYPE ARE 7MITTED RUT ARE NOT IN THE ENERGY	 INTERVALS INDICATED)
EMITTED PARTICLE NEUTRON ENERGY INTERVAL IMEV) t0) TO 3t
K EQUALS	 0 1	 2 3 4 5 6	 7
5.1642E 02 4.0839E 72
	
1.7126E 02 5.1817E 01	 1.3174E	 01 2.63%SE 00	 0. 0.
Isil
8 9	 10 II 12 13 I4	 IS
Qt Qs	 as Qs QA 24 9a
[80] EMITTED PARTICLE NEUTRON ENERGY INTERVAL (MEV) 3t	 TO 170 [Y]
K EQUALS	 o 1	 2 3 4 5 6	 7
B	 0 10 11 12 13 It IS






INCIDENT	 INC. LAB. TARGET N0, OF INC. CUTOFF GEOMETRIC	 N0. OF INC.
PARTICLE
	 K.E.(MEV) SYMB.	 A	 2 PARTICLES EN.IMFV) X-SEC.(MB)	 PART. COLLISIONS
r
P)-	 200 RU	 IOQ44 02000 4.24 1756.5	 01559
1.9 1J
40. OF TIMES SPECIFIED
PARTICLE IS EMITTED ON THE FIRST
INC. PARTICLE COLLISION DIVIDED
BY THE NO. OF TIMES THE INC. PION ABSORPTION P104 CHARGE
fal
LL	 JJ
PARTICLE TYPE 15 EMITTED CROSS SECT. INS) EXCHANGE CROSS SECT. (Mb) [VA~tE]
P! -	 0,57839E OC 0.54540E 03 0.14316E 03
ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF TWO CASCADE PROTONS AS A FUNCTION OF THE ANGLES Xv BETWEEN THEM.
OSIGMA / DOMEGA	 IM8 / STERAOIANI
IREACTIONS CONTRIBUTE WHEN THERE ARE NO PIONS, ONLY TWO PROTONS, AND ANY NUMBER OF NEUTRONS EMITTED)
r [9]X FROM
1
0 - 20 DEG
	
20 - 4C
	 40 - 60	 60 - 80	 80 - 100	 100 - 120 120 - 140	 140 -	 160	 160 -	 180
1




















The evaporation Code is also used to analyze the Primary Output Tape
created by the Cascade Code, and it also produces printed output and out-
put on tape in the binary mode. Evaporati on reactions are calculated for
each cascade particle record on the tape. The code permits no flexibility
in the type of data to be produced; hence, the only thing that need be
specified is the file number on the Primary Output Tape to be analyzed.
In the code used here only six particles are allowed to be evaporated
(see ORNL
-3+33, p • 83), whereas in the original code (ORNL CF-61-12-40,
see ref. 2) 19 are allowed.
Two tapes must be supplied by the user to operate this program:
the Primary Output Tape and the Evaporation Code Table Tape. The tape
assignments are given below. As many files as desired can be analyzed
on the Primary Output Tape by supplying one input card for each file.
Data Input (one card/case)
Co1m;	 Format
1-10 File to be analyzed	 IN
TLaZ Assignments
1. Logical tape 2 (assigned to B5) is the Primary Output Tape
created by the Cascade Code.
E
4






2. Logical tape 3 (assigned to A7) is the Evaporation Code Table
Tape.
3. Logical tape 8 (assigned to B8) is the Binary Output Tape.
This tape is initially supplied by the installation as a POOL
tape.
4. The BCD input and output tapes, logical 5 and 6, are assigned
to A2 and A3 respectively.
Example
The card below illustrates the input card for the Evaporation Code
using the same case as discussed previously. The output from this case,
illustrated on pages 81 to 87, can serve as an example or test case.
The initial random number in the first case in any sequence of cases
run using this code is always the same. But the initial random number in
each subsequent case is calculated from the final random number of the
previous case.. Hence if cases are not run in exactly the see sequence,
somewhat different numerical results will be generated.
_80_	 .
1






sss S{ s { s SSSSlSS SSS5555555555555555555f55555555555555515555555555^555555555555555
111111111)1111111111111111)171111]1111111111111111111111111)111111111111111?1111
Illtttltltlllltllliitlti111t1{It1it11t111{IIIIIt11111/it1111111itlltllitttlt1111




1026: The circles, rectangles, underlines, and the words, and numbers in brackets an the pages or printed output illustrated
IR{ECOND)	 in this manual do not appear an the actual printed output. These marks have been added to provide inforsiatian about
	 f#&W W 6W WORM
the data stored on the binary tapes. (See section entitled Binary Tapes, page Hof this manual.)
	 l AN RECORD
CASE NUMBER 10 0 200AS
	 ^ [(M^avo 54i# 	 [tWORDS i, s, a, 4J]
KINETIC ENERGY IMEVII	 200.00
If]	 ®	 II?]




INELAS C CROSS SECTION INS)
	
1369.20
AVERAGE EVAPORATION YIELD PER INELASTIC EVENT
frl	 NEUTRONS	 PROTONS OEUTERCNS	 TRITONS
	 1+E3	 ALPHAS	 161
LL JJ	
3998909S6 0.8794099 0.1039128 0.0275818 0.0083387 0.1231559
1
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DISTRIBUTION OF RESIDUAL NU LEI F LLCMING EVAPORATION 	 - v	 M
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2	
r ^L (.1111 /rte=s
^N3^	 38J	 2j	 19.3	 13QpI]
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I,7, j	 CASE NUMBER (9(9@0141




	 OEUTE'IONS	 TRITONS	 HE3	 ALPHAS
	 (6)
1ST M014. LOWE op 8,95s43  00 1,:1969E 01 L,10484E 01 I.BS128E 01 .70497 01
f,76J	
NORMALttEO EVAPCRATION NEUT 	 SPECTRUM	 f^^
SPECIFIES HE L6WEA ENFRGY L I"I 	 THE NTERVAL IN M V
IC4586 0.16S728 0.204344 0.217216 0.213958 0.238134 0.204344 0.213998 0.21
10.143202 0.139984 0.133548 0.114240 0.099759 0.117458 0.101368 0.082060 0.090105 0.091714
0.098150 C.107804 0.082060 0.090105 0.070796 0.072405 0.080451 0.075623 0.078842 0.n65969
10.059533 0.067578 0.0627S1 0.043443 0.069187 0.051488 0.062751 0.057924 0.049879 0.057924
0.051488 0.049879 0.040225 0.337007 0.033769 0.037007 0.049879 0.037C07 0.043443 0.040225
O.C41834 0.041834 0.032180 0.028962 0.025744 0.037007 0.020962 0.028962 0.033T89 0.020917
0.032180 0.028962 C.030571 0.022526 0.02413S 6.025744 0.0,7007 0.028962 0.022526 0.016090
0.020917 0.019308 0.017699 0.029962 0.014481 0.019308 0.016090 0.035398 0.014481 0.008045
0.019308 0.011263 0.011263 0.004827 0.017699 0.016090 0.012872 0.011263 0.003218 0.019308
0.019308 0.00482? Q.008045 0.011263 0.009654 0.012872 0.014481 0.006436 0.009654 0.008045
0.006436 0.016790 0.011263 0.006436 0.012872 0.00482T 0.006436 0.009654 0.014481 0.004827
0.003218 0.0112F3 0.008045 0.308045 0.008045 0.008045 0.001609 0.004827 0.003218 0.003218
0.009654 G.008045 0.006436 0.001609 0.004827 0.003218 0.006436 0.001609 0.003218 O.003218
0.004827 0.001609 O.G08045 0.006436 0404827 0.003218 0.006436 0.008045 0.001609 0.003218
0.0032:8 0.003218 0.
	 0.00482? O.008045 O.OG4827 0.	 0.001609 0.001609 0.003218
0.004827 0.004827 0.001609 0.701609 0.003218 Q.001609 0.003218 0.
	 0.	 0.
0.0016C9 O.001609 0.
	 0.	 0.003218 0.	 0.003218 0.001609 0.	 O.001609
0.001609 C.CO1609 0.
	 0.001609 0.	 00,	 fl.	 O.OU16G9 0.001609 0.
0.001609 0.	 G.001609 0.001609 0.003218 0. 	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.001609
0.	 J.	 0.001609 Q.001609 0.
	
0.001609 U.
	 0.	 0.	 0.001609








[-Vol 	 cw 




















'0 SOLL00'0 609%10'0 SO£100'0
	
'0 50£100.0	•0 609 %10.0	'0 SOf100.0
50£100.0	'0	•0	'0 So£L00'0	10 SOfL00•o	'0 SOfZ00'O	00
SCfLOO'0	'0	'0
	
10 SOf100'0	'0 SO£LOC'0 SOf100'G +116120.0	'0
	
SOf100'0 SOf100'0	'0	'0 SUFL00.0 609%10.0 609+110'0	"i: SM103'0	00
	'0 SOfL00'	•0 So£!o0'0	•0	'0 SCfLOC•O SUfLO0*O %161ZO'O SOfL00.0
	
609%10.0 SOf100'0	'0 SOFL00'0 609410'0 %161Z0'0	'0 609%10'0 S0£LOO'O %161Z0'0
609%10'0	'0 SOfL00'0 81Z6Z0'0	'U fZS9f0'O SCfLOG'0 GIZ6Z0'0 SOfLOO'0 4161Z0'0
'0 SOMW O 4I61Z0'O	'0	'0 6091110'0 SOVL00'O BIZ6Z0*0 GIZ6ZG'0 SOfL00'0
B126Z0'O 609410'0 BZSf%C'O SOf100.0 %161ZO'C SZef40'0 609%10.0 SOfL00'0 %161Z0'0 9IZ6Z0'0
rid
^ 609%10'0 SIZ6Z0'0 E?S9fO*O 5OfL00'0 SIZ6Z0'0 609%10.0 9Z9f%C'0 SZSf%0'0 609%10'0 £259£0'0
^•u. 609
%10'0 609410.0 BlZ6ZD.0 fZS9f0'O BZ9f%0'0 Lf %BSO'U 609%IC'0 if%BSO'U 9IZ6Z0'O fZS9f0'0
Zf11S0'0 Zf11S0.0 ZFIISO'O I%LS90.0 %161Z0'0 %161Z0'0 096%60'0 fZS990'0 Z£IISO'0 BZBf%0'0
lf%BSO'0 Zf11S0'0 ISf080'0 609%10'0 %9ZZ01.0 1%1S90.0 SS91OCoO 695601.0 9%OfLO.O ISfO90.0
1%1S90'0 %9ZZ01'0 695601.0 %18911.0 695601.0 %9ZZ0P.0 ISfOBO.O %92Z01.0 %18911'0 %9ZZ01'0
695601.0 ISfOBO'0 %L9911.0 BLI%ZI.O %19911'£1 Z609111.0 ISfOBO'0 16ffSl'O LBLOW O 6?S%0Z00
l9LBfl'0 SL1*ZI*O fB%1£1.0 ZS01%Z'0 %18911.0 L819f1'0 2609%100 69S60100 L6ffS1'0 1818£1'0
618%BZ'0 OZ6691.0 %8IZ6Z'O 9sfooz*o S19ZB1•Ii OlfSll'0 L%ZffZ'0 ffOI1Z•O Bfl61Z•0 ff811t'O
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[m)	 CASE NUMBER @(q(200 	 1+1
[9"]	 NORMALIZED EVAPCRATICN OEU7	 SPECTRUM	 [rl
[ml




all	 0	 00	 0.	 0.
rSAME	 END OF]	 0 . 061728T4	 4 Goillill	 0 * 1186420 U.V61728 Uelflill	 a.096T65 0,1481480.172940 .l11111
`	 WLE
	
0.086420 0.098763 0.086420 0.03703T 0.049383 5.024691 0.061728 0.066420 0.024691 0.049383
0.024691 0.049383 0.03703T 0.012346 0.082346 0.049383 0.024691 0.012346 04024691 0.024691
0.	 0.	 0.	 00	 0.	 0.024691	 0.012340 0.	 0.	 0.(FL.]
0.	 0,	 0.024691	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.'024691	 0.	 0.	 [pr
0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 J.	 0.	 00	 0.	 0.0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.,
0.	 0.	 00	 0.	 0.	 00	 0.	 00	 0.	 0.f?^  
l[240]
	
NORMALIZED EVAPCRATICh TR T N SPECTRUM	 [r^
SPECIFIES
	
^	 EN	 LIMIT	 INTERVAL 	 N	 V)
[2II	 E	 rr
0.	 0.	 9.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.
[mmE ro END OFl	 46512	 230
0!1860472
	
0.16604T	 .I 6	 .I	 • 46 1
`	 TABLE	 1	 0.2T9070 0.046512 0.046512 0.046512 0.046512 0.093023 0.046512 0. 	 0.093023 0.9465120.	 0.046512 0.	 0.046512 0.	 0.	 0.093023 0.	 0.	 0.
0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.046512 U.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 U.	 Fc.
(ZD O.046SI2 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 U.	 0.	 00	 0.	 oo	 vr.^
o.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 U.	 0.	 0.QD o.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 1.	 1.	 n.	 00	 o.	 0.
o.	 0.0.	 o.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 o.	 o.	 0.
[r r^
NORMALIZED EVAPCRATICN m	 SPECTRUM	 [r^
12521	
iE SPECIFIES THE LOWER tMtRUY LIMIT UP T4t INTtKm	 IN REV)
0	 01	 01	 0.	 0.	 0.
TABLE	
.	 0.	 0.	 0.153846 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.153840 0.37692 C.
.153846 0,	 0.153846 0.	 0.153846 0.	 0.	 0.1,23846 0.153846 C.
SAME T!9 END OF^	
10.
.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 .
.	 0.	 0.	 0.153846 0.153846 J.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 C.	 ^FL.
.	 0.153946 0.	 0.	 0.	 U.	 .	 U.	 J•	 w.	 PT.v7	
^
.153846 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.
.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 J.	 Q.	 U.	 3.	 C.
 0.	 0.	 0.	 3.	 J.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.




SPECIFIES TH	 L0W EF-F9TTGw Y M IT NT 	 4
[r r^
0.	 C.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.
rSA
0.
MEIl9 END OF]	 0.	 O.O10*17 0.010417 0.020833 0.052083 0.062530 0:09375C 0.197917 0.177083 0.166667
`	 WLE
	 0.052083 0.125000 0.125000 0.072917 0.052083 o.n62500 0.104167 0•CC37SC 0.062500 0.083333
0.062500 0.020833 0.020833 0. 	 0.031250 0.031250 0.	 0.0104IT 0.041667 0.010417	 [FL.I
0.010411 0.010417 0,	 0.010417 0.031250 0.	 0.010417 0.020833 0.010417 0. 	 PT.
0.	 0.	 0.010417 0.	 U.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.
0.	 0.	 0.	 C.	 0.010417 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.01041? 0.
to.	 a.	 U.	 U.	 U.	 U.	 o.	 U.	 o.oloal
-_.._.,.r.....^.,....s ..'^!-^.-,N..a..-r.•...r,.e.....-....,^.....; 	 +..•..,w_...,...,.., j. ^.^r,........ 	 -. ._.... •_
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The Angular Momentum Code uses data from the Primary Output Tape
Y
	 created by the Cascade Code to provide information on the angular momentum
distributions of the incident particles and of the nucleus after the cas-
cade is conipleted. 3
 In addition to the printed output and binary tape,
k
	 which all of the analysis codes generate (see section entitled Binary Tapes),
the Angular Momentum Code generates a "plotting" tape. This tape may be
used directly with a Calcomp automatic plotter to plot histograms of the
data calculated by this code.
Input Data
The only information required by the Angular Momentum Code, other
than the data from the Cascade Code, is the size of the angular momentum




3$. W. Bertini, Angular Momentum in Low	 r Cascade Calculations








be calculated. The code ;gill then calculate the distributions for 100 in-
tervals of the selected size or until the entire angular momentum range is
covered, if this can be done with fewer than 100 intervals. Distributions
are calculated for up to 200 intervals for the parallel component of the
angular momentum remaining in the nucleus, since this angular momentum
range can have negative as Well as positive values. If the entire angular
momentum range is covered by the calculation, the "Sum of Values Times
Angular Momentum Interval" appearing at the foot of each table Will equal
1. An angular momentum interval of 1-t has been found to be an appropriate
choice for many distributions.
Input Card
One input card is required for each case to be analyzed.
Column	 Format
	
1-3	 File number on the Primary Output Pape where	 13
the case to be analyzed is located
	
4-18	 Angular momentum interval for the histogram	 F15.7
of the distribution of the angular moementum of _
the incident particles (see discussion of Input
Data)
	
19-33	 Angular momentum interval for VNe histogram	 it





Angular momentum interval for the histogram
of the distribution of the parallel component
of the angular momentum of the nucleus
i







Angular momentum interval for the histogram 	 F15.7
of the distribution of the perpendicular com-
ponent of angular momentum of the nucleus
Signal for error bars on graphs. 0 or blank: 	 12
with error bars;+l: without error bars;-1: both 	 -
with and without error bars (two graphs for each
table)
66-72	 Signal for generatink3 plotting tape. 0	 ^7
or blank: no tape generated; 1: tape generated;
greater than 1: abscissa contracted by this
factor (see following discussion of Plotting
TaR! ); -1: ordinate contracted by 25
Plotting
No additional information is rev_uired to generate the plotting tape.
The machine scans the data calculated by the Angular Momentum Code and
selects appropriate ranges of values for the ordinate and abscissa of
each graph. However, if distributions have been calculated that have
fewer than 10 non-zero-valued intervals, it is possible to contract the
length of the abscissa by punching a number greater than. 1 in columns
66 to 72 of the input card. For example, if the number 3 is punched on
the input card, the abscissa will be one-third of its usual length, al-
though the range of values will remain the same. This option was included




If the graph extends into the case identification box in the upper
sight-hand corner of the page, the ordinate may be contracted by 25% vith-
out changing the range of values by punching a -1 in columns 66 to 72 of
the input card. No negative number other than one is permitted to be
punches, and so the ordinate and abscissa may not be contracted on the
same graph.
The program for the plotting tape employs a subroutine "plotting
package" entitled INTRIGUE., 4 to which users of the plotting tape should
refer if more information is needed.
Tape Assignments
The Primary Output Tape created by the Cascade Code;; logical tape 9,-
is assigned to B5. The binary tape, logical tape F, is assigned to B8, and
the plotting tape, logical tape 7, is assign e dd to A6. A scratch tape,
logical 3, is assigned to B3. These tree tapes are initially provided by
the installation as POOL tapes. The BCD input and output tapes have the
same assignments as they Rio in running the cascade Code.
Trouble Shooting
The :,regular Momentum Code printF, only one error statement: VALUE
Frf^ LAST RECORD OF NUMBER OF RECORDS AND COUNT OF RECORDS IS DIFFERENT.
This is similar to error statement 5 in Analysis Code I. Try once more,
and if still unsuccessful, rerun the Cascade Code.
4M. B. Emmett, INNTRIGUE, An !BM-7090 Subroutine Package for Making Linear
Logarithmic and Semilo arkthmic Graphs Using the Calccmp Plotter, ORNL-
35 1 March 1	 .
*The same tapes are not required to have the same logical nimbers in
different codes. Although the logica^ number for the Primary Output
Tape is 2 in the Cascade, Analysis I, II, and Evaporation Codes, it is






The input card and printed output for the Angular Momentum Code are
illustrated for the sample case used throughout this manual. Angular momen-
tum intervals of 1 h were selected for all four tables, a plotting tape
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EYPLANAWORV NOTES
THE *VALUE OF DISTRIBUTION* APPEARING IN THE FOLLOWING TABLES IS THE FRACTION
OF THE TOTAL NL!MBER OF EVENTS THAT LIE IN THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM INTERVAL INDICATED
DIVIDED BY THE SIZE OF THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM INTERVAL.
*ERROR* REPRESENTS ONE HALF OF A 66-PF.RCENT COW IDENCE INTERVAL. .'HIS •ERROR•
IS DUE TO THE STATISTICAL NATURE OF THE CALCULATION.
THE *SUN OF VALUES TIMES ANGULAR MOMENTUM INTERVAL* FOUND AT THE FOOT OF EACH
TABLE IS THE AREA OF THE DISTRIBUTION OVER THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM RANGE OF THE TABLE.
THIS AREA WILL EQUAL 1.00 WHEN THE ENTIRE ANGULAR MOMENTUM RANGE IS COVERED.
THE *AVERAGE VALUE OF THIS DISTRIBUTION* REPRESENTS THE AVERAGE VALUE C x THE
ANGULAR MOMENTUM OVER THE RANGE OF VALUES INCLUDED IN THE TABLE.
NOTE: The circles, rectangles, underlines, and the words, end numbers in brackets an the pages of
printed output illustrated in this manual do not appear on the actual printed output. These
marks have been added to provide information about the data stored on the binary tapes.
















ENT(MEV) XESECTIMB) PART. COLLISIONS
	 XNSECSIMB)
r
Pl- 200.	 RU	 100. 61s.	 (12000 6.26 iT56.S OISS9	 1369 .2
DISTRIBUTION OF THE ANGULAP MOMENTUM OF THE INCIDENT PARTICLES
ITHE ANGULAR MOMENTUM IS PERPENDICULAR TO THE INCIDENT PARTICLE DIRECTION)
ANGULAR MOMENTUM INTERVAL ERR.K
ITS OF H BAR)	 VALUE OF DISTRIBUTION (ONE STANDARD DEVIATION)
A	 NUMBER OF WORDS TO FOLLOW IN NECOMMI
.	 TO I. De9611SSE-02 0.267229E-02
1 *00000 TO 2.00000 0.2 82232E-01 0*41943'li-02
MONO TO 3.00000 0.66183SE-01 0.631560E-02 /NgRO ^^ ♦ ^^3.00000 TO 6.00000 0.656266E-01 0.626269E-02
6.00000 TO 5.00000 0.660282E-Cl 0.102636E-02
5.00000 TO 6.00000 (FL.1 s1.102630E-00
6900000 TO T.00000 LPr l 0.120590E-00
(^]
l 0#62476211-02 1Afj




9900000 TO 10oGVIM 0011052fl-00 0.7936751-02
10.00000 TO 11.00000) (61ofMfg-00 0.7661261-02
11.00000 TO 12.00000 006169361-01 00!062611-02
SUN OF VALUES TIMES A ll6RAAR 140014TUM INTERVAL NQUALS
AVGAA6l VALUE OF THIS DISTRIBUTION EQUALS 	 T,,0360 11% UNITS OF N BAR)
1
• . . . . . •
ANGULAR MOMENTUM INTERVAL ERROR
S OF H BAR) VALUE OF DISTRIBUTION (ONE STANDARD DEVIATION)[	 RD	 ]
TO I.000OQ 0.320718E-02 0.143199E-02
1.00000 TO 2.00000 0.705580E-02 0.211989E-02
2.00000 TO 3.00000 0.173188E-01 0.330402E-02
3.00000 TO 4.00000 0.250160E-01 0.395535E-02
4.00000 TO 5.00000 0.250160E-01 0.395535E-02
5.00000 TO 6.00000 0.397691F-01 0.494923E-02
640000 TO 7.00000 0.372033E-01 0.479331E-02
7.00000 TO 8.00000 0.365619E-01 0.4TS339E-02
8.00000 TO 9.00000 O.S4S221E-01 0.575028E-02
9.00000 TO 10000000 0.493906E-01 0.548783E-02
10.00000 TO 11.00000 0.596536E-01 0.599845E-02
11.00000 TO 12.00000 0.5005121E-01 O.SS2148E-02
12.00000 TO 13.00000 0.519564E-01 0.562096E-02
13900000 TO 14.00000 0.519564E-01 0.562096E-02
[3]	 14.00000 TO 15000000 0.609365E-01 0:605A^"-^2






1prJ17.00000 TO 18.00000 0.628608E-01 0.614708E-02
18600000 TO 19000000 0.551636E-01 0.578204E-02
19.00000 TO 20.00000 0.570879E--01 0.59 7604E-02
2000000 TO 21.00000 0.481078E-01 0.541974E-02
21.00000 TO 22.01'000 0.327133E-01 0.450523E-02
22.00000 TO 23.00000 0.166774E-01 0.324331E-G2
23.00000 TO 24.00000 0.218089E-01 0.369918E-02
24.00000 TO 25.00000 0.141116E-01 0.298730E-02
25.00000 TO 26.00000 0.102630E-01 0.25S25SE-02
26.00000 TO 27.00000 0.449006E-02 0.!4932TE-02 11
27.00000 TO 28.00000 0.449006E-02 0.169327-02
28.00000 TO 29.00000 0.192431E-02 0.110993E-02
29.00000 TO 30.00000 0.641437E-03 0.641231E-03
3040000 TO 31.00000 0.192431E-02 0.110993E-02
3140000 TO 32.00000 0.64143TE-03 0.641231E-03
3240000 TO 33.00000 0.641437E-4) 0.641231E-03
SUN OF VALUES TIMES ANGULAR MOMENTUM INTERVAL EQUALS 1.00000






INCIDENT	 INC. LAB	 TARGET	 N0. OF INC. CUTOFF
	
GEOMETRIC
	 NO. OF INC.	 14ELASTIC
PARTICLE
	
K.E.IMEV)	 S1018.	 A	 t	 PARTICLES	 EN.IM.EV) X-SEC.IMBI PART, COLLISIONS X-SEC.1118;
► 1-	 200.	 RU	 100.	 44.	 02000	 4.24
	
175665	 OISS9	 1369.2
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOTAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM
REMAI414G IV THE NUCLEUS AT THE COMPLETION OF THE CASCADE
-----z^• ::.-^.^_- •^.--•
	
:-:..^	 _ .mss:_.	 .:.^:
	








INCIDENT	 INC. LAB	 TARGET N09 OF INC.	 CUTOFF GEOMETRIC	 NO. OF INC.	 INELASTIC
PARTICLE	 K.E.(NEV)	 S11NB.	 A	 t PARTICLES	 EN.(MEVI X-SEC.(MB)	 PART. COLLISIONS	 X-SEC.(MB)
Pi-	 200. RU	 100,	 44. 02000	 4.24 1756.5	 01559	 1369.2
DISTRIBUTION OF THE PARALLEL COMPONENT OF THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM
REMAINING IN THE NUCLEUS AT THE COMPLETION OF THE CASCADE
(PARALLEL WITH RESPECT TO THE DIRE:TION OF THE INCIDENT PARTICLE)
ANGULAR MOMENTUM INTERVAL ERROR
[ ;ITS OF H BAR) VALUE OF DISTRIBUTION (ONE STANCARD DEVIATION)
*OOOZJ TO -12.00000 0.641437E-03 0.6111231E-03
-12.00000 TO -11.00000 09192431E-02 0.1:0993E-02
-11.00000 TO -10.00000 0.128287E-02 0.90•S47E-0!
-10.00000 TO -9.00000 0.2S6STSE-02 0.12*_:i3E-02
-9.00000 TO -8.00000 O.TOSSBOE-02 17.211989E-02
-8000000 TO -7.00000 09109044E-01 0.263025E-02
-7.00000 TO -6.00000 09173188E-01 0.330402E-02
-6900000 TO -5.00000 0.269403E-01 0.410061E-02
-5900000 TO -4.00000 0.333S47E-01 0.0476TE-02
-4.00000 TO -3.00000 O.S4S221E-01 o.ST5028E-02
-3.00000 TO -2.00000 0.865940E-01 0.712283E-02
-2.00000 TO -1.00000 0.106479E-00 0.781197E-02




2.00000 TO 3.00000 J 0.9 0840E-01 nJ 0.728719E-02 [or]
3.00000 TO 4.00000 0.577293E-01 O.S9069SE-02
4900000 TO 5.100000 0.3912T6E-01 09491079E-02
5.00000 TO 6.100000 0.269403E-01 0.410061E-02
6000000 TO ?.00000 0.141116E-01 0.298730E-02
7.00000 TO 8.00000 0.833868E-02 0.230307E-02
6900000 TO 9.00000 O.S7T243E-02 0.1918TSE-02
9000000 TO 10.00000 0.641437E-02 092021B9E-02
90.00000 TO 11.00000 0.641437E-03 0.641231E-03
11.00000 TO 12 *00000 0. 0.
12.00000 TO 1300000 00 o,
13.00000 TO 14.00000 0.12928YE-02 G9906S47E-03
14.00000 TO IS.00000 0. 0.
Is.owoo TO 16.00000 0. 0.
16.00000 TO I?.OcOOOJ 0.12B287E-02 0.906547E-03
SUN OF VALUES TINES ANGULAR MOMENTUM INTERVAL EQUALS 1.00000
AVERAGE VALUE OF THIS DISTRIBUTION EQUALS	 0.0233 Ilk UNITS OF H BAR)
PW It
INCIDENT	 INC. LAB	 TARGET	 N0. OF INC. CUTOFF 	 GEOMETRIC
	 N0. OF INC.
	
1141LASTIC
PARTICLE	 K.E.IMEV)	 SYMB.	 A	 Z	 PARTICLES	 EN.IMEV) x-SEC.(MB) PART. COLLISIONS x-SEC.INBI
►I-	 200.	 RU	 100.	 440	 02000	 4.24	 175605	 OiSS9	 1369.2
DISTRIBUTION OF THE PERPENDICULAR COMPONENT OF THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM
REMAINING IV THE NUCLEUS AT THE COMPLETION OF THE CASCADE
IPERPEy01CULAR MIT" RESPECT TO `HE DIRECTION OF THE INCIDENT PARTICLE)
ANGULAR MOMENTUM INTERVAL ERRORj
D
, hJTS OF H BAR) VALUE OF DISTRIBUTION ZONE STANDARD DEV!ATIONi
^fN[	 , TO 1.00000 O.S77293E-02 0919187SE-02
1.00000 TO 2.00000 0.121873E-01 0.277887E-02
2909000 TO 3.00000 0.211674E-01 0.364557E-02
3.00000 TO 4.00000 0.307890E-01 0.437506E-02
4.00000 TO 5.00000 0.28864TE-01 0.424033E-02
5.00000 TO 6.00000 0.436177E-0i 0.517278E-02
6.00000 TO 7100000 0.3S2790E-01 0.467236E-02
T.00000 TO 8.00000 0.506735E-01 O.SS5489E-02
8.00000 TO 9.00000 O.S3880TE-01 0.571829E-02
9.00000 TO 10.00000 0.493906E-01 0.548783E-02
10000000 TO 11.00000 O.S25978E-01 0.565364E-02
11.00000 TO 12.00000 0.487492E-01 0.545391E-02
12.00000 TO 13.00000 0.609365E-01 0.605847E-172
1340000 TO 14.00000 0.423348E-01 DeS09956E-02
14.00000 TO IS.00000 0.538807E-01 0.571829E-02
1-41 f`PT,^ ^^ 1^l [ (WORD 0 + 1]17.00000 TO 18.00000 O. S51636E-Oi 0.578204E-02
18.00000 TO 19.00000 O.S38607E-01 O.ST1329E-02
19.00000 TO 20.00000 O.S13149E-01 O.SS8805E-02
20.00000 TO 21.00000 0.487492E-01 0.545391E-02
21.00000 TO 22.00000 0.295061E-01 0.428577E-02
22.00000 TO 23.00000 0.134702E-01 0.291957E-02
23.00000 TO 24.00000 0.205260E-01 0.3S9108E-02
24.00000 TO 25.00000 0.134702E-01 0.291957E-02
25.00000 TO 26.00000 0.962155E-02 0.247229E^02
26.00000 TO 27.00000 0.384862E-02 O.IS6817E-02
27.00000 TO 28.00000 0.3207IBE-02 0.143199E-02
2840000 TO 29.00000 0.192431E-02 0.110993E-02
29.00000 TO 30.00000 0.192431E-02 0.110993E-02
30.00000 TO 31.00000 0.641437E-03 0.641231E-03
31.00000 TO 32.00000 0.641437E-03 0.641231E-03
32.00000 TO 3340000 0.641437E-03 0.641231E-03
SUM OF VALUES TIMES ANGULAR MOMENTUM INTERVAL EQUALS 1.00000
AVERAeE VALUE OF THIS DISTRIBUTION EQUALS 1392727 ( IN UNITS OF H BAR)
[	 33 !OCTAL) Oli 27352
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The Cross Section Tape used by the Cascade Code contains both basic
particle -particle cross-section data and data pertaining to the target
nuclear configuration, where the information of the latter type is given
in the first four records. The Nuclear Configuration Code will create a
new tape where the target nuclear configuration data have been changed but
the particle-particle cross-section data remain the same. The nuclear con-
figuration data consist of the radii of the three regions used to approxi-
mate the continuous nucleon density distribution ., 1 the density per nucleon
(divided by 1030
 as a scale factor) for each region, and the Fermi energy
per nucleon* for each region for all values of A from 1 to 239.** The
data for A from 1 to 60 is contained on the first record; that for A from
61 to 120 is contained on the second record, etc.
The nuclear radii are determined by the distances at which the con-
tinuous density distribution-reaches various fractions of the central den-
sity, i.e., the radii Ri are defined by p(R i) = a p(0), i = 11 2, 3, •where
p(Ri) is 6he density at radius Ri, p(0) is the central density, and 
a 
is the fraction of the central density. For the configuration used on the
Source Program Tape supplied to the user, which is the configuration used
*Actually a quantity E is given such that the Fermi energy for either pro-
tons or neutrons is obtained by multiplying E by the 2/3 power of the
number of nucleons (either protons or neutrons) in the nucleus.
ft
contains data for
written on, the tape
r values of A from
tape is incorrect,
nuclei with a mass
**The printed output from this code; described later,
values of A from 1 to 239. The information that is
created by this code will appear to contain data fo:
1 to 240. The daTa corresponding to A = 240 on the











 the fractions of the central density were al
 = 0.9, a2 = 0.2,
and a3 = 0.01. The data are normalized so that the sum of the products
P
i
of proton densities by volumes in each region, as calculates: by the Cas-
cade Code, is equal to the atomic number of the nucleus, no matter what
fractions of the central density are used. The same type of normaliza-
tion applies to the Neutrons.
In changing the nuclear configuration the user should alwaSs be sure
that a1 > a2 > a3 .	 The a's should not be equal to each other. If desired,
a tape can be generated that contains nuclear configuration data applicable
to a uniform nucleon density distribution to a very good approximation.
This can be accomplished, for example, by setting a l = 0.012, a2 = 0.011,
and a3
 = 0.010 when the same nuclear volluse as the configuration on the
Source Program Tape is desired.
Operation
Two tapes are required in the operation of this code. One is the	 .
tape that will serve as the newly generated Cross Section Tape, and the
t
other is any current Cross Section Tape. The code generates the nuclear
configuration data, and after writing this information as the first four
records on the new tape, it copies the cross-section data from the current














.05 (a constant used by the code)
- '	 - 1-
-101-
Output
In addition to generating a new Cross Section Tape, the code produces
several sheets of printed output. The first few pages give values for the
function
x
P  a y d
0 ey+1
for n = U, 1, 2 and for values of x ranging from -14 to +14. This particu-
lar function is needed by the code in the calculation of the new quantities
associated with the nuclear configuration.
The remainder of the output contains the new data generated by the
code and placed on the first four records of the new tape, i.e., for
every value of A from 1 to 239 it gives the radii of regions 1, 2, and 3
(labeled R1, R2, R3) in centimeters, the density per nucleon for each
region* (labeled RHO1/A, RH02/A, RH03/A), and the Fermi energy per nucleon
in each region" (labeled El, E2, and E3). There is one column of output
that gives the 1/3 power of A, but this is not written on the new tape.
A binary tape is not created by this code.
Tape Assignments
Logical tape 4 is the existing Cross Section Tape, which is to be
modified, and is assigned toB5 . Logical 3 is the tape to be created,
For example, the proton density in region 1, the innermost region, will
be given by (RHO1/A) x Z x 10 33 and the units'of the product are protons
per cm3. Z is the atomic number of the nucleus. The neutron density in
the same region is given by (RHO1/A) x N x 10 , where N is the number
of neutrons in the nucleus.
**The Ftrmi energy in MeV for the protons in Sion 1 is given by E1 x Z2/3.









10^Me''0:^.Vti'MY!+i► "cw7F.''Mi+'gMn; ssr ^^sa^+L^raw
-102.
and it is assigned to A5. The user should ask that this tape be supplied
as a pool tape and then have it registered to rim for as long as needed.
SM BCD input and output tapes have the same assignments as they have had
in all of the other codes.
F^caa^le
The card illustrated below, if used as input to the Nuclear Configura-
tion Code, will. produce a cross-section tape with al = 0.116, a2 = 0.115,
and a3 = 0.114. The printed output received from this sample is illustrated
on pages 104 tc, 114. The printed output from the cascade code using the
newly created Primary Output Tape is illustrated on pages gj 5 to	 A
comparison of page 117 with page 21 will illustrate some of the differences
in the nuclear configurations.
1
gyros o^ii •rrrrQrrr4ri^rrl^Nr•NAti^QfQNQQNQpMnMpwpaMpRQdRQKQQItQQQ/iQQKQR1tRMrllrMMaallr/ / t / / ► Ri t
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7	 - .»	 - i	 `", C.	 a" °` x .^`"' i ^."°•Y^hT'	 7 `.;, ';"L•	 qvqv3:` +,,^	 `^ji is:.c,	 ,W;MIT TOM
-106-
X FOIX) FI(X) F21X)
-400 -3.3250023 7.2683645 -20.0030522
-3.9 -3.2268922 6.8808278 -18.4721947
-3.8 -3.1289T66 6.503851 3 - 17.0207469
-3.7 -3.0312753 6. 1374694 -15.6467261
-3.6 -2.9338096 5. 781 T 174 -14,3481425
-39S -2.8366029 5.4366314 -13.1229985
-3* 4 -2.7396810 5.1022483 -11.9692872
-3.3 -2.6430718 4.7786047 -10.8849916
-3.2 -2.5468059 4.46573T5 -9.8680832
-3.1 -2.4509165 4.1636827 -8.9165205
-3.0 -2.3554399 3.8724754 -8.0282478
-209 -2.2604154 35921490 -7.2011942
-2.8 -2.1658854 3.3227344 -6.4332713
-2.T -2.0718962 3.0642592 -5.7223734
-2.6 -1.9784974 2.8167471 -5.0663748
-2.S -1.8857424 2.5802164 -4.4631299
-2.4 -1.7936888 2.3546790 -3.9104717
-2.3 -1.7023982 2.1401393 -3.4062117
-2.2 -1.6119360 1.9365923 -2.9481394
-2.1 -1.5223722 1.7440224 -2.5340227
-2.0 -1.433780 1.5624014 -2.1616085
-109 -1.3462395 1.3916868 -1.8286246
-108 -1.2598304 1.2388202 -1.5327811
-107 -1,1746388 1,0827244 -1.2717741
-1.6 -1.0907535 0.944 3024 -1.0432893
-105 -1.0082660 0.8164348 -0.8450072
-104 -0.9272 70.2 0.6989780 -0.6746087
-103 -0.847 8612 0.5917623 -0.5297829
-1.2 -0.7T03352 0.4945904 -0.4082353
-101 -0.6941881 0.4072359 -0.3076969
-3,0 -0.6201 145 0.3294426 -0.2259354
-0o 9 -0.5480067 0.2609234 -0,1607661
-008 x-0.4779535 0.2013607 -0.1100646
-0.7 -0.410[389 0.1504066 -0.0717788
-0.6 -0.3443408 0.1076841 -0.0439422
-0.5 -0.2809298 0.0727887 -0.0246863
-0.4 -0*2398681 0.0452911 -0.0122526
-0.3 -0.1612081 0.0247399 -0.0050037
-0.2 -001049917 0.0106653 -0.0014331
-0.1 -0.0512495 0.0025833 -O.OG01729
0. 00 00 00
001 0.048TS05 0.0024167 0.0001604
0.2 0.0950083 0.0093347 0.0012336
013 0.1387919 0.0202601 0.0039963
0.4 0.180 3 3l 9 0.0347089 0.0090807
045 O*V 90702 0.05221 13 0.0169803
0.6 0.2556592 0 0723159 0.0280578
0.7 0.2899611 0.0945934 0.0425545
008 0.3220465 0.1 1(36392 0.0606020009 0.3519933 0.1440765 0.0822338
-107-
x FOM FIM F2(X)
1.0 0.3T98855 0.1705573 0.1073979
111 0.40581 18 0. 1977640 0. 1359698
1.2 0.4298647 0.2254096 0.1677647
103 0.4521387 0.2532377 0,2025SO4
1,64 0.4727297 0.281 u?_20 0.2400579
1.5 0.4917339 0.3085651 0.2799927
!.6 0.5092464 0.3356975 0.3220439
1.7 0.5253611 0.3622755 0.3658925
108 0.5401695 0.3881797 0.4112188
1.9 0.5537604 0.4133130 0.4577086
2.0 0.566219 1 0.4375985 0.50505 T9
2.1 0.5776276 0.4609775 O.S529771
2.2 0.5880638 0.4834075 0.6011936
2.3 0.5976017 0.5048605 0.6494546
2.4 0.60631 10 0.5253208 0.6975279
2.5 0.6142574 O.S447834 0.1452030
2.6 0.6215024 0.5632526 0.7922914
2.7 0.628iO35 0.5807405 0.8386261
2.8 0.6341143 0.5972653 0.8840614
2.9 0.6395843 0.6128506 0.9284719
3.0 0.6445597 0.6275242 0.9717514
3.1 0.6490831 0.6413169 1.0138120
3.2 0.6531938 0.6542621 1.0545825
3.3 0.6569278 0.6663949 1.0940073
3.4 0.6603186 0.6777513 1. 1320450
3.S 0.6633967 0.6883681 1.1686669
3.6 0.6661900 0.6982821 1.2038560
3.7 0.6687242 0.7075300 1.2376056
3.8 0.6710228 0.7161480 1.2699180
3.9 0.6731073 0.7241 715 103008033
400 0.6747971 0.7316348 1.3302789
4. I 0.6767102 0.7385713 1.35836784.2 0.6782628 0.7450133 1.3850980
4.3 0.6796697 0.7509916 1.4105020
4.4 0.6809445 0.7565357' 1.4346153
405 0.6820993 0.7646738 104574765
4.6 0.6831454 0.7664326 1.4791262
407 0.6840929 0.7708377 1..4996068
408 0.6849510 0.7749129 1.5189616
4.9 0.6857280 0.7?86811 1.5372347
5.0 0.6864 317 0.7821635 1.5544706
S.; 0.6870688 0.7853804 1.5707137
5.2 0.6876456 0.7883506 1.5860083
5.3 Oo6881678 047910919 1.6003981
5.4 0.6886406 0.7936208 1.6139260
5.5 0.6890686 0.7959528 1 o 6266342
5.6 0.6894559 0.7981026 1.6385638
507 0.6898066 0.8000855 1.6497549
508 0.6901240 0.8019083 1.6602461
54 'o 0.6904113 0.8035887 1.6TOOT50
_;	 °..	 • - <. -
	 a	
_.	





FOIX)	 F!(X)	 F21 X)
6.0 0.6906713 0.8051355 1.6792778
601 0.6909066 0.8065591 1.6878893
6.2 0.6911196 0.8078687 1.6959428
6.3 0.6913123 0.8090733 10 7C34TC4
604 096914868 0.8101808 1.7105026
6.5 0.6916446 0.81 1 1989 1.71 706PT
6.6 0.6917875 0.8121346 1072319t6
6.7 0.6919168 0.8129942 1.7289128
6.8 0.6920338 0.8137839 1.7342423
6.9 0.6921 39 7 0.814 5091 1.7 3 920 92
700 0.6922355 0.8!51749 1.7438361
711 0.6923222 008157810 1.7481445
702 0.6924006 0.8163469 1.7521545
7.3 0.6924716 0.81686 X1 6 1.7558855
7.4 0.6925358 0.8173338 1.7593554
7.5 0.6925940 00d177668 1.7625813
T.6 0.6926466 0.8181639 1.7655794
TOT 0.6926942 0.8185280 1.7683645
7.8 0.6927372 0.8188618 1077C9511
709 0.6927762 0.8191677 1.7733525
8.Q 006928115 098194481 1.7755811
8.1 0.6928434 0.8197050 1.7776487
8.2 0.6928723 0.2199403 1."4195664
8.3 0.6928984 0.8201558 1.7813446
8.4 0.6929220 008203532 1.7829928
805 0.6929434 IM205340 1.7845201
806 0.692'628 0.8206995 10785935C
8..7 0.6929803 0.8208510 1.7872454
8.8 0.6929961 0.8209897 IwT88458T
809 0.6930105 0.821 1 166 1.7895818
910 006937235 0.8212327 1.7906212
901 0.6930352 0.8213390 1.7915827
9v2 0.6930458 0.8214362 107924722
9o3 0.6930554 0.8215251 1.7932946
904 006930F', I 0.8216064 1.7940550
905 0.6933720 0.8216808 107947578
406 0.6930791 0o8217488 10 7954073
907 0.6930856 0.8218110 1.7960074
908 0.6930414 0.8213678 1.7965616
909 0.6930967 008219198 1.7970735
1000 0.6931014 O.P219673 1.7975461
10.1 0.6931057 0.8220107 1.7979824
10.2 0.6931096 0.8220504 1.7983851
10.3 x.6931 132 0.8220666 1.7987566
1004 0.6931164 0.8221198 1.7990994
1005 0.6931 19 3 0.8221500 10 79'41 56
10.6 0.6931219 0.8221776 1.7997072
1007 0.6931242 0.8222029 1.7999761
1008 006931264 008222260 108002239
1069 0.6931283 0,8222470 10 8004524
1.
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4. 3963424 0.50002E - 12






































































































0.26591E 08 0.7970 9E 07 0.79339E OT 0.14928E 02 0.79292E 01 0.79046E 01
O.IS08TE 08 0.53288E OT 0.53063E 07 0.12134E 02 0.60624E 01 0.60453E 01
0.12249E 08 0.41682E 07 0.4056TE OT O.IOSS9E 02 0.51466E 01 0.50544E 01
0.10443E 08 0.34916E 07 0.34TESE OT 0.94941E 01 0.45734E 01 0.45620E 01
0.91716E OT 0.29621E OT 0.29514E 07 0.8706TE 01 0.40985E 01 0.40886E 01
0.82161E OT 0.25TT8E 07 0.25689E 07 0.80910E 01 0.37358E 01 0.37272E 01
0.7466SE OT 0.22851E 07 0.22774E 07 0.75910E 01 0.34474E 01 0.34397E 01
0.68597E OT 0.2OS41E OT 0.20474E OT 0.71740E 01 0.32110E 01 0.32040E 01
0.63565E 07 0.18670E OT 0.18611E 07 0.6818TE 01 0.30129E 01 0.30065E 01
0.59314E 07 0.17121E OT 0.17068E OT 0.65112E 01 0.28438E 01 0.28380E 01
0.55665E 07 O.IS816E 07 0.1576TE 07 0.62414E 01 0.26974E 01 0.26919E 01
0.52494E 07 0.14700E 07 0.14656E 07 0.60027E 01 0.25691E 01 0.25640E 01
0.49708E OT 0.13736E 07 0.13696E 07 0.57877E 01 0.24554E 01 0.24506E 01
0.47238E 07 0.12893E 07 0.12856E 07 0.55944E 31 9.23539E 01 0.23494E OI
0.45031E OT 0-::% ISOE O7 0.12115E OT 0.S418TE 01 0.22626E 01 0.22583E 01
0.43044E OT C..i1490E 07 0.11458E OT 0.52582E 01 O.21TV9E 01 0.21TSSE 01
0.41246E 07 0.10899E 07 0.10869E 07 0.5110TE 01 0.21045E 01 0.21007E Of
0.39609E OT 0.10368E 07 0.10339E OT 0.4974SE 01 0.20355E 01 0.10318E 01
0.38111E OT 0.98865E 06 0.98596E 06 0.48484E 01 0.19721E 01 0.19685E 01
7.36736E OT 0.94487E 06 0.94236E 06 0.47310E 01 0.19134E 01 0.19100E 01
0.3546TE OT 0.90488E 06 0.90254E 06 0.46214E 01 0.18590E 01 0.18558E 01
0.34292E 07 0.86821E 06 0.86593E 06 0.45188E 01 0.18084E 01 0.18053E 01
0.33201E OT 0.83443E 06 0.83229E 06 0.44224E 01 0.17612E 01 O.IT582E 01
0.32185E 07 0.80324E 06 0.80119E 06 0.43317E 01 0.17171E 01 0.17141E 01
0.31235E 07 O.TT432E 06 0.77240E 06 0.42461E 01 0.16756E 01 0.16726E 01
0.30346E 07 0.74745E 06 0.74557E 06 0.41651E 01 0.16366E 01 0.1633YE 01
0.29512E 07 0.72242E 06 3.T2060E 06 0.40884E 01 0.15999E 01 0.15972E 01
0.28727E OT 0.69902E 06 0.69731E 06 0.40156E 01 0.15651E 01 0.15626E 01
0.27986E OT 0.67712E 06 0.67546E 06 0.39463E 01 0.15323E 01 0.15298E 01
0.27287E OT 0.65657E 06 0.65499E 06 0.38803E 01 0.15011E 01 0.1498FE 01
0.26626E OT 0.63725E 06 0.63ST2E 06 6-38173E 01 0.14715E 01 0.14692E 01
0.25999E 07 0.6190SE 06 0.61760E 06 MiSTU 01 0.14434E 01 0.14411E 01
0.25403E OT 0.60187E 06 0.60047E 06 0.36996E 01 0.14165E 01 0.14143E 01
0.24838E 07 0.58563E 06 0.58424E 06 0.36444E 01 0.13909E 01 0.13887E 01
0.24299E OT 0.57026E 06 0.56893E 06 0.35915E 01 0.1366SE 01 0.13644E 01
0.23785E 07 O.SS569E 06 0.55439E 06 0.35408E 01 0.13431E Ol 0.13410E 01
0.23295E 07 0.54184E 06 O.S4063E 06 0.34919E 01 0.13207E 01 0.13187E 01
0.22826E 07 0.52868E 06 0.52752E 06 0.34449E 01 0.12992E 01 0.12973E 01
0.22378E OT 0.51615E 06 0.51500E 06 0.3399TE U10.12786E 01 0.12767E 01
0.21949E OT 0.50422E 06 0.50311E 06 0.33561E 01 0.12588E 01 0.12570E 01
0.21537E OT 0.49281E 06 0.49172E 06 0.33140E 01 0.12398E 01 0.12379E 01
0.21142E 07 0.48193E 06 0.48086E 06 0.32733E 01 0.12215E 01 0.12!97E 01
0.20763E 07 0.47153E 06 0.47048E 06 0.32341E 01 0.1203RE' u; 0.12020E 01
0.20398E 07 0.46156E 06 0.46055E 06 0.31961E 01 0.11868E 01 0.11851E 01
0.20047E OT 0.452021: 06 0.45101E 06 0.31593E 01 0.11704E 01 0.11686E 01
0.19709E 07 0.44286E 06 0.44190E 06 0.3123TE 01 0.11545E 01 0.11528E 01
0.19383E 07 0.4340TE 06 0.43311E 06 0.30891E 01 0.11392E 01 0.11375E 01
0.19069E 07 0.42563E 06 0.424T2E 06 0.3ns57E 01 0.11244E 01 0.11228E 01
0.18765E 07 0.41751E 06 0.41662E 06 0.30232E 01 0.11100E 01 0.11085E 01











































































































0.50903E-12 0.1 4 89E OT 0.40218E 06 0.40134E 06 0.29610E 01
O.S1161E-12 0.1791 SE 07 0.39493E 06 0.39412E 06 0.29312E 01
0.51415E-12 0.17650E 07 0.38794E 06 0.38712E 06 0.29022E 01
0.51667E-12 O.Ii394E OT 0.38120E 06 0.38043E 06 0.28740E 01
0.51915E -12 0.17145E 07 0.37469E 06 0.37389E 06 0.28466E 01
0.52160E-12 0.16904E O7 0.36840E 06 0.36765E 06 0.28198F 01
0.52402E-12 0.166TIE 07 0.36232E 06 0.36158E 06 0.27938E 01
0.52642E-12 0.16444E 07 0.35643E 06 0.35S72E 06 0.27684E 01
0.52876E-12 0.16224E 07 0.35074E 06 0.35002E 06 0.27436E 01
0.53112E-12 0.16010E OT 0.34524E 06 0.34454E 06 0.2719SE 01
0.53344E-12 0.15802E OT 0.3.3989E 06 0.33922E 06 0.26959E 01
0.535t3E-12 0.15600E 07 0.33472E 06 0.33403E 06 0.26728E 01
0.53800E-12 0.15403E 07 0.32970E 06 0.32905E 06 0.26503E 01
0.54C24E-12 0.15212E OT 0.32483E 06 17.32418E 06 0.26284E 01
0.54246E-12 0.15026E 07 0.32010E 06 0.31947E 06 0.26069E 01
0.54465E-12 0.14845E OT 0.33552E 06 0.31489E 06 0.2S859E 01
0.54683E-12 0.14668E 07 0.31106E 06 0.3104SE 06 0.25653E 01
0.54898E-12 0.14496E 07 0.30673E 06 0.30615E 06 0.25452E 01
O.SSIlIE-12 0.14328E 07 0.30251E 06 0.30193E 06 0.2S256E 01
O.SS322E-12 0.14165E 07 0.29841E 06 0.29782E 06 0.2S063E 01
0.55531E-12 0.1400SE OT 0.29443E 06 0.29386E 06 0.294874E 01
O.SST38E-12 0.13849E 07 0.29054E 06 0.29000E 06 0.24690E 01
0.55943E-12 0.13697E 07 0.286T6E 06 0.28622E 06 0.24508E 01
O.S6147E-12 0.13549E OT 0.28308E 06 0.28255E 06 0.24331E 01
0.56348E-12 0.13404E O7 0.27949E 06 0.27894E 06 0.24157E 01
0.56548E-12 0.13262E 07 0.27599E 06 0.2TS46E 06 0.23986E 01
0.56746E-12 0.13124E O7 0.27258E 06 0.27203E 06 0.23819E 01
0.56943E-12 0.12988E 07 0.26926E 06 0.26876E 06 0.23655E 01
0.57137E-12 0.12856E OT 0.26601E 06 0.26550E 06 0.23494E 01
O.ST330E-12 0.12726E 07 0.26284E 06 0.26234E 06 0.23336E 01
0.57522E-12 0.12599E 07 0.25975E 06 0.25927E 06 0.23180E 01
O.S7TIIE-12 0.12475E OT 0.2S673E 06 0.25627E 06 0.23028E 01
O.S7900E-12 0.12354E OT 0.25378E 06 0.25330E 06 0.22878E 01
O.S8CSTE-12 0.1223SE 07 0.25089E 06 01.2SO45E 06 0.22731E 01
O.S8272E-12 0.12118E OT 0.24807E 06 0.24TS9E 06 0.22587E 01
0.58456E-12 0.12004E 07 0.24532E 06 0.24489E 06 0.22445E 01
O.S8638E-12 0.11892E 07 0.24262E 06 0.24217E 06 0.22305E 01
0.58819E-12 0.11783E 07 0.23999E 06 0.23958E 06 0.22168E 01
0.58999E-12 0.11675E OT 0.23741E 06 0.2369TE 06 0.22033E 01
0.59177E-12 0.115TOE 07 0.23489E 06 0.23446E 06 0.21900E Ol
0.59355E-12 0.11466E OT 0.23242E 06 0.23200E 06 0.21769E 01
0.59530E-12 0.11365E OT 0.23000E 06 0.22958E 06 0.21641E 01
0.59705E-12 0.11266E OT 0.22763E 06 0.22724E 06 0.21514E 01
0.59878E-12 0.11168E OT 0.22531E 06 0.22494E 06 0.21390E 01
0.60050E-12 0.11072E 07 0.22304E 06 0.22265E 06 0.2126TE 01
0.60221E-12 0.10978E 07 0.22081E 06 0.22041E 06 0.21147E 01
0.6131391 E-12 O.I C 886E 07 0.21863E 06 0.21825E 06 0.21028E 01
0.6OS59E-12 0.10795E OT 0.21649E 06 0.21613E 06 0.20911E 01
0.60726E-12 0.10706E 07 0.21439E 06 0.21 1002E 06 0.20796E 01














































































































	 RHO I/A	 R1402 /A	 RH03/A	 E 	 E2	 E3
1 1.00000 0.22592E-12
2 1.25992 0.25068E-12






































































































































































































07 0.79339E OT 0.14928E 02 0.79292E 01 0.79046E 01
OT 0.53063E 07 0.12131E 02 0.60624E 01 0.60453E 01
OT 0.40567E 07 0.10559E 02 O.S1466E 01 0.50544E 01
07 0.34T85E 07 0. 94941E 01 0.45734E 01 0.45620E 01
07 O.29S14E 07 0.87067E 01 0.40985E 01 0.40886E 01
07 0.25689E 07 0.80910E 01 0.37358E 01 0.37272E 01
07 0.22774E 07 0.75910E 01 0.34474E 01 0.34397E 01
O7 0.20474E 07 0.71740E 01 0.321!OE 01 0.32040E 01
OT 0.18611E 07 0.68187E 01 0.30129E 01 0.30065E 01
07 0.17068E OT 0.65112E 01 0.28438E 01 0.28380E 01
07 0.1576TE 07 0.62414E 01 0.26974E 01 0.26919E 01
07 0.14656E 07 0.60027E 01 0.25691E 01 0.25640E 01
07 0.13696E 07 OoST877E 01 0.24554E 01 O.24SO6E 01
07 0.12856E 07 0.55944E JI 9.23S39E 01 0.23494E 01
OT 0.12115E 07 0.54187E 01 0.22626E 01 0.22583E 01
07 0.11458E 07 0.52582E 01 O.21TV9E 01 0.21758E 01
07 0.10869E 07 0.51107E 01 0.21045E 01 0.21007E 01
07 0.10339E 07 0.49745E 01 0.20355E 01 0.10318E 01
06 0.98596E 06 0.48484E 01 0.19721E 01 0.19685E 01
06 0.94236E 06 0.47310E 01 0.19134E 01 0.19100E 01
06 0.90254E 06 0.46214E 01 0.18590E 01 0.18558E 01
06 0.86593E 06 0.45188E 01 0.18084E 01 0.18053E 01
06 0.83229E 06 0.44224E 01 0.17612E 01 0.17582E 01
06 0.80119E 06 0.4331TE 01 0.7'171E 01 0.17141E 01
06 O.T7240E 06 0.42461E 01 0.16756E 01 0.16728E 01
06 0.14557E 06 0.41651E 01 0.16366E 01 0.16339E 01
06 0.72060E 06 0.40884E 01 0.15999E Of 0.15972E 01
06 0.69731E 06 0.40156E 01 0.1S6SIE 01 0.15626E 01
06 0.67546E 06 0.39463E 01 0.15323E 01 0.15298E 01
06 0.65499E 06 0.38803E 01 O.ISOIIE 01 0.1 1#9a7E 01
06 0.63572E 06 0.38173E 01 0.14715E 01 0.14692E 01
06 0.61760E 06 0.37572E 01 0.14434E 01 0.14411E 01
06 0.60047E 06 0.36996E 01 0.14165E 01 0.14143E 01
06 0.58424E 06 0.36444E 01 0.13909E 01 0.13881E Cl
C6 0.56893E 06 0.3S91SE 01 0.13665E 01 0.13644E 01
06 0.55439E 06 0.35408E 01 0.13431E 01 0.13410E Oi
06 O.S4063E 06 0.34919E 01 0.13207E 01 0.13187E 01
06 0.52752E 06 0.34449E 01 0.12992E 01 0.12973F 01
06 0.51500E 06 0.33997E 01 0.12786E 01 0.12767E 01
06 0.50311E 06 0.33561E 01 0.12588E 01 0.12570E 01
06 0.49172E 06 0.33140E 01 0.12398E 01 0.12379E 01
06 0.48086E 06 0.32733E 01 0.1221SE 01 0.121971: 01
06 0.47048E 06 0.32341E 01 0.12038E 01 0.12020E 01
06 0.46055E 06 0.31961E 01 0.11868E 01 0.11851E 01
06 0.45101E 06 O.31S93E 01 0.11704E 01 0.11686E 01
06 0.44190E 06 0.31237E 01 0.115,45E 01 0.11528E 01
06 0.43311E 06 0.30891E 01 0.11392E 01 0.11315E 01
06 0.42472E 06 0.3nS57E UI 0.11244E 01 0.11228E Of
06 0.41662E 06 0.30232E 01 0.11100E 01 0.11G85E 01
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1 SJ1 5,36011 0.68479E-12

















































































































































































0.64 S34E 136 0.11899E




















0.14243E 06 0.16478E 01
06 0.14153E 06 0.16417E 01
06 0.14062E 06 0.16357E Of
06 0.139TSE 06 0.16298E 01
0.13888E 06 O.t6239E 01
06 0.13802E 06 0.16181E 01
06 0.13716E 06 0.16123E 01
0.13633E 06 0.16066E 01
06 0.13550E 06 0.16009E 01
0.13466E 06 0.15953E 01
06 0.13386E 06 0.15897E 01
06 0.13304E 16 0.15842E 01
0.13226E 06 0.15788E Of
06 0.13146E 06 0.15734E 01
06 0.13070E 06 0.15680E 0!
0.12993E 06 0.15627E 01
06 0.12917E 06 O.ISSTSE 01
06 0.12843E 06 0.15523E 01
06 0.12T68L 06 0.15471E Ol
0.12695E 06 0.15420E Of
06 0.12624E 136 O. t 5369E Of
06 0.12553E 06 0.15319E 01
06 3.12483E 06 0.15269E 01
06 0.12413E 06 0.15220E 01
0.12 43E 06 0.15171E 01
06 0.12276E 06 0.15122E 01
06 0.122081? 06 O. I SOT4E 01
0.12139E 06 0.15026E 01
06 0.12075E 06 0.14979E 01
06 0.12010E 06 0.14932E 01
06 0.11944E 06 0.14886E Of
06 0.13881E 66 004839E 01
06 0.11816E 06 0.14794E 01
O.IITSsE 06 0.14748E 01
06 0.31692E 06 0.!4T03E 03
06 0.1163=E 06 0.14659E 01
06 0.11572E 06 0.14614E 01
06 0.31510E 06 0.145TOE 01
06 0.11453E 06 O.I4S2TE 01
06 0.IJ 593E 06 0.14484E 01
fib 0.11336E 06 0.14441 9- 01
0.11278E 116 0.14398E 01
06 0.11223E 06 0.14356E 01
0.11164E 06 e,14314E 01
06 0.11110E 06 0,14273E 01
06 0.11OS3E 06 0.14231E 01
06 0.10998E 06 0.14190E 01
0.1094SE 06 0.14150E Of
06 0.10892E 06 0.14110E 01




















































0. S 396 SE 00
0.53736E 00



















































A Ao*11 /3! 	RI
	
R2	 R3	 RH01/A	 RH02/A	 RH03/A	 El	 E2	 E3
201 S. SS M



























































































































































06 0. 91 1 96E
06 0.10786E 06 0.14030E 01
06 0.10735E 06 0.13991E 01
06 0.10683E 06 0.139SIE Ol
06 0.10632E 06 0.13913E 01
06 0.10580E 06 0.13874E 01
06 0.10531E 06 0.13836E 01
06 0.10481E 06 0.13798E 01
06 0.10432E 06 0.13760E 01
06 0.10383E 06 0.13723E 01
06 0.10334E 06 0.13686E 01
06 0.10287E 06 0.13649E 01
06 0.10239E 06 0.13612E 01
06 0.10192E 06 0.13576E 01
06 0.301 ss5E 06 0.13S41E 01
06 0.10100E 06 0.13504E 01
06 0.10053E 06 0.13469E 01
06 0.10008E 06 0.13433E 01
05 0."626E 05 0.13398E 01
05 0.99185E OS 0.13363E 01
OS 0.98751E 05 V.13329E 01
05 0.98315E O. 0.13294E 01
OS 0.47887E 65 0.13260E 01
05 0.97459E 05 0.13226E 01
05 0.97027E OS 0.13193E 01
05 0.06612E 05 0.13159E 01
05 0.96192E 05 0.13126E 01
DS 0.95TTTE OS 0.13093E 01
05 0.95367E 05 0.13060E 01
05 0.94964E OS 0.13028E Of
OS 0.44358E 05 0.12996E 01
05 0.94165E 05 0.12963E 01
05 0.93750E OS 0.12932E 01
OS 0.93373E OS 0.12900E 01
05 0.92974E 05 0.12868E 01
OS 0.92591E 05 0.12837E 01
OS 0.92197E OS 0.12806E 01
05 0.91832E OS 0.127T5E 01
OS 0.91449E 05 0.12744E 01











































1•	 INC:GENT T A R G E T NUMBER OF	 CUTOFF GEOMETRIC INELASTIC
INCIDENT	 LAG K.E. INCIDENT	 ENERGY CROSS SECT. TRANSPARENCY	 CROSS SECT.
PARTICLE	 IPEVI SYMB	 A	 Z N	 PARTICLES
	
(MEV) (M8) (MB)
PI —	200. RU	 100.	 44. 56.	 2000.	 S.2 1164.9 0001750	 1144.5
•	 NUMBER OF INCIDENT FRACTION CORRESPONDING NUMBER OF THESE
PARTICLES DIRECTED OF FRACTION OF PARTICLES WHICH
TOWARD TOTAL TOT CRS SECTNL AREA ESCAPE
REGION 1 1993 0.996 0.996 31
REGION 2 4 0.002 0.002 2
REGION 3 3 06001 0.002 2
TOTAL 2000 35
• 40. OF INCIDENT PARTICLES NO. OF INCIDENT PARTICLES NO. OF INCIDENT PARTICLES
DIRECTED TOWARD REG.1 WHICH DIRECTED TOWARD REG.2 WHICH	 DIRECTED TOWARD REG.3 WHICH
COLLIDE IN COLLIDE IN COLLIDE IN	 TOTAL
1
REGION 1 1948 1948 V1
1
REGION 2 8 i 9
REGION 3 6 1 1	 8
•	 N0. OF CASCADE PARTICLESe
	
N0. OF CASCADE PARTICLES @
	N0. OF CASCADE PARTICLES@
WHOSE ORIGINAL COLLISION	 WHOSE ORIGINAL COLLISION	 WHOSE ORIGINAL COLLISION N0. OF CASCADE PARTICLES
WAS	 IN REG.1, MAKING	 WAS IN REG.2• MAKING	 WAS IN REG.3, MAKING ESCAPING WHOSE ORIGINAL
COLLISIONS IN	 COLLISIONS IN	 COLLISIONS IN COLLISION WAS MADE IN
R^OION 1	 9776 34 31 5787
REGION 2	 B 0 0 22
490ION 3	 7 1 0 19
TOTAL
	
9791 35 31 5828
ia
• INCIDENT	 T A R G E T	 NUMBER OF	 CUTOFF	 GEOMETRIC INELASTIC
INCIDENT LAB K.E. INCIDENT	 ENERGY	 CROSS SECT, TRANSPARENCY	 CROSS SECT.
PARTICLE IMEV)
	 SYMB A	 Z	 N	 PARTICLES	 IMEV)	 IM8) (MB)
PI- 200.	 RU 100.	 44,	 56.	 2000.	 5.2	 1164.9 0.01750 1144.5










•	 AVERAGE NUMBER OF PARTICLES PER INCIDENT COLLISION WHOSE ENERGY WAS BELOW THE CUTOFF
t
ENERGY IN ALLOWED COLLISIONS
PROTONS NEUTRONS






• AVERAGE NUMBER OF COLLISIONS PER INCIDENT COLLISION WHERE SINGLE PRODUCTION WAS POSSIBLE
P-P P-N N-P	 N-N	 PI + P IO P 1-
0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.01	 0. 0. 0.
• AVINMIN NUMBER OF COLLISIONS PER INCIDENT COLLISION WHERE OOUBLE PRODUCTION WAS POSSIBLE
P-P P-N N-P
	
N-N	 PI+ P IO PI-
G * 0. 0.	 0.	 0. 0. 0.
e
•	 AVERAGE NUMBER OF COLLISIONS PER INCIDENT COLLISION WHERE PRODUCTION OF MORE THAN TWO PIONS WAS POSSIBLE
P-P P-N N-P	 N-N	 Pl+ PIO PI-
0. 0. 0.	 0.	 0. 0. 0.	 ,
•	
- ,y;,.f:ia.figsrwY.+'^a....k.r.rr/Y.rarq.at ►c/wl.	 f.N+^.s'.aet:r(w+W[+"^u+t^"q+^•w/,.+.wsx,Y.wMG
•	 INCIOBNT	 T A R G E T	 NUMBER OF	 CUTOFF	 GEOMETRIC	 INELASTIC
INCIDENT	 LAO K . E.	 INCIDENT	 ENERGY	 CROSS SECT.	 TRANSPARENCY CROSS SECT.
PARTICLE	 IMEV)	 SYMB	 A	 t	 N	 PARTICLES	 (MEV)	 (MB)	 (MB)
PI-	 200.	 RU	 100. 44. 56.	 2000.	 5.2	 11614.9	 0.01750	 11164.5
•	 A	 R1	 R2	 R3	 RH01/A	 RH02/A	 RH03/A	 El	 E2	 E2
100.	 0.608E-12 0.608E-12 0.609E-12 0.106E 07 0.212E 06 0.212E 06 	 2.0682	 0.7073	 0.7064
•	 INCIDENT PARTICLE KINETIC ENERGY (ME V) WITHIN THE NUCLEUS 	 OUTSIDE THE NUCLEUS
REGION I	 REGION 2	 REGION 3
PROT PRT NEUT PRT	 PROT PRT NEUT PR'	 PROT PRT	 NEUT PRT







•	 INELASTIC CROSS SECTION (MB) CALCULATED FROM
PROBABILITIES OF INCIDENT PARTICLES ESCAPING
	











Analysis Codes I and II, the Evaporation Code, and the Angular Momen-
tum, Code generate binary tapes in addition to the printed output described
in ORNL-3433 and in this manual. The binary tapes are magnetic tapes on
which data from the analysis codes are stored in the binary mode, so ghat
the data may be retrieved easily by programming. The tapes are specifically
intended to be used in writing programs to plot automatically the data pra-
vided by the analysis codes.
Data Retrieval
To retrieve the data, the programmer must know what words are stored
on the binary tape, in what record and where in the record they are stored,
and the format used in storing them. This Liformation is provided on the
printed output of the sample case in this manual.
.•yP.,w„w^rr:...^+»a^w+. v^.^.s^ewu.t«^.^.a.a-...	 w^ 	 1.^.1^^'^^N►U'.'1±t'^'Irw^►A.	 +^,'^^'^".
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Each word on the binary tapes is marked on the sample printed output,
the format of the words being indicated by an underline for floating pint,
a rectangle for binary coded decimal, and a circle for fixed point. There
are a few words on the binary tape that do not appear in the printed out-
put. Only Vie ones useful for data retrieval will be discussed. All of
them are nvirked on the sample printed output, however, to avoid confusion
if dumps of the binary tapes are referred to.
The words on the binary tape are grouped into records. This grouping
is indicated on the sample printed output by horizontal lines The records
are numbered in the left margin of the sample printed output. The numbers
will not necessarily correspond to the actual record numbers, whir' are
always consecutive on the binary tape, since it is possible to eliminate
some records in some analysis codes by choosing different optional outputs.
Also, if there are more than 256 words in a record, the logical record
will occupy more than one physical record on the binary tape.
'"ne number of words in.the record, excluding the first word, which
is not retrievable in Fortran, is a iven in the right margin on the sample
printed output. The number of words in some records depends upon the case
being run or the selected input, and in these cases the word 'variableI'
instead of a number will be written in the right margin for these records.
The number of words in these records may be determined for a specific case
by counting the appropriate words in the. printed output. Since the com-
puter must write at least theee words in each record, records contai.ning
only one ward of informat:.on will actually have two more words in the tape
dump: the first and unretrievable word, and the third word which is a





In Analysis Code I the following words are of special significance ;o
the writer of a retrieval program.
Word 11 in Record 1.
If Word 11 = 0, Records 2, 8, 9, and all records after 18 do
not appear.
Word 13 in Record 1.
This word appears on the binary tape and not in lt:he printed out-
put. Its value may be determined from the printed output by
counting the number of words in Record 3 (Outgoing Combinations).
If Record 3 does not appear in the printed output, Records 4 and
10 will not appear either. The lengths of Records 3, 4, and 10
through, 16 depend upon the value of word 13, the number of out-
going ombinations.
Word 1 in Record 4l.
If this word equals 25402 in the decimal dump of the binary tape,
record 41 will contain only this one informative word, and an
extra record will have b ,.^en added following record 41. In this
case, record 42 will be a special option which will only be used
with higher energy cascade calculations and therefore will not
appear with the calculations on these tapes. The record numbered
41 in the sample printed output would then be record 43.
Analysis Code II
In Analysis Code II the sequence of the records depends upon the
option: selected (see pp 60-62 of this manual). The sample printed
output in this manual illustrates the most probable Sequence of records
if all of the options are selected and therefore as an example the records




a desired case may be determined by comparing; the printed output for the
desired case with the sample printed output and numbering the records in a
similar manner. Wherever the word "PAGE 1" appears on the printed output
(this rrky occur as many as four times in different par;.s of the printed
output, s7 in the example in ORF7.7,-3433 ), there will be twee records on
the binary tape that do not aT. ,aeai- in the printed output. The location
of these records aad the wordb they contain are indicated on the sample
printed output. the words in these records indicate what options have
been selected or how many times certain types of records are repeated.
They are useful but not necessary for a retrieval program.
There are no words in Analysis Code II that are of special signifi-
cance, in general, to the writer of a retrieval. program.
Evaporation Code
In the Evaporation Code extra records, which do not appear in the
printed output, have been added to the binary tape between each line of
the first table in the Evapore.tion Code. These records, called KM on the
printed output illustrated on pages 82 and 83, are one informative word in
length and indicate the length of the succeeding record. They are not
necessary for a retrieval program.
If the first table occupies more than one page of printed output, a
record identical to Record 3 containing the case number will occur on the
binary tape before the table is continued.
Angular Momentum Code
The first word in Records 2 through 5 on the binary tape is the number
of words to follow in that record. This word does not appear on the
printed output.
Running; Times




Cascade Code 0.11 0.22 0.35 a
Analysis Code I 0.04 0.03 0.04
Analysis Code II oa o . a i 003	 $
Evapora ion Code 0.0; .05 0.11
Angular Momentum








The running time of this code is, of course, independent
of the targets.
The running; time for Analysis Code II is very sensitive to the quantity
of information desired. The values listed here are for the use of all the
options. The running time for the Angular Momentum Code depends primarily
upon the size chosen for the angular momentum intervals. Estimated machine,
times based on the use of this table should not be considered as more accu-
rate than about 50%-
^'iii".+it^iw •i.^ti.it^c>. ae^^Yxe:^ w.4;i:e^.;±nsa.r:..7.:a:..a:': a:kA: !b^-..^..,+«^..^..... 	 ^_
lk
IOU Sut^routine
An IOU subroutine is included in each code to provide the proper as-
signment of a logical tape number to an absolute tape and channel. If a
change in any of the assignments is desired, then a change mus i. be trade in
the twenty-second card of the listing shown below, which is an exile for
Analysis Code II and the Diaporation Code. The meaning of this card is:
IOU ( Logical 1, Logical 2, Logical 3, ..... , Logical n) ,
where the ab-cclute number is inserted for the appropriate logical number.
If an absolute number is not required for a given logical number, then
nothing is inserted between the commas surrounding that space. For
example:
IOU (A6 1 A5, , A3)
assigns logical 1 to A6
logical 2 to A5

















































FORMAT OF OTUI.PUT WRITM ON THE PRIMARY OUTPUT TAPE I'ROM THE CASCADE CODE
(All of the records below are written in the binary mode.)
Notation:
fl. = Floating point
fx. = Fixed point (integers written starting at
the right side of the word)
0 = Octal




1	 Target mass number	 fl.
2	 Target atomic number	 fl.
3	 Incident particle kinetic energy (IdeV)
	 fl..
4	 Type of inciden particle
PRCfON
i	 t
One of	 ANEUT	 ( left-adjusted)
	 BCD
PC- J
5	 Chemical symbol of target ( left-adjusted) 	 BCD










Word No.	 Description	 Format
1	 Number of escaping particles in this record 	 fx.











3	 Kinetic energy of this escaping particle (MeV) 	 fl.
4	 Cosine of angle that this escaping particle
makes with x axis	 fl.
5	 Cosine of argl.e that this escaping particle
makes with y axis
	 fl.
6	 Cosine of angle that this escaping particle
makes with z axis	 fl.
17 II	 x, X, and z coordinates, respectively, of point
8 t,	 from which this particle made its last collision.	 fl.
9 i	 (The origin is at the center of the nucleus.)
_J
10	 Type of particle escaping second
11	 Kinetic energy of particle escaping second
12	 Cosine of an€,le that second escaping particle
makes with x axis
etc.
	 .
Last Word x coordinate of the collision point of the
incident particle initiating the cascade.
The collision at this point was the first
in the cascade collisions that led to the
particles in this record escaping.
	 fl.
Note: There is a set of 8 words for each escaping particle. If no parti-
cles escape, t1here will be only 2 words in the record. The first
word will be zero and the second word will be the value of the




The order in which the particles are tabulated, i.e., first escap-
ing particle, second escaping particle, etc., has no physical
significance. The order was determined by coding convenience.
The coordinates are oriented so that the incident particle is
	 idirected along the positive z axis and lies in the x-z plane.





Same format as Record 2
Record 4






1	 Total numbr.r of incident particles making
collisions	 fl.
2	 Geometric cross section of target in mb
(millibarns), a 	 fl.
3	 Inelastic cross section of reaction in
mb, cinel	 fl.
4	 Number of escaping particle records fx.
5	 Cutoff energy (MeV) fl.
END OF FILE
Note: In the last record, wor4s Nos. 1 and 4 will have the same value.
They are equal to the total number of records in tte file minus
two.
There is one escaping particle record of some kind for every incident
particle that makes a collision. If the incident particle passes
through the nucleus without making a collision, nothing is
recorded. Therefore,
(Lumber of escaping particle records
cinel -	 number of incident particles	 X c '9 
TAULE OF RANUUM NUMotkb
(OCTAL)
RANDOM = PREVIOUS RANDOM RAISED TO 5TH POWER MODULO 2 TO THE 35TH
INITIAL RANUUM =	 343277244615
+342547077215 +111013565335 +163716155553 +312322b14475
+141701334055 +113305342375 +145itO4514015 +146344071135
+041641001315 +011171751035 +357505156655 +077601634175
+143571723155 +351036700075 +326457511635
+36640015415 +Obt-i76470535 +270:71361755 +104774565675
+104236254255 +001436707575 +273765502215 +230371164335
+3546422{3515 -463723201235 +155202327055 +150511471375
+110461407355 +070143431275 +170321064315 +305544131035
+3105010ft3615 +176246343735 +175650776155 +115047407075
+151327204455 +150557724775 +055757770415 +070152027535
+042101575715 +066663600435 +161667007255 +264114376575
+047044303555 +001274032475 +215152456515 +140365320135
+233534432015 +312523567135 +107507222355 +322147500275
+350356544655 +375705012175 +2170b2166615 +225754642735
+!46026650115 +345613747635 +316015477455 +255333753775
+116635007755 +107134703675 +174341160715 +252103657435
+045215710215 +001436767335 +143116656555 +326441441475
+145567115055 +101172547375 +275611675015 +006013026135
+206110032315 +115634267035 +377340577655 +075755401175
+027765724155 +325312425075 +233613373115 +032177766635
+164004476415 +164160525535 +365312122755 +060011652675
+320423075255 +154075354575 +230130313215 +151435161335
+237213724515 +226365356235 +115552710055 +377745476375
+1602!1450355 +001231416275 +207117715315 +365652246035





























































































RANDOM • PREVIOUS RANDOM RAISED TO 5TH POWER MUOULO 2 TO THE 35TH
INITIAL RANDOM 34327 [44615
+100165065455 +170011631775 +021211241415 +127513664535
+142450726715 +212567615435 +007416430255 +056460643575
+010002404555 +012656257475 +305644747515 +110223275235
+365114203015 +271131324135 +165626063355 +001707265275
+:161137465655 +13145.4157175 +145W*077615 -346217337735
+3723654 =:1115 +241723624635 +337526160455 +067213460775
+336673150755 +035475370675 +217221111715 +174333474435
+115512121215 +160321357335 +030513557555 +1212254467475
+141645076055 +014501154375 +161237246015 +023260x63135
+017530263315 +060612004035 +151654320655 x352402346175
+361136125155 +361713352075 +260252764115 +225363443635
+301147347415 +337221762535 +225477063755 +005604137675
+[17450116255 +306065221575 +043061324215 +315507356335
+156107615515 +152352733235 +267653471055 +114761703375
+104615711355 +015454603275 +220030746315 +010033563035
+216041505615 +357423335735 +151311600155 +106327461075
+123733146435 +105104736175 +023200712415 +235674721535
+12112257715 +371427032435 x•026366251255 +010406310575
+1100"$4705555 +145105704475 +124621440515 +063144452235
+107612154015 +012636261135 +332131124355 +164044252275
+341300606655 +303774524175 +C67514210615 +357511234735
+245166432115 +070776701635 +352477041455 +175074365775
+344675511755 +03511.3255675 +051133242715 +171256511435
+116474532215 +043513154335 +332544660555 +212116713475


























































TABLE OF RANDOM NUMBERS
(OCTAL)
RANOON • PREVIOUS RANDOM RAISED TO 541 POWER MODULO 2 TO THE 35TH
INITIAL RANDOM = 343277244615
+232437121275 +123162714315 +015141721035 +256i10241655 +161740513175
+223514333735 +0415[2516155 +052101477075 +241114555115 +371252320635
+064033214775 +14330410415 +136402417535 +041170224755 +037613624675
+237427370435 +254575337255 +330046266575 +347440535215 +112630753335
+150443111475 +037165706515 +134723510235 +014744452055 +146217310375
+03354115713h +372306352355 +222575170275 +076714177315 +347330300035
+321463702175 +134714216615 +132574632735 +117456001155 +010537406075
+920757137635 +061651427455 +002501243775 +120566563415 +352735156535
+333737373675 +220506010715 +052261447435 +041766272255 +202465155575
+073503752335 +3074 3406555 +22014Z531475 +0277?0331515 +206211027235
+306335037375 +374266325015 +033502416135 +101060365355 +226236437275
+234257057035 +350262127655 +031526271175 +363342521615 +054072331735
+247230515075 +320971623115 +114055156635 +324160122455 +051416472775
+363535115535 +231104252755 +317246342675 +231737573715 +277734726435
+057703244575 +343005343215 +221254151335 +16747'[161555 +170555340475
+160141546235 +162751640055 +276201766375 +225362770015 +017371055135
+006743106275 +054467545315 +306107036035 +12"`24362655 +050650060175
+126745230735 +143563327155 +021515024075 +160020546115 +136704375635
+221843121775 +246647671415 +301742254535 +250425565755 +077500511675
+331331405435 +133262760255 +222460533575 +0?0306145215 +117061550335
+301641347475 4300266177515 +302717465235 +266265633055 +212336115375
+1643447141:5 +115313213355 +156251755275 +207411630315 +347000215035
+205611047.175 +007434127615 +12'1335327735 +151635402155 +173334533075
+345425014635 +157200110455 +313036750775 +256412634415 +006714613535
+312416060675 +065673741715 +054147264435 +26526613255 +005335222575
4
,,,^.^.^-.	
..w.r+.yw....a ♦ 	 ^	 w.n..^u.u•^r+^ue,.^:....w^.w.^^ -	 _ ...y.............^^.^...^...-v.........r.^..^..... ---- - ^•..^..^ 	 ..w---	 .:...r.^yi^i,
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TABLE OF RANDON NUMBERS
(OCTA:)
RAND" n PREVIOUS RANDOM RAISED TV 5TH POWER MODULO 2 TO THE 35TH
INITIAL RANDOM n 343277244615
+032606307555 +063144556475 +065001422515 +019440604235
+103560676015 +057545753135 +376674026355 +176126024275
+075323650655 +137131236175 +117777232615 +375602626735
+254737214115 +344176633635 +211611403455 +017041777775
+273757113755 +145556627675 +171276324715 +327106343435
+215504354215 +027424346335 +105553662555 +274421165475
+262500421055 +332474173?75 +317562141015 +216334212135
+277506576315 +236526353035 +351560703655 +213570625175
+371540330155 +344015551075 +146626737115 +107141652635
+2403U5342415 +301521311535 +303667326755 +31670257667
+326550601255 +316164200575 +060301757215 +060461545335
+247250670515 +131376642235 +045277214055 +037776122375
+102104254355 +045725742275 +245561461315 +301663332035
+164662240615 +350525224735 +323271203155 +022157060075
+251376771455 +340775655775 +331335105415 +241653450535
+201514072715 +16613030i435 +143727134255 +041436467575
+226025410555 +235654003475 +031704713515 +001113561235
+016231447015 +163050510135 +357633667355 +351152611275
+037705ti71655 +201045403175 +314102143615 +256502323735
+2654070051i5 +162423510635 +0004530(x4455 +050226504775
+225536354755 +271704314675 +2472x7255715 +256313160435
+231231565215 +374243743335 +043231563555 +235132212475
+100617402055 +064607600375 +370377512^:5 +233276547135
+170100027315 +101661070035 +007479,424655 +077162572175
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1TABLE OF RANDOM NUMBERS
1
IOCTAL)
RANDOM	 PREVIOUS RANDOM RAISED TO 5TH POWER MODULO 2 TO THE 35TH
INITIAL RANDOM = 343277244615
+054566533775 +054741113415 +375557546535 +223375267755 +337062063675 +033672640715
+334557237435 +142076612255 +113421045575 +262263770215 +055[70742335 +361150136555
!	 +003163621475 +161755561515 +105601217235 +323240775055 +265417327375 +100361755015
+253712006135 +144721515355 +347036127275 +035243512315 +233021647035 +231023457655
+073217161175 +123456551615 +227404321735 +056441204155 +350466605075 +040370053115
+3510523466:5 +205706052455 +256775762775 +106215556415 +12361505535 +317116402755
+051023032675 +203626423715 +347244516435 +310767755255 +217431134575 +150302373215
+074613141335 +307540711555 +207530430475 +174272404515 +373051736235 +074770570055
+023356256375 +066020420015 +371652445135 +170157730355 +074774576275 +263057375315
+332463626035 +327047712655 +223732750175 +256513254615 +160631120735 +036643057155
1
+025505114075 +1535c0776115 +320013565635 +065764745455 +227614411775 +313726321415 W
+130710644535 +366461715755 +115307201675 +11341[406715 +234313175435 +120737310255
+176400423:?. +030645176215 +155572540335 +166543664555 +012150437475 +200727427515
+372533655235 +106566563055 +313204405375 +150473263015 +102300304135 +26122G343355
+167136445275 +01170346031: +302567005035 +114532345655 +017665737175 +255654157615
+264173317735 +322437132155 +177456623075 +133152121115 +254246204635 +275472040455
+167602240775 +361233264415 +376135203535 +277607430755 +051656550675 +247366571715
+262103054435 +110725043255 +363047112575 +151074201215 +153347337335 +326121037555
+222403646475 +006044652515 +024566774235 +101372756055 +001461734375 +[57522326015
+252553343135 +312023156355 +207243514275 +272077743315 +375473364035 +014613200355
+035600126175 +032461262615 +301012616735 +245565405155 +302123532075 +231443444115
+302132023635 +Cb1565333455 +307477267775 +061674427415 +234666742535 +350457343755
+304051317675 +124073154715 +3065:14133435 +207670776255 +057755001575 +106547404215
+111061336335 +306010412555 +120212255475 +132202275515 +001333313235 +006145351055
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